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Abstract 
Zeolites are crystalline microporous materials widely used as catalysts and 

membranes in chemical processes. The presence of defects of various lengths 

influences the performance of zeolites. In this regard the goals of this thesis are: I) 

to investigate and characterize the growth of ZSM-5 and PHI zeolite crystals and 

films to better understand the formation of defects during the crystal and 

membrane growth, II) characterization of the types of defects, III) to elucidate the 

mechanisms of defect formation and improve the synthesis routes to minimize the 

defects, and IV) to develop post-treatment methods to repair the defects. The 

research work towards the achievement of the research goal has resulted in six 

articles, a summary of which is given below.   

ZSM-5 crystals with carefully controlled thicknesses, in the range of 20-110 nm, 

were synthesized in fluoride and hydroxide media. The stability of the synthesized 

crystals was investigated by treatment in steam at 1000 °C for 2-32 h. Scanning 

Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-Ray Diffractometer (XRD), Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR) and Temperature-Programmed Desorption with ammonia 

(NH3-TPD), were employed to investigate the defects in ZSM-5 crystals (Paper 

I).   

The catalytic performance of the synthesized ZSM-5 crystals was investigated using 

the methanol to hydrocarbon conversion reaction. The effects of defects in the 

zeolite catalysts on catalytic performance and deactivation of the catalyst, time and 

mechanisms were reported (Paper II).  

The growth of ZSM-5 nanocrystalline seeds and subsequent formation of zeolite 

films from the growth of seeds in synthesis solution was investigated to better 

understand the formation of colloidal zeolite crystals and films. Extreme high 

resolution-scanning electron microscopy (XHR-SEM) along with the high 

resolution-transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) were employed to 

evaluate the nanostructure, microstructure and evolution of defects in zeolite film 

(Paper III). 

The effects of synthesis parameters and quality of seed crystals was studied in the 

synthesis of PHI zeolite membranes. The experimental design was done using the 

Taguchi method. To compare the performance of the membranes, permeabilities 
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of CO2 and CH4 were measured and the ideal selectivities were calculated. It was 

shown that the optimization of synthesis condition has improved the ideal 

selectivity by about 3 orders of magnitude (Paper IV).  

The surface roughness of the substrate, porous alumina support, was investigated 

towards understanding the defect formations and developing zeolite membranes 

with low defect concentration. Zeolite films were grown on unpolished substrates 

with a surface roughness of 907 nm and polished substrates with a surface 

roughness of 216 nm (Paper V). Furthermore, a post-treatment technique to plug 

the large defects, such as grain boundaries, in the zeolite films was developed. The 

method involved coking of the defects by introducing iso-propanol to the 

membrane at 350 °C to heal the defects (Paper VI). 

These investigations led to important conclusions, listed below: 

 ZSM-5 catalysts synthesized in fluoride media are more stable than those 

synthesized in hydroxide media, primarily due to less concentration of internal 

defects like sinalol groups.  

 The low defect concentration in the zeolite catalyst results in higher 

catalytic performance, offer stability and longer lifetime (approximately 6 times 

longer in the case of less defective samples). 

 The sub-colloidal particles in the synthesis solution arriving at the crystal 

surfaces carry out the film growth. The growth rate of the MFI film at 100 °C is 

calculated to 0.007 (µm/h). The growth rate of the MFI crystals in the synthesis 

solution follows the same mechanism and has the same growth rate.   

 CO2/CH4 ideal selectivity was increased up to 4.2 from 1.15 by increasing 

the number of synthesized layers from 1 to 3, synthesis temperature from 120 to 

150 °C, seed solution concentration 3 to 10%, and decreasing synthesis time from 

3 to 2 days. 

 Micro-sized hills as the main roughness on the membrane substrate are 

removed by polishing and the surface roughness is reduced from 907 to 216 nm. 

The area of the defects for the synthesized membrane on polished substrate is 

about 70% less than the one synthesized on unpolished substrate.     

 Blocking grain boundaries in zeolite membranes, the defects are reduced by 

approx. 70% by blocking the grain boundaries, while the permeability of the 

membrane decreased by around 10%. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Zeolites  

Zeolites (Greek words “zeo” = boil and “lithos” = stone [1]) are known as a class 

of crystalline materials with a framework of connected SiO4
4- and AlO4

5- 

tetrahedra [2] with a uniform and well-defined pore structure [3]. The AlO4
5- 

tetrahedra creates a negative charge of the framework. This charge is balanced by 

cations [4]. The cations can move, be exchanged and occupy the zeolites’ 

channels and cages. Equation (1) expresses the general structural formula of a 

zeolite (1): 

𝑀𝑀𝑥𝑥 𝑛𝑛⁄ �(𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑂2)𝑥𝑥. (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂2)𝑦𝑦�.𝑤𝑤𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 (1) 

In eq. 1, n, w, and y/x, are the valence of the cation M, the number of water 

molecules per unit cell and the Si/Al ratio of the zeolite, respectively. Zeolites 

can be classified based on the Si/Al ratio. They can be low silica zeolites (Si/Al= 

1-2), medium silica zeolites (Si/Al= 3-10) or high silica zeolites (Si/Al= 11- ∞). 

The acidity of the zeolite is defined by the Si/Al ratio. A low ratio makes the 

surface more hydrophilic. Other parameters, such as the compensating cations, 

can also determine the physical and chemical properties of zeolites. Zeolites have 

a high surface area due to the channels and cavities of the frameworks, which also 

provides shape selectivity for zeolites.  

Basically, porous materials – regarding pore size – can be divided into materials 

with micropores (< 2 nm in size), mesopores (2-50 nm in size) and macropores 

(> 50 nm in size) [5]. Therefore, zeolites are microporous materials as the pores 

range from 0.3 to 1.5 nm [3]. According to the International Zeolite Association 

[6], 200 different zeolite frameworks have been recognized so far. These zeolites 

are assigned with a three-letter code; LTA, FAU, MFI are some examples.  
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These zeolites have attracted considerable attention in both research and industry. 

Zeolites have been utilized in different applications, such as membranes [7], 

catalysts [8], adsorbents [9, 10], water treatment [11] and ion exchange [12].    

1.2. MFI Zeolite 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the straight channels (5.3 x 5.6 Å) in the MFI framework. As 

mentioned earlier, zeolites can have different silicon to aluminium ratios (Si/Al) 

which can be adjusted in the synthesis procedure [3]. MFI is denoted ZSM-5 if 

the Si/Al ratio is 10 to 200, and silicalite-1 when the Si/Al ratio is more than 200 

[13]. As previously discussed, the properties of zeolites are changed when the 

Si/Al ratio varies and silicalite-1 is more hydrophobic than ZSM-5, since zeolites 

become less polar when the Si/Al ratio increases. It is recognized that high pH 

values during synthesis result in more defects in the form of silanol group in the 

framework [14].  

1.3. PHI Zeolite 

Phillipsite (PHI) with eight-membered ring channels has pores which are aligned 

along the a-axis (3.8 Å ×3.8 Å), b-axis (3.5 Å ×4.3 Å), and c-axis (3.3 Å ×3.2 Å), 

respectively. Due to the pore size (shown in Figure 1.1), it can separate CO2 (3.3 

Å) from CH4 (3.8 Å). It can also be used for ethanol purification. [15]. 

Controlling synthesis parameters like synthesis time and temperature can increase 

the efficiency of the membranes in separation processes, according to the 

literature [16]. 
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Figure 1.1. MFI (right) and PHI (left) frameworks [6]. 

1.4. Crystal growth and crystallization of ZSM-5 

In general, zeolites are synthesized by mixing silica and alumina sources and a 

mineralizing agent and exposing the mixture to hydrothermal treatment (room 

temperature to 300 °C) for a certain period of time. Mixing of raw materials gives 

a precursor mixture (gel or suspension) which is heated to produce the crystalline 

zeolite. The precursor mixture can range from a clear solution (colloidal) to a 

solid, dry gel (dense gel). Aging is defined as storing the precursor mixture for a 

period of time before hydrothermal treatment. The composition of precursor 

mixture is usually expected as molar ratios of the oxide components: TO2:R2O: 

M2O:H2O, where T is framework atoms (like Si, Al, etc.), M is alkali metal (like 

Na, K, etc.), R is structure-directing agent (SDA, template) (used to stabilize the 

framework) and H2O which is used as solvent. The synthesized zeolites are 

usually calcined after the synthesis to remove the template from the structure.  

There are generally two steps in zeolite crystallization: nucleation of new phase 

and growth. For the crystallization processes, there is an S-shaped curve showing 

the stage of crystallization by time (see Figure 1.2). As shown in the figure, the 

curve has two stages: first, induction period and second, nucleation and crystal 

growth [17]. The induction period is the time in which the reaction begins, and 

the first nuclei appear. During the nucleation period, atoms and molecules of the 

starting materials rearrange into nuclei of the product and start forming crystals. 
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Also in this step, crystal nuclei with the same crystalline structure as the crystalline 

phase are formed. The nucleation rate increases to a maximum value and then 

becomes zero at the end of nucleation. The crystals grow from this point. At the 

last step, the crystallization ends, sometimes without any further changes [18].  

ZSM-5 is synthesized by mixing silica and alumina sources with templates like 

TPAOH. Starting around 50 years ago, numerous research projects have been 

conducted on the design of ZSM-5 crystals to define their properties for different 

applications [19, 20]. A good understanding of the different stages of growth and 

crystallization is required in order to optimize the materials for a certain 

application.   

 

 

Figure 1.2. Evolution of crystallization as a function of time: (a) nucleation 

rate, (b) crystal growth and illustrated by graphs and scheme (c) [21].  

1.5. Zeolite as a catalyst 

Catalysts increase the reaction rate without being part of the final product or 

being consumed during the reaction [22]. Usually, there are three steps in 
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catalytic reactions. First, the catalyst adsorbs the reactants on the catalytic sites at 

the surface. Then, some bonds break and other bonds form, which results in 

products. Finally, the products desorb from the surface of the catalyst.  

Zeolites have been widely used in catalysis due to their unique pore structures, 

high surface areas, and high thermal and hydrothermal stabilities [23]. Small 

molecules, which can pass through the channels of the zeolite, are able to reach 

the catalytic sites for the reaction. On the other hand, some molecules are too 

large to enter the channels. They can only react with the external surface sites.  

The size of catalyst crystals has been considered as an important factor due to its 

effects on the length of the intra-crystalline diffusion path of reactant molecules 

[24]. Catalysts with smaller crystal size often display higher conversion and longer 

lifetime owing to the larger external surface and short diffusion path [25].  

One example of the commercial use of zeolites as catalysts, is methanol to 

hydrocarbon (MTH) reactions [26-28]. The MTH process was first discussed by 

Mobil Research Laboratories in 1976 [29]. The goal was to find a way of making 

high-octane gasoline from methanol and isobutene using the new catalyst. 

However, inadvertently, it was discovered that the catalyst directly produced 

alkanes and aromatics from methanol [30]. MTH has attracted more interest in 

recent years since methanol can be produced from synthesis gas and then produce 

different hydrocarbons [31].  

ZSM-5 is one of the most commonly employed MTH catalysts for industrial 

purposes [32]. The ZSM-5 framework is generally considered quite resistant to 

deactivation by coke formation. 

Due to high stability and long lifetime of the ZSM-5 catalyst [33, 34], it has been 

a popular candidate for investigation and modification of MTH reaction by 

researchers [35-40].  
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1.6. Zeolite membranes 

A membrane can selectively control the penetration of the components in a feed 

mixture and allow some of them to pass through (permeate) while some 

components are retained (retentate). This leads to selective separation, see Figure 

1.3. A pressure difference across the membrane (by either applying pressure at the 

feed side and/or applying vacuum at permeate side) is usually the driving force for 

permeation.  

 

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic of membrane separation.  

There are three important parameters for membrane performance; flux, 

permeance and separation factor, which are defined in equations 1.1, 2 and 3, 

respectively [41]. 

𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖 =
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖

𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
 Eq. 1.1 

where 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖 (mol.𝑠𝑠−1.𝑚𝑚−2) is the molar flux of component i, 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴. 𝑠𝑠−1) is the 

molar flow rate of component i, and 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓(𝑚𝑚2) is the membrane area.   

𝛱𝛱𝑖𝑖 =
𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖
Δ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖

=
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖

Δ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 .𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
 Eq. 1.2 

where 𝛱𝛱𝑖𝑖(mol.𝑠𝑠−1.𝑚𝑚−2.𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃−1) is the permeance of component i and Δ𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖(𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) is 

the pressure difference across the membrane.  
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∝𝑖𝑖/𝑗𝑗=
(𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗� )𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗� )𝑓𝑓𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓
 Eq. 1.3 

where ∝𝑖𝑖/𝑗𝑗 is the separation factor, and is defined as the ratio of the component i 

and j concentration (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖  𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗) at the permeate side to the concentration of i and 

j at the feed side.  

The membranes can be fabricated from different materials such as organic (usually 

polymeric) and inorganic materials (ceramic, metal, etc.). They can also be dense 

(non-porous) or porous, and be supported or be self-supported [41]. 

Zeolite membranes are microporous inorganic membranes [42] with high thermal 

and chemical stability in combination with potentially high flux and separation 

performance [7]. Potentially, they can be used in a large number of applications 

where polymeric membranes cannot be applied [43]. Zeolite membranes separate 

different components with three mechanisms; preferential adsorption, preferential 

diffusion and molecular sieving. In the adsorption mechanism, one or several 

components are selectively adsorbed and permeate. In the preferential diffusion 

mechanism, molecules with higher diffusivity in the pores can permeate faster, 

resulting in separation. In molecular sieve mechanism, which is a size-based 

separation, only the molecules smaller than zeolite pores can permeate.  

As mentioned earlier, there are more than 200 different zeolites and only a few of 

them have been synthesized as membranes. MFI, FAU and LTA are the most 

commonly reported membranes.  

1.7. Defects 

In general, solid materials have different types of defects. There are crystalline 

imperfections which can be classified into four categories: a) point defects related 

to atomic position, b) linear defects, c) two-dimensional defects, d) volume 

defects [44]. 
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Vacancies, impurities, and antistructure (in equilibrium) are counted as point 

defects. Vacancies (shown in Figure 1.4), and impurities as reasons for defect 

formation in the structure, can be even found in pure elements. The existence of 

vacancies increases the internal energy and decreases the structure stability. 

Vacancies are created in two cases; atomic diffusion from the interior of the 

crystal to the surface (the Schottky defect), and atomic movement from a lattice 

site into an interstitial site (the Frenkel defect). In both cases an empty space 

(vacancy) forms behind. This can be counted as an imperfection in the structure 

[44].  

 

Figure 1.4. Vacancy creation by movement of atoms [44]. 

Dislocations, as the typical linear defects, reduce the strength of a crystal, leading 

to broken bonds. Two-dimensional defects arise in surfaces and interfaces. These 

defects have a notable effect on the mechanical strength and chemical reactivity of 

crystals. In addition, grain boundaries can also act as short circuit paths for atomic 

diffusion and reduce the separation efficiency. Volume defects such as precipitates, 

inclusions, cracks, voids and pores also affect the properties of solids. These 

defects are usually created during fabrication.  

Defect sites are also crucial in the stability and performance of high‐silica zeolites 

[45]. Defects strongly affect the catalytic performance of zeolites [46]. An 

intracrystalline defect is another of the well-known defects in zeolite crystals and 

catalysts. In this kind of defect, broken Si-O-Si bonds result in micropore defects 

and silanol groups [47]. Zeolites are usually synthesized at high pH using 

hydroxide ions as a mineralizing agent. However, it is well-known that this leads 

to the formation of defects in the zeolites. On the other hand, zeolite synthesis 
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can also be carried out at near-neutral pH using fluoride ions as a mineralizing 

agent. In this case, defects are not found [48]. Dissolution of zeolite crystals may 

also lead to defects. Parameters such as Si/Al ratio, temperature, and leaching time 

play a vital role in crystal dissolution in zeolites [49]. Aluminium in the 

framework decreases the crystal dissolution by creating a negative charge [50]. 

This charge can protect the aluminium-rich parts from attack by hydroxide 

ions. Therefore, zeolites with low Si/Al ratios are relatively well protected from 

defect formation by dissolution [51, 52]. High pH value accelerates leaching due 

to the formation of soluble ionic species [53]. Moreover, defects may form in 

catalysts during catalytic reactions. This leads to the destruction of active sites and 

loss of activity [53]. For instance, Si−O−Al bonds in zeolites may break when 

exposed to steam at high temperatures in a process which is known as 

dealumination [54-56].  

Different types of defects are also present in membranes. Open grain boundaries 

are one of the most common of these. It is possible to minimize the effects of 

grain boundaries on the membrane performance by microstructural optimization 

during film growth [57], which will be discussed further in this thesis. Pinholes, 

another kind of defect, are defined as an area of the support where the film has 

not grown. A homogeneous seed layer does not only provide a membrane 

without pinholes, but may also increase the reproducibility of the membrane 

synthesis [58].  

Membranes also need a calcination stage to remove the template or other species 

left in the micropores. During template removal, intracrystalline pores between 

two adjoining grains may appear, due to contraction of the crystals. In addition, 

the thermal expansion between the support and zeolite film is mismatched and 

calcination at high temperature can lead to the formation of cracks [59, 60]. 

There are alternatives to calcination at high temperature such as ozonication [61] 

and rapid thermal processing (RTP). The latter is also reported to eliminate open 

grain boundaries by strengthening the bonding between the grains [57, 62, 63]. 
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There are some post-treatment techniques in the literature to decrease the defects 

of the membranes such as chemical vapour deposition [64] and chemical liquid 

deposition [65]. In this study, catalyst and membrane defects are investigated and 

an attempt is made to modify the structure of both to contain less defects.   

Permporometry, a simple and non-destructive technique, has been employed in 

this study to evaluate the membrane quality. This method is based on measuring 

the permeance of a non-adsorbing gas (here helium) through the membrane to 

monitor how it varies while the concentration of an adsorbate (here n-hexane) in 

the feed increases. In the permporometry experiment, the membrane is first dried 

at 300 °C. Then, helium is fed to the membrane. In this step, all the pores are 

fully open and the gas can pass through all pores (see Figure 1.5). After this step, a 

very small amount of adsorbate is introduced to the feed; enough to block zeolite 

pores and defects which are smaller than a predetermined size. However, the 

larger defects are open to pass through by the permeable gas. This way, it is 

possible to estimate the defect distribution of the membrane [66].    

 

Figure 1.5. Permporometry principle schematic. 

1.8. Scope of this work 

The aim of the current study is to investigate defects in zeolite catalyst and film. 

First, a stability test was developed for a detailed investigation of defects and their 

effects on stability in ZSM-5 catalyst. Catalysts synthesized in fluoride (non-

defective) and hydroxide media (defective) were exposed to steam at high 
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temperatures to reveal if the non-defective samples are more resistant even in 

these harsh conditions. The performance of the defective (synthesized in 

hydroxide media) and non-defective (synthesized in fluoride media) catalysts in 

methanol to hydrocarbon conversion was studied to determine if the defects 

decrease the catalytic performance and lifetime significantly. 

The following part was allocated to studies of the film growth (membrane) and 

characterization of defects which form during growth. ZSM-5 films were grown 

on the substrates to clarify the mechanism of film growth. In the next step, the 

synthesis conditions (temperature, time and seeding) on the quality of PHI 

membrane were investigated to reveal their importance in terms of defect 

removal. Methane and carbon dioxide were used to measure the permeance 

through the PHI membranes. The ideal selectivity was used to estimate the 

quality of the prepared membranes. In the next part, the effect of support surface 

roughness on crack formation in ZSM-5 was investigated to develop a pre-

treatment method for defect removal in zeolite membrane. Finally, as a post-

treatment technique, iso-propanol was used to block defects in the membrane. 

The improved quality of membranes was confirmed by permporometry.  
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2. Experimental 

2.1. Zeolite synthesis 

2.1.1. Catalyst synthesis (Papers I and II) 

In this work, four types of ZSM-5 crystals were prepared. Two ZSM-5 samples 

with different crystal thicknesses were synthesized from silicalite-1 seed crystals in 

fluoride media. The thickness of the ZSM-5 crystals was 20 and 110 nm, and 

these samples are denoted as F20 and F110, respectively. Two other samples were 

synthesized in hydroxide media with a thickness of 20 and 110 nm, denoted as 

OH20 and OH110, respectively. Silicalite-1 seed crystals prepared in fluoride 

media were used as seed crystals for sample OH110, but not for OH20.  

ZSM-5 seed crystal synthesis 

In order to synthesize seed crystals, a synthesis solution was prepared using TEOS, 

TPAOH and water, mixed in a polypropylene (PP) bottle and placed on a shaker 

at room temperature for 24 h to obtain a fully hydrolysed clear synthesis solution 

(further details can be found in previous work [67]). Then, a rotary evaporator 

operating at 50 °C for about 1 h was employed to remove the ethanol. Some of 

the water was also evaporated and a thick clear gel was obtained. To compensate 

for the evaporated water, the same amount of distilled water was added to the gel 

under stirring to form a clear solution again. The solution was subsequently 

transferred to a PP bottle and heated at 60 °C for 1 and 6 days for S1 and S2, 

respectively. Then, hydrofluoric acid (38-40 wt. %) with an equimolar amount as 

TPAOH was quickly added to the synthesis mixtures at 4 °C under stirring. This 

led to the formation of a very viscous clear gel after about 10 s with a pH of 6.3. 

The resulting molar ratio of the gel was 1 SiO2: 0.36 TPAF: 12 H2O by assuming 

that all the ethanol had been removed. For crystallization, the gel was transferred 

to the PP bottle again, and kept at 60 °C for 6 days. The obtained silicalite-1 

seeds were centrifuged at 12000 rpm for 10 minutes. The liquid was poured out 
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and distilled water was subsequently added to the particles. Then, the sample was 

shaken to re-disperse the particles. This procedure was performed 4 times for 

each sample to wash the seeds and then freeze-dried to provide the seed crystals.  

ZSM-5 catalyst synthesis 

For synthesizing F20, a clear synthesis solution was prepared by mixing the 

template solution with alumina and silica sources. The solution was processed by 

a rotary evaporator in the same manner as was done for seed crystals. Then, 6 wt. 

% of S1 solution was added to the clear solution followed by 1 h shaking. In the 

next step, hydrofluoric acid was added to the solution in the same manner as 

mentioned above. Subsequently, the gel was transferred to an autoclave placed at 

180 °C for 24 h and F20 powder was collected by centrifuging and freeze-drying 

in the same way as the previous section. 

For F110, S2 (600 ppm) was used as the seed and the whole procedure of F20 

was repeated. There were three differences for F110: the template in the synthesis 

solution, synthesis temperature and time which was 

tetraethylammoniumhydroxide (TEAOH), 175 °C and 48 h, respectively.  

For synthesizing OH20, a clear solution was prepared by mixing TEOS, TPAOH 

and water. Thereafter, sodium aluminate was dissolved in water and added to the 

clear solution. The resulting solution was transferred to a PP bottle and heated 

under reflux in a silicon oil bath at 98 °C for 2 h. Then it was transferred into a 

Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave for synthesis at 160 °C for 15 h. Finally, the 

crystals were washed and collected by centrifuging in the same manner.   

OH110 was synthesized by adding 3.3 wt. % of S2 to the synthesis solution 

(hydrolysed mixture of TEOS, TPAOH and water) and hydrothermal treating at 

180 °C for 4 days. 

All synthesized catalysts were calcined in air at 550 °C for 6 h. A summary of the 

conditions for the synthesis of the catalysts is available in Table 2.1. More details 

are also presented in Papers I and II. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of synthesis conditions for the samples. 

Code Description 
Composition of 

synthesis mixture 
Synthesis condition 

S1 Seed for F20 
1 SiO2: 0.36 TPAF: 12 

H2O 

60 °C, 1 day pre-

heating and 5 days 

crystallisation 

S2 
Seed for F110 and 

OH110 

1 SiO2: 0.36 TPAF: 12 

H2O 

60 °C, 5 days pre-

heating and 1 day 

crystallization 

F20 
Seeded growth 

thickness 20 nm 

1 SiO2: 0.0166 Al2O3: 

0.36 TPAF: 28 H2O 
180 °C, 24 h 

F110 
Seeded growth 

thickness 110 nm 

1SiO2: 0.48TEAF: 

0.0166 Al2O3 : 20H2O : 

0.1 PrOH : 4 EtOH 

175 °C, 48 h 

OH20 
In-situ growth 

thickness 20 nm 

1 SiO2: 0.018 Al2O3: 

0.018 Na2O: 0.35 

TPAOH: 18.65 H2O: 4 

EtOH 

160 °C, 15 h 

OH110 
Seeded growth 

thickness 110 nm 

1SiO2 : 0.48TEAOH : 

20H2O : 0.0166 Al2O3 : 

0.1PrOH : 4EtOH 

180 °C, 4 days 

2.1.2. Growth of silicalite-1 crystals and films (Paper III) 

Growth of silicalite-1 crystals was studied by first preparing a synthesis solution 

using TEOS, TPAOH and water, as explained in the previous section. The final 

molar composition of the solution was 3TPAOH: 25SiO2: 1450H2O: 100EtOH. 

The synthesis solution (SS) was transferred to polyethylene (PE) tubes and heated 

in an oil bath at 100 °C under closed reflux conditions for various times (1-100 

h). The solution was then divided into two samples. One was directly freeze-
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dried to provide powder for the samples for the crystallinity investigation and the 

other was centrifuged and washed 6 times in the manner explained above. The 

particles were assembled on a glass plate to form a monolayer. This was then used 

to investigate the crystal growth. Further details are available in Paper III.  

In order to grow the film, colloidal silicalite-1 crystals, about 50 nm in size, were 

prepared by hydrothermal treatment at 50 °C. The molar composition of the 

synthesis solution was 9TPAOH:25SiO2:360H2O:100EtOH as previously 

reported by this research group [2]. The crystals were dispersed in water to arrive 

at a 1 wt. % seed dispersion, and ammonia was added to adjust the pH to around 

8.5.  

Film growth was performed on three substrates; silicon wafers, holey carbon films 

on Cu TEM grids and amorphous carbon wafers. The supports were seeded and 

prepared for film growth as previously reported [2]. Following this, they were 

placed in PE tubes (filled with SS) and heated in an oil bath at 100 oC under 

reflux for set periods of time (2-120h). 

2.1.3. Membrane synthesis (Papers IV, V and VI) 

Synthesis of Phillipsite membranes (Paper IV) 

Preparation of seed suspension: To prepare a seed suspension for membrane, 

a synthesis solution was first prepared by preparing silica and aluminate solutions 

in two different PP bottles. The aluminate solution was obtained by dissolving 

sodium hydroxide (Merck, 99.5%) and potassium hydroxide (Merck, 84% KOH, 

15% water) in deionized water under stirring. Then, sodium aluminate (sigma 

Aldrich, 50-56% Al2O3; 40-45% Na2O) was very slowly added. Colloidal silica 

was dispersed in deionized water under stirring and then added to the alumina 

solution dropwise after a few minutes. The mixture was stirred for 2 h to form a 

white suspension which was kept for one day at room temperature for aging. The 

aged synthesis mixture was transferred to a Teflon-lined autoclave and placed in 

an oven for 7 days. The molar composition was 1.53 Na2O: 0.44 K2O: 1 Al2O3: 5 
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and 5.5 SiO2: 82.7 H2O [68]. The synthesis was performed at two temperatures; 

100 °C and 120 °C. After the hydrothermal treatment, the crystals were extracted 

by filtering and washed by deionized water until the pH value of the water was 7. 

In the last step, the powder was dried and then mixed with a specific amount of 

water to obtain 3, 6 and 10 wt. % seed dispersions. 

Membrane synthesis: To synthesize membranes, a synthesis mixture with a 

molar composition of 1.53 Na2O: 0.44 K2O: 1 Al2O3: 5 SiO2: 82.7 H2O was 

prepared, as explained earlier. The supports were covered by Teflon tape at one 

side and seeded from the other side by dip coating. Then, they were put vertically 

(by using a holder) into an autoclave filled with synthesis mixture to synthesize 

the membranes. Finally, all the membranes were washed by deionized water and 

dried after the synthesis [7, 69]. 

Synthesis of ZSM-5 membrane (Papers V, VI) 

Zeolite membranes were synthesized on graded porous alpha-alumina disks 

(Fraunhofer IKTS, Germany) with a diameter of 25 mm and a total thickness of 3 

mm. Some substrates (Paper V) were polished by SiC paper #4000 (Struers). 

Wetted substrates were carefully polished to obtain a shiny surface.  

The substrates were masked and seeded with colloidal MFI crystals with a 

diameter of about 50 nm, then a zeolite film was grown by hydrothermal 

treatment in a similar manner to that previously described [70]. In brief, the 

seeded substrates were put into PE tubes containing the synthesis solution and 

heated in an oil bath at 100 °C under reflux for 72 h. Subsequently, the 

membranes were first rinsed with a 0.1M ammonia solution and then calcined for 

6 h at 500 °C with a heating rate of 0.2 °C/min and a cooling rate of 0.3 

°C/min. The molar composition of the synthesis solution was 3TPAOH:25SiO2: 

1450H2O: 100C2H5OH.  
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2.2. Steam treatment to evaluate catalyst stability (Paper I) 

For steam treatment at high temperature, catalyst powder was placed in a crucible 

in a ceramic tube heated by a tubular furnace. Both ends of the tube were sealed 

with glass wool. Distilled water was fed at a rate of 1 ml/minute to a round-

bottom flask which was heated by a heater to keep the boiling water level 

constant. This produced approx. 1 g/minute of steam, which was fed to the 

ceramic tube via a steel tube. The steam passed through the ceramic tube and left 

the tube through another short tube. At the same time, the catalyst was heated to 

550 °C or 1000 °C using the furnace.  

2.3. Catalytic reaction test (Paper II) 

For catalytic reactions, a packed bed reactor was used. ZSM-5 catalyst was mixed 

with milled sand at a ratio of 1:50. The mixture was then loaded in the reactor. 

Crushed quartz glass and glass wool were placed at the bottom and top of the 

catalyst mixture (details of specification in Paper II) to keep the catalyst/sand 

mixture in the centre of the reactor. Nitrogen was sent saturated with methanol 

at 18 °C and fed to the heated reactor (400 °C) to perform the reaction. The flow 

of nitrogen was controlled using a mass controller. An online gas chromatograph 

was employed to analyse the reactor output every hour. To calculate methanol 

conversion, the difference between the concentration before and after the reactor 

(inlet and outlet saturated streams) was divided by the concentration in the inlet 

stream. The weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) was kept at 2 g methanol g-1 

catalyst h-1. 

2.4. Permporometry (Papers V and VI) 

As previously reported [67], the membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell 

and sealed via graphite gaskets (Eriks, the Netherlands) for permporometry 

analysis. Following this, they were dried at 300 oC for 6 h. The membranes were 

heated at a heating rate of 1 oC min-1 and allowed to cool down naturally. 
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Permporometry characterization was carried out at room temperature at a 

pressure difference across the membrane of 1 atm. The permeate was kept at 

atmospheric pressure. The n-hexane relative pressure was increased step by step 

from 0 to ca. 1, and the system was allowed to achieve steady-state at each 

relative pressure. n-Hexane was removed from the permeate stream using a 

condenser, kept at -40 oC, followed by a column packed with activated carbon. A 

digital flow meter and a soap bubble flow meter were employed to measure 

volumetric flow rate of the permeate. The defect distribution was estimated as 

reported previously [42]. 

2.5. Coke deposition (Paper VI) 

Iso-propanol was introduced to the membrane (the same cell and setup as 

permporometry) at a temperature of 350 °C to form coke on the membrane for 

1-25 h. After coke deposition, helium was used to flush the membrane. Then, the 

membrane was cooled down to 50 °C and the amount of defects was estimated 

by permporometry. 

2.6. Characterization 

SEM  

SEM images were recorded by extreme-high-resolution scanning electron 

microscopy (XHR-SEM). A state of-the-art instrument, Magellan 400 (the FEI 

Company, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) was used. No conductive coating was 

used. 

TEM  

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy data were recorded by a JEM-

2100F (JEOL Ltd.) instrument operated at 200 kV. Self-supported zeolite films 

grown on amorphous carbon wafers were embedded in LR white resin. In order 

to free and clean the top surface of the film, thin sections of 60 nm were cut with 

a diamond knife and resin was removed by plasma cleaning. 
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XRD  

A Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer was employed to record X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) data. A Cu-tube operated at an accelerating voltage and current of 40 kV 

and 45 mA, respectively, was used. The data were recorded in the 2θ range 10–

40°. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5 main peaks in the 2θ range 

22.5° to 25° was extracted by fitting a symmetric pseudo Voigt profile to the 

experimental data and the sum (ƩFWHM) was estimated (Paper I). In the same 

2θ, relative crystallinity was estimated from the sum of intensities of the same 

reflections and compared data for a reference sample.  

27Al NMR 

A Bruker Avance III spectrometer operated at a frequency of 156.4 MHz, was 

employed to record solid state 27Al Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra. 

For each spectrum, 8192 transients were gained using a short excitation pulse 

(1.33 μs, ~30°), and 1 s recycling delay. A 4 mm probe head was used. In 

addition, 14 kHz was used for magic angle spinning (MAS) conditions. Here, 25 

Hz as small amount of synthetic Lorentzian line broadening was utilized. A 1.0 

mol/dm3 aqueous solution of Al(NO3)3 was used to calibrate the 27Al NMR 

chemical shift. 

Elemental analysis (ICP) 

In order to measure the elemental composition of the samples, inductively 

coupled plasma-sector field mass spectrometry (ICP-SFMS, ALS Analytica, Luleå, 

Sweden) was used. Samples were prepared for analysis using the following 

procedure: 0.1 g of sample and 0.4 g LiBO2 were melted and dissolved in HNO3. 

LOI (loss on ignition) was measured by heating the samples to 1000 °C. 

Gas adsorption 

A Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument was used to measure nitrogen adsorption 

at 77 K. The samples were first degassed at 623 K under vacuum for 10 h.  
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NH3-TPD 

A Micromeritics TPD/TPR 2900 analyzer was utilized for recording NH3-TPD 

data. The sample was placed in a quartz u-tube reactor. The sample was first 

heated to 823 K with a rate of 10 K/min in helium and kept half an hour at this 

temperature and then cooled down to 473 K. Then it was flushed with ammonia 

followed by helium, each for 10 min. This procedure was repeated 3 times, and, 

after the last time, ammonia desorption was monitored in the temperature range 

473 to 823 K with a heating rate of 10 K/minute. 

FT-IR 

FT-IR spectra were collected in transmission mode on a Bruker Vertex 70 

spectrophotometer, equipped with an MCT cryodetector, accumulating 32 scans 

at 2 cm-1 resolution. The samples were self-supporting pellets. To protect the 

samples mechanically, a gold envelope was employed. 

3D optical surface profile measurement 

A Wyko 1100NT 3D optical surface profiler was employed for measuring the 

surface roughness, using vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) of white light with 

a magnification of 2.5 times. The data were processed using Veeco software. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Zeolite catalysts (Papers I and II) 

3.1.1. Investigation of effects of defect on catalyst stability 

As discussed in chapter two, 4 zeolite ZSM-5 catalysts were synthesized, two less-

defective catalysts in comparison (hereafter termed as defect-free) were prepared 

in fluoride media (F20 and F110), and two defective catalysts in hydroxide media 

(OH20 and OH110) were prepared. The aim was to investigate if defects 

influence catalyst stability.  

For a fair comparison, all other parameters should be similar for the samples. First, 

the morphology of the catalysts was investigated by SEM to confirm the 

similarities between the samples. Figure 3.1 shows the SEM images of all catalysts 

before steam treatment. Catalysts F20 and OH20 are slab-like with an average 

thickness of about 20 nm (estimated by measuring the width of about 40 crystals), 

i.e. the morphology is relatively similar. Catalysts F110 and OH110 also have the 

same thickness (110 nm) and again slab-like morphology. Then, first the Si/Al 

ratios were measured for all samples by ICP to compare the compositions, see 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1. Measured and estimated Si/Al ratios for the ZSM-5 catalysts.  

Sample Measured Si/Al  Estimated Si/Al  

F20 40.4 30.3 

OH20 27.2 27.2 

F110 35.9 30.2 

OH110 56.5 40.9 

All catalysts were prepared from a synthesis mixture with a Si/Al ratio of 30. 

Since OH20 was prepared without addition of seeds to the synthesis mixture, the 

Si/Al ratio of the catalyst is close to the Si/Al ratio in the synthesis mixture. F20, 
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F110 and OH110 were synthesized by the addition of aluminium-free silicalite-1 

seeds to the synthesis mixture which led to higher Si/Al ratios in the catalysts, in 

comparison to the Si/Al ratio in the synthesis mixture. However, the estimated 

Si/Al ratios of the ZSM-5 crystals grown on the silicalite-1 seeds were close to 30 

for all samples as shown in the table. Therefore, the samples were fairly similar in 

this sense. 
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Figure 3.1. SEM images of the parent calcined catalysts, F20 (a,b), OH20 

(c,d), F110 (e,f), OH110 (g,h). 
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Figure 3.2 shows N2 adsorption/desorption data of the catalysts before and after 

steam treatment. The parent catalysts showed typical isotherms for crystalline 

ZSM-5 zeolite. Catalysts F20 and OH20 adsorbed slightly higher at a relative 

pressure of 0.1, since they had smaller crystals with higher external surface area 

and, consequently, more adsorption at the external surface. For this reason, the 

BET surface area for these two samples (available in Table 3.2) is slightly higher 

compared to catalysts F110 and OH110. However, no clear difference between 

defective and defect-free crystals was observed. This is likely to be due to small 

pore volume of the defects in comparison with the volume of the zeolite pores. 

Similar trends were observed for the mesopore volume.  

Figure 3.2. N2 adsorption of parent (left) and steam treated (right). 

Table 3.2. Surface area and mesopore volume of the parent and steam-treated 

samples. 

Catalyst Code Parent Steam treated for 32 h 

 
SBET 

(m2/g) 

Vmes 

(cm³/g) 

SBET 

(m2/g) 

Vmes 

(cm³/g) 

F20 426 0.16 129 0.16 

OH20 426 0.21 285 0.21 

F110 385 0.07 - - 

OH110 344 0.12 - - 
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Figure 3.3. SEM images of the catalysts after 32 h of steam treatment at 1000 

°C, F20 (a,b), OH20 (c,d), F110 (e,f), OH110 (g,h). 
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In the next step, the samples were treated by steam. Figure 3.3 presents SEM 

images of the catalysts after steam treatment at 1000 °C for 32 h. Although the 

main morphology of the crystals can still be recognized, all crystals seem 

embedded in amorphous material. After steam treatment for 32 h at 1000 °C, the 

BET surface areas of catalysts F20 and OH20 were measured, see Figure 3.3 right. 

The BET surface area reduced considerably which was probably because of the 

partial collapse of micropores in the zeolite crystals. However, the mesopore 

volume was not affected by the steam treatment. Figure 3.4 shows XRD patterns 

for catalysts F20 and OH20 after different treatment times by steam (0-32 h) at 

1000 °C. Sample F20 initially displayed relatively intense and narrow reflections 

despite the very low thickness of the crystals. On the contrary, sample OH20 

displayed broader and less intense reflections for the parent sample. After steam 

treatment at 1000 °C, peak broadening and reduced intensity was observed from 

both samples.  

 

Figure 3.4. XRD diffractograms of the calcined F20 (left) and OH20 (right) 

prior to steam treatment and after steam treatment at 1000°C for 1-32 h. 

The full widths at half maximum (FWHM) were extracted for the five most 

intense reflections in the 2θ range 22.4-25.4°, by profile fitting. Then, the sum 

ƩFWHM for each sample was plotted as a function of time of treatment (Figure 
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3.5). As can be seen in the figure, ƩFWHM for all the samples increased as a 

function of time, showing that the crystal structure was gradually breaking down. 

However, it increased significantly more for the defective samples OH20 and 

OH110 (prepared using hydroxide as mineralizing agent) compared to the defect-

free samples F20 and F110 (those prepared using fluoride as a mineralizing agent). 

The higher stability for defect-free samples may be an effect of higher 

concentration of structural defects and silanol groups in the defective samples [14, 

71-74], as compared to the defect-free samples [48].  

 

Figure 3.5. ΣFWHM after 0-32 h steam treatment. 

Figure 3.6 shows the relative crystallinity of the catalysts as a function of steam 

treatment time. The relative crystallinity of the defect-free samples is always 

higher than the defective samples. Again, this indicates a higher stability of the 

framework of the defect-free samples.  
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Figure 3.6. Relative crystallinity (RCI) estimated from the intensity of 5 XRD 

reflections for the samples after 0-32 h steam treatment. 

In order to study the stability of the aluminium in the framework of the catalysts, 
27Al MAS NMR data were recorded (Figure 3.7). The spectra of the parent 

samples appeared very similar due to a similar Si/Al ratio, but with a slightly 

higher concentration of hexacoordinated aluminium in the OH20 sample due to 

the Al concentration (lower Si/Al ratio). The results show that no sharp peaks 

appeared after 4 h steam treatment at 1000 °C and both samples were totally 

dealuminated. Therefore, samples were also treated at milder conditions, i.e. at 

550 °C for 2 h, see Figure 3.7. From the fairly similar 27Al MAS NMR spectra 

between parent and steam treated samples, it could be said that both samples lost 

about the same small amount of aluminium after steam treatment at 550 °C for 2 

h. In other words, both defect-free and defective samples dealuminated rapidly 

during steam treatment without any noticeable difference between the samples.  
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Figure 3.7. 27Al MAS NMR spectra recorded of parent and steam treated at 1000 

°C for 4 h for F20 (up left) and OH20 (up right), and parent and steam treated at 

550 °C for  2 h for F20 (down left) and OH20 (down right). 

The same samples were tested by NH3-TPD experiments. The results are 

available in Figure 3.8. Based on the results, OH20 had a higher concentration of 

silanol group and consequently a higher concentration of defects. Due to total 

dealumination for the catalysts at 1000 °C, the test was repeated for catalysts 

treated at 550 °C for 2 h. According to the results, the total ammonia uptake for a 

parent F20 and the steam treated one was 402 and 142 µmol g
-1
, respectively. So, 

the relative loss of acid sites was around 64%. This was 57% for OH20. 

Therefore, defective and defect-free samples lose the same amount of the acid 

sites. 
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Figure 3.8. NH3-TPD profiles of the: (a) parent samples, (b) steam-treated 

samples at 1000 °C for 4 h, and (c) steam treated samples at 550 °C for 2 h. 

3.1.2. Investigation of performance for the defective and non-defective crystals in 

the MTH reaction (Paper II) 

An investigation of the performance in a catalytic reaction was conducted to 

observe how defects affect the catalytic reaction. Two samples were evaluated, 

one was synthesized in hydroxide media (OH110) and the other was synthesized 

in fluoride media (F110), as explained in the previous section. This provided two 

types of samples (defective and non-defective) with different crystal size. First, the 

samples were characterized with XRD, SEM, BET and FT-IR spectroscopy to 

observe the differences and similarities.  

In brief, in-situ IR spectroscopic measurements were performed to provide 

information about the hydroxyl group of the samples. The sample synthesized in 

the fluoride medium had a lower amount of terminal hydroxyl groups, 

corresponding to the presence of silicon vacancies inside the micropores of the 
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zeolite. Therefore, it could be said that the material obtained through the fluoride 

route contains a very low concentration of internal defects. 

To see the effect of defects on the catalytic performance, the crystals were 

evaluated as catalysts in MTH reaction. Figure 3.9 a presents methanol 

conversions as a function of time at a weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 2 

g methanol g-1 catalyst h-1 for the samples. Both defect-free and defective catalysts, 

sample F110 and OH110, displayed high initial methanol conversion of 92% and 

95%, respectively. During the first 24 hours, OH110 had stable conversion of 

about 95-97%; while it was about 90% for F110. After ca. 24 hours, the 

conversion for OH110 started to decrease sharply and dropped to 66% after 38 

hours (in total 62 h time on stream). On the contrary, F110 continued showing 

high conversion of about 88% after about 145 h, at which point the conversion 

dropped rapidly to 60% after about 165 h time on stream. This confirms that 

there is a significant difference in the deactivation time and behaviour for 

defective and defect-free catalysts which has been also reported in literature [75, 

76]. Moreover, the initial product selectivity (i.e. measured in the maximum 

conversion) is similar for both catalysts. Similar selectivity behaviour was expected 

for both catalysts due to the similar crystal size [24], which was found in this 

work. 

 

Figure 3.9. (a) methanol conversion as function of time on stream, and (b) initial 

products selectivity at a WHSV of 2 gmethanol g
-1

catalyst h
-1 for the ZSM-5(F) (black) 

and ZSM-5(OH) (red) catalysts. 
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According to the literature [77], higher mesopority can be one of the reasons for 

longer deactivation time. Mesopores provide effective transport of reactants and 

products in and out of the crystals without blocking. However, according to 

Table 3.2, OH sample had a larger mesopore volume. Consequently, this could 

not be the case, and, most likely, fluoride media synthesized samples had a longer 

deactivation time due to the low density of defects. 

Figure 3.10 shows a schematic drawing to define the coke formation process on 

MFI zeolite with and without structural defects illustrating our hypothesis. As can 

be seen, coke forms in the internal defect sites. This phenomenon results in 

longer diffusion paths for both reactants and products, which decreases catalyst 

activity. It is possible that only much smaller C-species and no coke can form in 

defect-free catalysts. Consequently, according to the proposed mechanism, coke 

formation only occurs on the defects in the structure. Therefore, a longer active 

time was provided by F catalysts due to fewer internal defects. More details of this 

are provided in Paper II.   

 
Figure 3.10. Schematic drawing of pristine frameworks with (top left) and 

without (top right) internal defects, and corresponding frameworks after coke 

deposition (lower panes). 
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3.2. Microstructure of MFI zeolite (Paper III) 

3.2.1. MFI crystallinity  

This part of the study has been conducted to observe nanoparticles’ creation and 

how their evolution takes place. Moreover, an investigation was carried out into 

how the nanoparticles contribute in MFI film formation. This helped us to find 

the reasons for defect formation during film growing and try to avoid them in the 

next steps. 

Therefore, synthesis solutions were provided in different thermal treatments. For 

crystallinity observation, the time was varied between 1-100 h and named the 

sample SS1 to SS100 where 1 and 100 show the time of thermal treatment. SS1 

to SS100 powders (11 samples) were prepared using the freeze-drying method 

which helped to avoid aggregation of the crystals [29].  

Figure 3.11 provided the relative crystallinity of all 11 samples as a function of 

synthesis time at 100 °C. Here, SS100, as the most crystalline of the samples, was 

chosen as the reference for calculating relative crystallinities. It can be seen that 

until 24 h the samples (SS1-SS24) were still totally amorphous. However, after 24 

h the crystallinity started to grow and continued growing until 88 h. The growth 

stopped after 88 h and almost no difference was observed between SS88 and 

SS100 (the S-shape curve discussed in introduction). According to the literature 

[18, 78], the crystals nucleate and grow at the expense of amorphous phase. The 

increase of the relative crystallinity after 88 h was negligible, probably due to the 

insufficient supply of nutrients indicating that the crystals grow at the expense of 

less stable crystals, known as Ostwald ripening [79]. 
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Figure 3.11. Relative crystallinity of all 11 samples as a function of synthesis time 

at 100 °C. 

3.2.2. Crystal growth 

To find the crystal growth, SS24, SS36, SS48, SS62 and SS88 were used. For this 

aim, the biggest particle in each sample was found using SEM images. To do so, 

all the five samples after washing and freeze drying were coated on a glass plate 

and the monolayer of crystals was checked by SEM. For each sample, 200 SEM 

images were recorded (see Figure 3.12) and then analyzed (image analyzing by 

MATLAB) to find the biggest particles out of around 2000 crystals. Figure 3.13 

presents the largest crystal size at each synthesis time. To estimate the first crystal 

creation, an extrapolation was done to cross the X-axis. By doing this, it was 

revealed that the first crystal was formed after 1.76 h. To find the crystal growth, 

it was enough to find the slope of the curve which was 15 nm/h at 100 °C.  
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Figure 3.12. SEM image of oriented samples coated on glass plate. 

 

Figure 3.13. The largest particle size for each sample curve and the extrapolation. 

The crystal size distribution for S88 was extracted by MATLAB. By assuming a 

constant crystal growth independent of the crystal size, the normalized nucleation 

rate was driven by using the growth rate (15 nm/h), see Figure 3.14. More nuclei 

were created over time (during the crystal growth) and the maximum nucleation 

rate was around 24 h. This was the period of crystal creation and growth in the 

synthesis solution (based on the crystallinity curve presented earlier). Thus, it is 
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evident that the crystals were grown by consuming the amorphous particles in the 

synthesis solution (and not by consuming the small crystals) which could be 

introduced as crystal growth mechanism. 

 

Figure 3.14. Normalized nucleation rate for S88. 

3.2.3. Film growth in seeded substrate 

As shown in the previous section, the first crystal appears before 2 h. Figure 3.15 

a,b show SEM images of seeded silicon wafer without and with 2 h thermal 

treatment (at 100 °C), respectively. By comparing these two images, the seeds 

were already grown in the synthesis solution from 50 nm to 75 nm, as expected. 

The asperities were also observable on the surface of crystals. Moreover, 

amorphous nanoparticles were seen in 2 h, showing that the subcolloidal particles 

from the synthesis solution attached on the crystal surface and could not detach 

on rinsing. To ensure that amorphous particles were on the crystals, TEM was 

conducted on the 2 h thermal-treated sample, and it was in agreement with the 

findings, see Figure 3.15 c,d. This result confirmed that the growth occurs in 

three steps; I) formation of subcolloidal nanoparticles in the synthesis solution, II) 

approach and attachment on the crystal surface, III) leading to the crystal growth 

as reported previously by Nikolakis et al. [80]. 
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Figure 3.15. Seeded substrate SEM image micrographs of seeded substrate: (a), 

and after 2 h of hydrothermal treatment, (b), and TEM micrographs of 2 h 

hydrothermally thermal-treated micrograph images, (c,d).                      

TEM micrographs of the seeds hydrothermally treated for 4 h and 8 h are 

presented in Figure 3.16. The images confirmed the existence of amorphous 

nanoparticles on the crystals and consequently the growth mechanism of the films 

by attaching of nanoparticles (sub-colloidal particles). More details are available in 

Paper III.  
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Figure 3.16. TEM micrographs of treated seeds for 4h (a,b) and 8h (c,d,e) in 

synthesis solution. 
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In order to see the whole steps of film growing, seeded silicon wafers with 

different thermal treatment times (2-36 h) were put in synthesis solution to grow 

film. It was also possible to see when a uniform film forms. Figure 3.17 provides 

high-resolution SEM micrographs (top and side view) of seeded substrates 

hydrothermally treated for 2, 4 and 6 h. It is evident that the size of the seeds 

enlarged by time after each step both laterally and vertically but not in the 

thickness. The seeds grew more and became much bigger with having cleaner 

surfaces with facets and the voids between them became smaller. The 

intracrystalline growth led to the formations of interconnections amongst the 

seeds and merging with the surrounding crystals. However, discontinuities 

appeared in some parts of the substrate, which is referred to as pinhole, see Figure 

3.17 f. 
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Figure 3.17. Cross-section (left) and top view (right) SEM images of seeded 

silicon wafers substrate after 2 h (a,b), 4 h (c,d) and 6 h (e,f) thermal-treated. 

After 8 h of hydrothermal treatment, the growth continued and the pinholes 

mostly disappeared, see Figure 3.18 a,b. After 12 h, grains were formed and a 
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continuous film with the thickness of 100 nm was created without containing any 

pinholes, see Figure 3.18 c,d. At this step, grain boundaries (open\closed) [81] 

which were propagated from the substrate to the surface of the film due to the 

crystal growth and enlargement from the substrate to the top [82], appeared. With 

further treatment, thicker film with well-developed (randomly) grains was formed 

and a competitive growth was observed (Figure 3.18 h) where some of the 

crystals grow faster while growth of some of the crystals was hindered [83, 84]. 

After 36 h, a film with a thickness of 350 nm and well adhered grains was created 

(Figure 3.18 g). The appearance of grain boundaries after 36 h was not so straight 

and had some twists and seemed to be not fully closed, as shown in Figure 10.  

Moreover, the width of grain boundaries was estimated less than 2 nm. 

Consequently, the width of open grain boundaries should be about 2 nm 

(micropore defects) or bigger (mesopore defects) [42]. 
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Figure 3.18. Cross-section (left) and top view (right) SEM images of seeded 

silicon wafers substrate after 8h (a,b), 12h (c,d), 24h (e,f) and 36h (g,h) thermal-

treated. 

Small defects in the shape of holes could be seen on the grains by magnifying the 

crystals in the films, see Figure 3.19. This finding confirmed that mesopores were 

present in the grains [42, 66, 85]. Mesopores due to bigger pore diameter changes 

the diffusion mechanism to Knudsen diffusion with much higher diffusivity [86] 

which leads to a decrease in the separation performance of the zeolite film. 

e f 
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Figure 3.19. Mesoporous areas revealed by SEM image for the seeded silicon 

wafers substrate after 36 h thermal-treated. 

To investigate how these mesopores appeared, a film was grown on amorphous 

carbon wafers for 120 h. The bottom part of the film was physically hindered, and 

no diffusion of nanoparticles was allowed. On the other hand, the top side was 

exposed by synthesis solution with free nanoparticle diffusion. The film was 

detached after growing. A smooth face was developed in the bottom side without 

any asperities, see Figure 3.20. Contrariwise, crystalline asperities were formed on 

top without finding any amorphous part revealed by SEM and TEM images 

presented in Figure 3.20. This suggested reorganization of the nanoparticles on 

the crystal surface. As a result, the mechanism of crystal growth and 

inhomogeneous nanoparticle attachment on the crystals resulted in originating 

mesoporous [87-89].  
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Figure 3.20. SEM and TEM images of a film grown on amorphous carbon 

wafers, bottom side hindered from synthesis solution (A), and upside proposed to 

synthesis solution (B,C). 

To calculate the film growth, thicknesses of the films synthesized for 12, 24 and 

36 h, were estimated from Figure 3.18 and plotted as a function of time. The 

growth rate of 0.007 µm/h at 100 °C was calculated by linear fitting (slope of the 

line). Although the growth rate of single crystal was twice as high compared to 

film growth, the crystals in film grew with growth direction perpendicular to the 

substrate surface while it happened in one direction (the largest diameter) [90]. 

Therefore, it could be said that both had the same growth mechanism with the 

same rate of growth.  

3.3. Optimization of synthesis conditions for membrane growth 

(Paper IV) 

In this part, the effect of synthesis conditions on defects in PHI zeolite 

membranes was investigated. 
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As the first step, the seed preparation procedure was optimized. The first 

parameter was the Si/Al ratio of the synthesis mixture investigated. For this aim, 

sample A, prepared from a synthesis mixture with a Si/Al ratio of 5, and B, with a 

Si/Al ratio of 5.5, were synthesized at 100 °C for 7 days. Based on XRD results 

(not shown here), both samples were pure PHI zeolite but sample A was 25% 

more crystalline compared to sample B. Therefore, a synthesis mixture with a 

Si/Al molar ratio of 5 was used for the remaining work. The synthesis 

temperature was the next parameter to be optimized. Sample C, with the same 

molar composition as sample A, was synthesized at higher temperature (120 °C) 

for 7 days. The crystallinities for both samples were almost the same, but sample 

C had smaller crystal size of the crystal aggregates based on SEM images (Figure 

3.21). Since smaller size of the aggregates may result in a more uniform film, 

sample C was selected as the seed powder for synthesizing the membranes.   

 

Figure 3.21. SEM images of sample A (a) and sample C (b). 

In next step, membranes were synthesized using an orthogonal design [91, 92] to 

design the experiments and 9 membranes were synthesized using different 

synthesis conditions (presented in Table 3.3). Permeabilities of the membranes for 

CH4 and CO2 were measured and ideal selectivities were determined to evaluate 

the membrane performance. It is worth mentioning that PHI zeolite has a pore 
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diameter of 0.38 nm which makes it a good candidate to separate the two gases 

by molecular sieving [15]. 

Table 3.3. Synthesis conditions and permeation data for the synthesized 

membranes. 

Code 
Seeding 

suspension 
(%)  

Synthesized 
layer  
(no.) 

Synthesis 
temperature 

(°C) 

Synthesis 
time 
 (day) 

PCO2
* PCH4

*  α 

M1 3 1 130 3 1.45 1.11 1.31 
M2 6 1 140 2.5 3.73 3.25 1.51 
M3 10 1 150 2 0.23 0.11 2.03 
M4 3 2 140 2 0.65 0.33 1.97 
M5 6 2 150 3 0.08 0.03 2.31 
M6 10 2 130 2.5 1.03 0.55 1.86 
M7 3 3 150 2.5 0.04 0.01 4.07 
M8 6 3 130 2 0.42 0.24 1.74 
M9 10 3 140 3 0.05 0.02 3.28 
M10 10 3 150 2 0.04 0.01 4.12 
*[P]: (mol.m-2.s-1.pa-1) 

Characterization by SEM and XRD confirmed that all membranes except M1 

were comprising a pure PHI phase, while M1 instead comprised T zeolite with 

larger pore diameter (0.36 nm × 0.51 nm) [93].  

M2 that was synthesized at a higher temperature of 140 oC was pure PHI using a 

concentrated seed solution. However, cracks and defects were observed by SEM 

and indicated with a low ideal selectivity of 1.5. For M3 with different synthesis 

conditions (150 oC and 2 days), the ideal selectivity 2.03 was higher than M2. 

This indicates that this membrane contained fewer defects. However, by 

comparing M1, M2 and M3 it seems that synthesis is critical to arrive at the right 

phase and the temperature also influences the ideal selectivity.  

To investigate the effects of number of layers, the ideal selectivites for membranes 

M2, M4 and M9 can be compared. The selectivity increased significantly by 

increasing the number of coating layers. However, the gas permeabilities 

decreased as expected because of a thicker active layer. 
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Finally, the Taguchi orthogonal array design method was employed to find the 

optimum condition for membrane synthesis. The method predicted that 3 times 

coating layers, seeding with a 10% seeding solution and synthesis at 150 °C for 2 

days would be an optimal procedure. By this procedure, a membrane with an 

ideal selectivity of CO2/CH4 and CO2 permeability of 4.12 and 0.0419 (mol.m-

2.s-1pa-1.10-8), respectively, was obtained (M10). This shows that the amount of 

defects can be reduced by optimizing the synthesis procedure.  

3.4. Investigation of substrate surface roughness effects on membrane 

defect (Paper V) 

In this part, the effects of surface roughness of the zeolite membrane support were 

investigated. This enabled the observation of defect formation due to the 

existence of the uneven parts of the support. Therefore, in a novel approach, the 

supports of the membranes were polished to remove uneven parts and the effect 

of support roughness in that length scale on membrane quality investigated 

carefully by SEM and permporometry. Finally, a comparison was made between 

the membranes’ performance with polished and unpolished substrates. 

In the beginning, the morphology of the commercial alumina discs was 

investigated by SEM. It was found that there are normally two types of defective 

roughness on the surface of them; first the hill-shaped protruding area, and second 

the pit-shaped sunken part available in Figure 3.22 a,b. Besidesaddition, the SEM 

investigation showed that the defects in the synthesized membranes are 

commonly appeared at the hill-foot (Figure 3.22 c) and pit-bottom (Figure 3.22 

d). But the amount of these defects is different in different supports. A membrane 

was grown on a non-polished substrate containing hills and pits. XRD results 

showed a randomly oriented MFI film, see Figure 3.22 e. Permporometry results 

illustrated that the grown film had a high level of defects, see Figure 3.22 f.  
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Figure 3.22. SEM images of a hill (a) and a pit (b) at the surface of a non-polished 

alumina disc, cracks at the hill-foot (c), and pit (d), XRD pattern (e) and 

permporometry data (f) of the membrane.    

In order to solve this problem, the supports were polished using sandpaper before 

growing film. The thickness of top layer of alumina support is about 40 µm, see 

Figure 3.23 a. Hence, the finest SiC paper (4000#, average grain size 5µm) was 

chosen for polishing the top layer which removed about 10 µm of the thickness, 

see Figure 3.23 b. The applied pressure (P) during polishing had a significant 

influence on the final smoothness of the alumina surface. As illustrated 

schematically in Figure 3.23 c, P ˃ 2000 Pa (N/m2) gave a smooth surface with 

some remaining scratches, while P = 1000 Pa (N/m2) led to a smooth and shiny 

surface. This was obvious by looking at the disc by the naked eye, see Figure 3.23 

d.  
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Figure 3.23. SEM images of: (a) cross view of non-polished, and (b) polished alumina 

surfaces, (c) schematic drawing of polishing process and (d) camera image of a 

polished alumina disc. 

SEM images and 3D optical surface profile of the polished and non-polished 

substrates were used for the surface investigation. Figure 3.24 a shows a typical 

hill on a non-polished surface, and the 3D profile (Figure 3.24 d) revealed that 

the average roughness in a 1.9 × 2.5 mm2 area, was 907 nm. Figure 3.24 b shows 

the polished alumina surface with applied pressure larger than 2000 Pa. The 

scratches could be observed commonly throughout the whole disc surface. The 

widths of these scratches were in the range of 3 ~ 5 µm. This was in agreement 

with the SiC grain size. The 3D profile showed the average roughness was 328 

nm. By polishing the surface using a pressure of 1000 Pa, a smoother surface 

without scratches was achieved and the average roughness correspondingly 

reduced to 216 nm, see Figure 3.24 c,f. 
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Figure 3.24. SEM images of: (a) non-polished alumina disc surface, (b) polished 

alumina disc with remaining scratches, (c) polished alumina disc with smooth surface, 

and their corresponding 3D optical surface profiles (d,e,f, respectively). 

Both non-polished and polished alumina substrates were used for growing MFI 

membrane in a same batch. As can be seen in Figure 3.25 a,b, the width and 

length of the formed crack on the rough surface was about 100 nm and 2 µm, 

respectively. On the other hand, a narrower and shorter crack with width of 20 

nm and length of 500 nm length can be observed in the grown membrane on 

polished support, see Figure 3.25 c,d. The permporometry results further proved 

that membrane grown on polished support contains fewer defects, see Figure 3.25 

e. It was revealed that the total relative area of defects bigger than 2 nm decreased 

from 0.59% to 0.38% (36% reduction); and the relative area of defects bigger than 

20 nm decreased from 0.20% to 0.06% (70% reduction). Therefore, it was 

concluded that the surface roughness has a massive effect on membrane quality. 
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Figure 3.25. SEM images of grown membrane on non-polished (a,b), and polished 

substrate (c,d) and corresponding permporometry result (e). Inserted table: a width of 

defect (nm), b relative area of defects. 

3.5. Blocking of defects by coking (VI) 

It has been shown by our group that even high-quality MFI zeolite membranes 

can contain defects, accounting for approx. 0.5-0.7% of the membrane area [42]. 

As previously discussed, there are different types of defects in membranes, but 

open grain boundaries and cracks have been reported as the most common 
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defects. The presence of defects in membranes reduces the performance of 

separation. Hence, the amount of defects must be reduced as much as possible. 

A summary of post-synthesis treatment procedures to block defects in zeolite 

membranes is available in the literature [94]. The majority of procedures however 

produce highly selective but relatively impermeable zeolite membranes, since the 

majority of zeolite pores become blocked too. 

In the present work, a novel method was developed to block grain boundary 

defects in MFI zeolite membranes without looking at the zeolite pores to any 

great extent. During this procedure, iso-propanol was used as a coke precursor to 

block the defects by coke.  

Figure 3.26 presents SEM images of the cross-section and the top view of a 

synthesized membrane. Based on cross-sectional view, the thickness of membrane 

was about 300 nm and no cracks or pinholes were observed. The grain 

boundaries were also clearly observable in the image. It has been reported by this 

group that grain boundaries are open, with a width of about 1 nm and that they 

are the main defects in these zeolite membranes [42]. 
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Figure 3.26. Cross-sectional (a, b and c) and top-view (d and e) SEM images 

recorded for a non-coked synthesized membrane; top-view SEM image (f) recorded 

for a membrane coked for 25 h. 

Permporometry was used to estimate the amount of defects. For the current 

study, a particular defective membrane was chosen. Table 3.4 provides the 

relative area of defects in this membrane based on the permporometry results. 

The details of calculating the defect size and area based on permporometry have 

previously been reported by this group [66]. For this membrane, the total relative 
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area of defects was as much as about 2% of the membrane area. About 99.4% of 

the defects were micropores (less than 2 nm). These defects made this selected 

membrane an ideal candidate to study the effect of the modification procedure. 

Table 3.4. Permporometry result for the selected membrane before modification. 

P/P0 
He permeance 

(mol s−1 m−2 Pa−1) 

Defect interval 

(nm) 

Relative area of defects  

per membrane area (%) 

0 128 — 
 

2.2 × 10−4 35 0.71–0.73 0.34 

3.7 × 10−4 32 0.73–0.80 0.71 

1.1 × 10−3 23 0.80–1.04 0.69 

1.1 × 10−2 10 1.04–1.78 0.21 

1.1 × 10−1 1.4 1.78–4.22 0.0057 

3.5 × 10−1 0.88 >4.22 0.0065 

  
Total: 1.96 

After the permporometry test, the membrane was flushed with helium overnight. 

Iso-propanol was then introduced to the membrane, using helium as carrier gas, 

to form coke via dehydration at 350 °C, as discussed in Paper V. The treatment 

was performed for 1-25 h. Figure 3.27 shows relative reduction of the helium 

permeance through the defects and zeolite pores by coking time. The permeance 

through defects was reduced much more (70%) than the permeance through 

zeolite pores (10%). The results show that 3h treatment was sufficient to block the 

majority of microporous defects (60%) but blocking increased gradually up to 25 

h. 
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Figure 3.27. Relative reduction (%) of helium permeance through defects and 

zeolite pores as a function of coking time.  

These results show that the coking procedure was quite selective and mostly 

blocked the defects and not the zeolite pores. This is due to the external surface 

of the zeolite, including grain boundaries, being rich in silanol groups. Silanol 

groups have high affinity for alcohol and at high temperature with a reaction and 

dehydration forms Si-O-R which leads to selective coke formation. Also, as 

discussed earlier, coke components cannot form in zeolite pores.  

After a 25 h treatment of the selected membrane, it was tested again by 

permporometry to estimate the defect distribution, with the results presented in 

Table 3.5. The amount of both microporous and mesoporous defects was 

reduced. The reduction was much greater for the former, illustrating that the 

method was more effective in blocking microporous defects.  
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Table 3.5. Permporometry result for the selected membrane after modification for 

25 h. 

P/P0 
He permeance 

(mol s−1 m−2 Pa−1) 

Defect interval 

(nm) 

Relative area of defects  

per membrane area (%) 

0 89 — 
 

2.2 × 10−4 9.5 0.71–0.73 0.17 

3.7 × 10−4 7.8 0.73–0.80 0.29 

1.1 × 10−3 4.3 0.80–1.04 0.14 

1.1 × 10−2 1.7 1.04–1.78 0.015 

1.1 × 10−1 1 1.78–4.22 0.0034 

3.5 × 10−1 0.73 >4.22 0.0053 

  
Total: 0.63 

By comparing the SEM image of untreated and coked membranes (see Figure 

3.26 e,f), no obvious difference was observed. This indicated that the deposited 

coke layer is so thin that it is transparent in SEM images and/or that most of the 

coke is in the grain boundaries. 

The treated membrane was also used for separation of n-

hexane/Tetramethylbenzidine. The results confirmed that the performance of the 

coked membrane improved. Further details are available in Paper VI. 
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4. Conclusions  

The first part of this work showed that defect-free and defective ZSM-5 catalysts 

with different thicknesses, prepared in fluoride and hydroxide media, respectively, 

have different stability during steam treatment. By monitoring the crystallinity of 

the samples using XRD, defect-free catalysts grown in fluoride media were 

shown to be much more stable during steam treatment at high temperature than 

the catalysts prepared in hydroxide medium, due to fewer defects in the structure 

of the former. Additionally, the defects in the ZSM-5 crystals were found to be 

important when used as a catalyst in the methanol to hydrocarbon (MTH) 

reaction. Defects resulted in fast deactivation by coke formation. The non-

defective catalyst had ca. 2 times longer life time compared with the defective 

catalyst. 

In the second part, film formation of ZSM-5 was investigated. It was also shown 

that crystals are subsequently grown inside the synthesis solution at a constant 

rate. By observation of surface asperities on the growing crystals and grain 

boundaries, nanoparticles were found to attach to the film during growth.  

It was revealed that synthesis condition and seeding quality can affect the 

performance of membrane by reducing the defects such as pinholes. It was also 

shown that defect-free film formation, without any cracks, is highly dependent on 

the surface roughness of the substrate used as a support. Uneven parts on a rough 

support lead to the formation of uneven zeolite films with many cracks. It was 

shown that a polished support with 216 nm surface roughness has a defects area of 

0.05% of the whole membrane area, compared to 7.28% for a non-polished 

membrane with a surface roughness of 1150 nm. 

In the final part, a novel method to block grain boundary defects in ultra-thin 

MFI zeolite films was developed. In this method, selective coking of the grain 

boundaries is achieved, which led to a 3-fold decrease in relative area of defects 

for a membrane.  
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5. Future work 

In this study, the stability of a catalyst with very small crystals (20-110 nm) was 

investigated. It would be of interest to investigate steam treatment in higher 

temperature to see if the defects show their destructive effects more noticeably. 

For catalyst activity, it would be also helpful to investigate the synthesized ZSM-5 

zeolites for other reactions like dehydration of bioethanol to ethylene to see if the 

same conclusion will be achieved and free-defect catalysts have a longer life time 

and higher performance. In this work, synthesis condition effects and the surface 

roughness of the alumina support were also investigated. It was shown that they 

have a significant effect on the defects’ relative area of the membrane. First of all, 

it is worthy to synthesise membrane on super-smooth support to compare with 

normal membranes. Moreover, it was shown that coking can be an effective way 

to eliminate defects in a membrane. It would be interesting to study a 

combination of these two methods, given the potential to produce much better 

membranes, with lower defects. 

It would be worthwhile to further investigate the optimized synthesis condition 

of PHI membrane to achieve higher selectivities and permeances.  In addition, it 

would be a potentially fruitful avenue of research to synthesize PHI membrane on 

super smooth support which could most probably improve the membrane 

performance. 
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A B S T R A C T

ZSM-5 zeolite crystals with carefully controlled thicknesses in the range 20–110 nm, i.e. in the colloidal domain,
were synthesized in fluoride and hydroxide media. The crystals were treated in steam at high temperature to
evaluate the stability and evaluated by SEM, XRD, NMR and NH3-TPD. The results showed that the framework of
crystals synthesized in fluoride media was more stable than the framework of crystals synthesized in hydroxide
media. This should be an effect of lower concentration of structural defects and silanol groups in the former
zeolites as reported by other groups. However, independently of the synthesis conditions, all crystals deal-
uminated rapidly when treated with steam at the conditions investigated in the present work.

1. Introduction

Zeolites are crystalline microporous aluminosilicate materials [1]
with Brønsted acid sites distributed within the pores of the material
[2,3]. The Brønsted acid sites in zeolites may catalyze a number of
important chemical reactions including cracking, isomerization and
dehydration. Today, more than 200 different zeolite frameworks are
known [4], each possessing a unique, well-defined pore system [5]. As
an example, zeolite H-ZSM-5 have a pore system consisting of straight
pores propagating in the b-direction of the crystals and intersecting
sinusoidal pores in the a-direction, both pores having a diameter of ca
0.55 nm. The density of Brønsted acid sites in the framework is directly
related to the aluminium content in the framework, thus by altering the
aluminium content of the zeolite, the catalytic properties may be tai-
lored. The well-defined pore system in combination with the presence
of acid sites and high chemical and thermal stability makes these ma-
terials highly useful for shape selective catalysis in e.g. the refining and
petrochemical industries or in the methanol to hydrocarbons reactions
[6–14].

Although zeolites in general show high chemical and thermal sta-
bility [15], the framework may slowly degrade when exposed to steam
at high temperatures and it is reported in the literature that the crys-
tallinity of HZSM-5 synthesized at alkaline conditions decreased from
100% to 94% after steam treatment at 753 K for 6 h [16]. This may for
instance be the case in the methanol to hydrocarbons reaction where
water is formed as a byproduct during reaction or when regenerating
zeolite catalysts that have been deactivated by coke formation where

carbon dioxide and water are formed as the coke is oxidized at high
temperature [17].

Moreover, the properties of zeolite catalysts may be altered by
various post-synthesis treatment methods. For example, desilication
may be performed by treating the zeolite in alkaline media with the aim
of introducing lattice defects, thus improving the diffusion properties
[18]. Dealumination may be performed either by treatment in acidic
media or by steam treatment at temperatures around 500 °C [8]. Steam
treatment results in dealumination of the framework via hydrolysis of
the SieOeAl bonds and formation of extra-framework aluminium oxide
or hydroxide species. Consequently, it is of interest to understand the
stability of zeolite crystals in steam at elevated temperatures as well as
to identify synthesis routes or post synthesis modifications that en-
hances the stability of the crystals towards steam induced degradation.

The MFI-type aluminosilicate zeolite is one of the most used zeolites
in catalytic applications, e.g. being the preferred catalysts in the me-
thanol to gasoline (MTG) [19] and methanol to propylene (MTP) re-
actions [20]. It has also been used as catalyst for other catalytic ap-
plications such as cracking of n-dodecane [21] and N2O decomposition
[22]. MFI exists in two type materials, viz. ZSM-5 and silicalite-1, where
the difference is the aluminium content of the material. Zeolite MFI
with an Si/Al ratio> 200 is denoted silicalite-1 [23] whereas it is de-
noted ZSM-5 if the Si/Al ratio is < 200 [24]. Zeolites are traditionally
synthesized at alkaline conditions, however it is well known that in-
tracrystalline defects are formed if synthesis is performed at high pH
[25]. These defects are manifested through the presence of internal
silanol groups or silanol nests where SieOeSi bonds are broken or Si
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atoms are missing in the framework [26]. Zeolite synthesis may how-
ever also be carried out at near neutral conditions using fluoride ions as
mineralizing agent, i.e. the so-called fluoride route. It is well known
that synthesizing zeolites using the fluoride route essentially eliminates
internal defects [27]. Synthesis using the fluoride route usually results
in very large [28] (ca 10 μm) zeolite crystals that are unsuitable for
catalysis applications due to high mass transfer resistance [29]. Col-
loidal dispersions are usually defined as particles of one phase, with at
least one dimension between 1 and 1000 nm, that are dispersed in a
second phase. We recently reported a route for preparation of small MFI
crystals, with a thickness of about 100 nm, i.e. in the colloidal domain,
in fluoride medium [30]. Crystals of these sizes should be suitable for
catalysis purposes.

The presence of the internal defects in zeolites has previously been
linked to lower stability of the crystals [31–35].

In the present work, we have prepared ZSM-5 crystals with carefully
controlled thicknesses in both fluoride and hydroxide media and eval-
uated the stability of the crystals by steam treatment at high tempera-
ture.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Materials used for the synthesis were tetraethoxysilane
(TEOS,> 98%, Merck), tetrapropylammonium hydroxide (TPAOH,
40%, Sigma), tetraethylammoniumhydroxide (TEAOH, 40%, Sigma),
hydrofluoric acid (38–40wt %, Merck), Al(O-i-Pr)3, (aluminum iso-
propoxide, ≥ 98%, Aldrich) and sodium aluminate (Aldrich, technical,
anhydrous, Al2O3: 50–56%, Na2O: 40–45%).

2.2. Preparation of ZSM-5 crystals

In the present work, ZSM-5 crystals of five types were prepared.
Two ZSM-5 samples with different crystal thicknesses were synthesized
in fluoride media using silicalite-1 seed crystals (denoted S1 and S2
below) also prepared in fluoride media. The thicknesses of the ZSM-5
crystals were 20 and 110 nm, and these samples are from now on de-
noted F20 and F110, respectively. Two samples were also synthesized
in hydroxide media with thicknesses of 20 and 110 nm, from now on
denoted OH20 and OH110, respectively. Silicalite-1 seed crystals pre-
pared in fluoride media were used as seed crystals for sample OH110,
but not for OH20.

2.2.1. Preparation of silicalite-1 S1 and S2 seed crystals
A synthesis mixture was prepared by mixing TEOS and TPAOH and

shaking for 24 h to obtain a fully hydrolyzed clear synthesis solution. In
order to remove all the ethanol from the solution, a rotary evaporator
operated at 50 °C was used for about 1 h to obtain a thick clear gel.
During this process, about 64% of the water also evaporated, and the
amount of water was added to gel under stirring to obtain a clear so-
lution again. The clear solution was placed in a polypropylene bottle
and heated at 60 °C for 1 day and 6 days for preparation of S1 and S2,
respectively. The solution remained clear after this heating, which in-
dicated that no nanoparticles yet had formed. Then, hydrofluoric acid
was added to the solutions in the same molar amount to that of TPAOH
at 4 °C under vigorous stirring and, a very viscous clear gel with a pH of
6.3 was formed. The molar ratios of these gels were 1 SiO2: 0.36 TPAF:
12H2O. The gels were kept at 60 °C for 5 days in a polypropylene bottle
for synthesis. In the next step, the S1 and S2 seeds were recovered and
purified by centrifugation and re-dispersion 4 times in distilled water.

2.2.2. Preparation of F20 ZSM-5 crystals
A clear solution with the composition 1 SiO2: 0.0166 Al2O3: 0.36

TPAOH: 11.64H2O: 4 EtOH: 0.099 PrOH was first prepared by mixing
the template solution with alumina and silica sources in sequence.

Ethanol was removed from the solution by using a rotary evaporator,
and certain amount of distilled water was added (in the same way as
described above for seed crystals). Thereafter, a dispersion of S1 seeds
with concentration of 6 wt% were added to the clear solution such that
the final concentration of seeds in the mixture was 3 wt%. The mixture
was shaken for 1 h and then HF in an equimolar amount to TPAOH was
quickly added to the synthesis mixture at 4 °C under stirring, and after
about 10 s, a very viscous white gel with the composition 1 SiO2:
0.0166 Al2O3: 0.36 TPAF: 28H2O (the seed crystals are omitted)
formed. The gel was transferred into a Teflon lined autoclave and the
synthesis was performed at 180 °C for 24 h. The F20 crystals were
collected by centrifugation and dispersion in distilled water for 4 times,
followed by freeze-drying to obtain a powder.

2.2.3. Preparation of F110 ZSM-5 crystals
ZSM-5 crystals with thicknesses of ca 110 nm were grown using S2

seed crystals by hydrothermal treatment in a clear gel in a similar
fashion as described above, but in this case, TEAOH was used as the
template. After shaking the initial reactants for 24 h, 600 ppm S2 seeds
were added to the reaction mixture. After adding the seeds, the sus-
pension was vigorously shaken for 1 h, and then cooled to 4 °C. In the
next step, HF was added quickly in an equimolar amount to that of
TEAOH under stirring. After about 10 s, a very viscous white gel
formed. The molar composition of the gel was 1SiO2: 0.48TEAF: 0.0166
Al2O3: 20H2O: 0.1 PrOH: 4 EtOH (the seed crystals are omitted). The
gel was thereafter hydrothermally treated at 175 °C for 48 h in a Teflon
lined autoclave. The crystals were recovered by centrifugation and
dispersion in distilled water for 4 times and then freeze dried.

2.2.4. Preparation of OH20 ZSM-5 crystals
ZSM-5 crystals OH20 were prepared from a synthesis solution with

the composition: 1 SiO2: 0.018 Al2O3: 0.018 Na2O: 0.35 TPAOH:
18.65H2O: 4 EtOH [36]. After mixing TEOS, TPAOH and H2O, the
mixture was left on a shaker at room temperature for 15 h to hydrolyze
the TEOS. Sodium aluminate was dissolved in distilled water at a
temperature of about 70 °C and the solution was filtered and thereafter
added into the silica containing mixture. The resulting solution was
heated in polypropylene bottles under reflux at 98 °C in a silicon oil
bath for 2 h with no stirring and then transferred into a Teflon lined
stainless steel autoclave for synthesis at 160 °C for 15 h without stirring.
After synthesis, the crystals were washed by centrifugation and re-dis-
persion in distilled water four times.

2.2.5. Preparation of ZSM-5 crystals OH110
ZSM-5 crystals with thicknesses of ca 110 nm were prepared by

adding S2 seed crystals to a gel with the composition: 1SiO2: 0.48
TEAOH: 20H2O: 0.0166 Al2O3: 0.1 PrOH: 4 EtOH. The added amount of
S2 seeds was 3.3 wt%. Then, the dispersion was homogenized by
shaking for 1 h, and then hydrothermally treated in an autoclave at
180 °C for 4 days. After synthesis, the crystals were recovered by cen-
trifugation and dispersion in distilled water 4 times and freeze dried.

2.2.6. Calcination
Finally, all catalysts were calcined in air at 550 °C for 6 h.

2.3. Steam treatment at high temperature

For steam treatment at high temperature, a thin layer of calcined
catalyst powder was placed in a crucible in a ceramic tube with an inner
diameter of 3.8 cm and a length of ca 50 cm heated by a tubular fur-
nace. Both ends of the tube were sealed with glass wool. A flow of 1ml/
min distilled water was fed to a round-bottom flask that was heated by a
heating mantle. The effect of the heating mantle was adjusted in order
to keep the water level in the flask constant. Consequently, 1 g/minute
of steam was generated and this steam was fed to the ceramic tube via a
1/8 inch steel tube that was placed through the glass wool in the center
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of one end of the ceramic tube. The steam was allowed to leave the
ceramic tube through another 1/8 inch steel tube that was placed
through the glass wool in the center of the other end of the ceramic
tube. The sample was heated to 550 or 1000 °C using a heating rate of
10 °C/minute and after a certain time, the furnace was allowed to self-
cool to room temperature. Steam was only fed to the ceramic tube when
the temperature was 550 or 1000 °C. The samples were analyzed as
described below and then placed in the crucible again for additional
steam treatment. The results below are presented as a function of total
time with steam treatment at the maximum temperature.

2.4. Characterization

2.4.1. XRD
X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were recorded using a Panalytical

Empyrean diffractometer run in Bragg–Brentano geometry. XRD data
were collected in the 2θ range 10–40° using a Cu-tube operated at an
accelerating voltage of 40 kV and a current of 45 mA. The full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of 5 reflections in the 2θ range 22.5°–25° was
determined by fitting a symmetric pseudo Voigt profile to the experi-
mental data, see Fig. 4. The sum ΣFWHM of the 5 reflections was es-
timated for each sample. Relative crystallinity was estimated from the
sum of intensities of the same reflections. Sample F110 displayed the
highest sum of intensities and this sample was taken as a reference with
100% crystallinity.

2.4.2. SEM
The samples were imaged by extreme-high-resolution scanning

electron microscopy (XHR-SEM) using a Magellan 400 (the FEI
Company, Eindhoven, the Netherlands) instrument. Images were re-
corded using a beam of electrons with a landing energy of 500 eV with a
stage bias of 2500 V. SEM images were recorded without using any
conductive coating.

2.4.3. Elemental analysis (ICP)
The elemental compositions of the samples were measured by in-

ductively coupled plasma – sector field mass spectrometry (ICP-SFMS,
ALS Analytica, Luleå, Sweden). The analysis was conducted by fol-
lowing method: 0.1 g of sample was melted with 0.4 g LiBO2 and dis-
solved in HNO3. LOI (loss on ignition) is performed at 1000 °C.

2.4.4. BET
A Micromeritics ASAP 2010 instrument was employed to measure

the surface area for the catalysts while the nitrogen adsorption at 77K
was measured.

2.4.5. NH3-TPD
A Micromeritics TPD/TPR 2900 analyzer was employed to record

NH3-TPD data. The sample was placed in a quartz u-tube reactor. The
sample was first heated to 823 K in helium with a rate of 10 K/min and
kept 30min at this temperature and then cooled to 473 K followed by
flushing with ammonia and then helium, each for 10min. This proce-
dure was repeated 3 times and after the third time, ammonia desorption
was monitored in the temperature range 473–823 K with a heating rate
of 10 K/minute.

2.4.6. 27Al MAS NMR
Solid state 27Al Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra were

recorded on a Bruker Avance III spectrometer at a frequency of
156.4MHz. For each one of the spectrums, 8192 transients were ob-
tained using a short excitation pulse (1.33 μs, ∼30°), and 1 s recycling
delay. The probe head was 4mm and for magic angle spinning (MAS)
conditions, 14 kHz was used. 25 Hz as small amount of synthetic
Lorentzian line broadening was utilized. The calibration for 27Al NMR
chemical shifts was done using a 1.0 mol/dm3 aqueous solution of Al
(NO3)3.Ta
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Si/Al ratio

The Si/Al ratios for all parent catalyst measured by ICP are in
Table 1. Catalyst OH20 was prepared without addition of seeds to the
synthesis mixture. Consequently, the observed Si/Al ratio (27) is close
to the Si/Al ratio in the synthesis mixture (28). Catalysts F20, F110 and
OH110 were all prepared by addition of aluminum free silicalite-1 seeds
to the synthesis mixture. Consequently, higher Si/Al ratios in the range
36–57 are observed for these catalysts, although the Si/Al ratio in the

synthesis mixture was 30. However, the Si/Al ratio of the ZSM-5 crys-
tals grown on the silicalite-1 seeds should be close to 30 for all samples.

3.2. SEM analysis

Fig. 1 shows SEM images of the calcined catalysts prior to steam
treatment and also of the S1 and S2 seed crystals. As shown by Figures a
& b, the crystals in sample F20 are slab like with an average thickness of
about 20 nm (estimated by measuring the width of about 40 crystals).
Figure c & d present SEM images of sample OH20 again illustrating that
the average crystal thickness is about 20 nm (estimated by measuring
the width of about 40 crystals). Figures e & f provide SEM images of
sample F110 with an average thickness of the crystals of about 110 nm.
Figures g & h demonstrate SEM images of OH110 which illustrate the
average thickness of the crystals in this sample is about 110 nm. Figures
i & j illustrate the S1 and S2 seed crystals, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows SEM images of the catalysts after steam treatment at
1000 °C for 32 h. The main morphology of the crystals can still be re-
cognized, but all crystals seem embedded in amorphous material.

Fig. 1. SEM images of the parent calcined catalysts, F20 (a,b), OH20 (c,d), F110
(e,f), OH110 (g,h), and S1(i) and S2 (j).

Fig. 2. SEM images of the catalysts after 32 h of steam treatment at 1000 °C,
F20 (a,b), OH20 (c,d), F110 (e,f), OH110 (g,h).
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3.3. Nitrogen adsorption

Fig. 3 shows N2 adsorption/desorption data of the catalysts. All
parent catalysts display typical isotherms for highly crystalline ZSM-5
zeolite. The quantity adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.1 is slightly
higher for the small crystals, probably due to some adsorption between
the small crystals, in addition to adsorption in the micropores of the
zeolite. Consequently, the BET surface area (see Table 2) is slightly
higher for the two samples with small crystals (F20 and OH20) as
compared to the larger crystals (F110 and OH110). No clear difference
is observed between defective and defect free crystals, probably as the
pore volume of defects is very small compared to the volume of zeolite
pores. Similar trends are observed for the mesopore volume. The
smallest crystals display slightly higher mesopore volume, probably due
to condensation in mesopores between the crystals, as compared to the
mesopore volume of the larger crystals. After steam treatment for 32 h,
the BET surface area of samples F20 and OH20 is reduced significantly,
probably due to reduced crystallinity and a partial collapse of the mi-
cropores in the zeolite crystals. However, the BET surface area of
sample F20 decreased more than for sample OH20. This is perhaps an
effect of generation of defects in the form of micropores in sample
OH20 during the steam treatment. The mesopore volume is not affected
by the steam treatment.

3.4. XRD analysis

Fig. 4 shows XRD diffractograms in the 2θ range 10–40° of the
calcined catalysts F20 (left) and OH20 (right) prior to steam treatment
and after steam treatment at 1000 °C for 1–32 h. Sample F20 initially
displays relatively intense and narrow reflections although these crys-
tals are as thin as about 20 nm. On the contrary, sample OH20 prepared
using hydroxide as mineralizing agent displays somewhat broader and
less intense reflections for the parent sample. After steam treatment at
1000 °C, both samples display broadening of the reflections and reduced
intensity, corresponding to a gradual loss of crystallinity as a function of
treatment time.

Fig. 5 shows an XRD diffractogram of the parent sample F20 in the
2θ range 22.4–25.4°, after profile fitting of 5 reflections. Although the
calcined MFI phase actually displays more reflection in this 2θ range

[37], the reflections overlap, and good fit is observed with only 5 re-
flections as illustrated in Fig. 5. The intensity and FWHM of these five
reflections were determined for all samples by profile fitting in the same
way.

Fig. 6 shows the relative crystallinity of all samples as a function
steam treatment time at 1000 °C. The two samples prepared using
fluoride as mineralizing agent (F20 and F110) displays the highest in-
itial relative crystallinity, and the highest final crystallinity. Silanol
groups have previously been identified as a point of attack for hydro-
lysis of zeolite frameworks [35]. Therefore, the lower density of de-
fectsin the samples prepared using the fluoride route is most likely the
cause for the observed greater stability of these crystals as compared to
those prepared in hydroxide medium. Fig. 7 shows the ƩFWHM for the
catalysts as a function of steam treatment time at 1000 °C. The ƩFWHM
for the all samples increased as the treatment time increased, which
indicates that the crystal structure is gradually breaking down. How-
ever, the ƩFWHM increased much more for samples OH20 and OH110
prepared using hydroxide as mineralizing agent as compared to samples
F20 and F110 prepared using fluoride as mineralizing agent. This is
assigned to higher stability of the catalysts prepared using fluoride as
mineralizing agent. This higher stability should be an effect of lower
concentration of structural defects and silanol groups in zeolites pre-
pared using fluoride as mineralizing agent [27]. On the contrary, the
presence of internal defects in zeolites has been shown to reduce the
stability [31–35].

3.5. 27 Al MAS NMR

Fig. 8 shows the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of both parent ZSM-5
samples F20 and OH20, and of the corresponding steam treated samples
after 4 h of steam treatment at 1000 °C. The peaks at 0 and 55 ppm are
assigned to hexacoordinated and tetracoordinated aluminium, respec-
tively, [38]. The tetracoordinated aluminium is incorporated in the
lattice, and is thus associated with Brønsted acid sites; while the Lewis
acid sites are originating from the octacoordinated Al [39]. The spectra
of the parent samples appears very similar, perhaps with a somewhat
higher concentration of hexacoordinated aluminium in the OH20
sample. Similar spectra are expected as both samples have similar Si/Al
ratios [40]. After 4 h of steam treatment at 1000 °C, no sharp peaks
appear in either of the spectra, instead weak and broad features are
observed, which indicates that both samples are completely deal-
uminated already after 4 h steam treatment at 1000 °C. In order to in-
vestigate how the samples respond to milder conditions frequently re-
ported for dealumination by steam treatment [8,41,42], the F20 and
OH20 samples were also steam treated at 550 °C for 2 h. The 27Al MAS
NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 9. The difference between the parent
samples and the steam treated ones are fairly small for both samples.
After the treatment, especially the peak at 0 ppm, and also to some
extent, the peak at 55 ppm became broader for both samples. This in-
dicates that both samples lost the same small amount of aluminium

Fig. 3. N2 adsorption of parent (left) and steam treated (right).

Table 2
Surface area of the parent and steam treated samples.

Steam treated for 32 h Parent Catalyst Code

Vmes(cm³/g) SBET (m2/g) Vmes(cm³/g) SBET (m2/g)

0.16 129 0.16 426 F20
0.21 285 0.21 426 OH20
- – 0.07 385 F110
- – 0.12 344 OH110
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Fig. 4. XRD diffractograms of the calcined F20 (left) and OH20 (right) prior to steam treatment and after steam treatment at 1000 °C for 1–32 h.

Fig. 5. XRD diffractogram of the parent calcined catalyst F20 (red trace) after
profile fitting of 5 reflections (blue trace). (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)

Fig. 6. Relative crystalinity (RCI) estimated from the intensity of 5 XRD re-
flections for the samples after 0–32 h steam treatment.

Fig. 7. ΣFWHM after 0–32 h steam treatment.

Fig. 8. 27Al MAS NMR spectra recorded for the parent and steam treated at
1000 °C for 4 h sample F20 (left) and for the parent and steam treated at 1000 °C
for 4 h sample OH20 (right).

Fig. 9. 27Al MAS NMR parent and steam treated at 550 °C for 2 h F20 (left) and
parent and steam treated at 550 °C for 2 h OH20 (right).
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after steam treatment at 550 °C for 2 h. We have reported 29Si MAS
NMR spectra of colloidal silicalite-1 crystals prepared using hydroxide
and fluoride in earlier work [30].

3.6. NH3-TPD experiments

Fig. 10a shows the NH3 desorption profiles for the parent samples
F20 and OH20. Both samples show some initial desorption of NH3 at
relatively low temperatures from 460 K up to 550 K, which corresponds
to adsorption on weaker acid sites [43]. After the initial desorption of
weakly adsorbed species, a second peak appears with a maximum at
about 700 K, corresponding to desorption of ammonia from stronger
acid sites, likely Brønsted acid sites. However, the peak for the OH
sample is broader, larger and shifted to lower temperatures; this is most
likely an effect of higher concentration of silanol groups, which are
weaker acid sites than the Brønsted acid sites. These silanol groups are
synonymous with higher concentration of defects in the OH sample as
compared to the F sample. Fig. 10b and c shows the NH3-TPD profiles
for the samples after steam treatment for 4 h at 1000 °C and for 2 h at
550 °C. Almost no desorption of NH3 is detected after steam treatment
at 1000 °C, which indicates that both samples lost essentially all acid
sites due to nearly complete dealumination in accordance with NMR
observations. However, after steam treatment for 2 h at 550 °C, sig-
nificant desorption of NH3 is detected with a maximum at about 680 K
for both samples. This shows that a fraction of the Brønsted acid sites
still remains in the sample after this milder steam treatment. Table 3
shows the total concentration of adsorbed ammonia for both the parent
and steam treated samples as determined from the NH3-TPD profiles.
This concentration should be directly proportional to the concentration
of acid sites. The concentration of acid sites is higher for the OH20
sample, which should be an effect of the higher Si/Al ratio, see Table 1.
The relative loss of acid sites after steam treatment at 550 °C is similar
for both samples, the decrease is 64% and 57% for the F20 and OH20
samples, respectively. This shows that the samples lose the acid sites
with about the same rate, independently of the amount of defects.

4. Conclusion

ZSM-5 catalysts with varying thickness were prepared in fluoride
and hydroxide media. The samples were steam treated at 1000 °C for
different times and the crystallinity of the samples was monitored by
XRD as function of treatment time. It was shown that catalysts grown in
fluoride media was more stable during steam treatment at high tem-
perature than the catalysts prepared in hydroxide medium. However,
independently of synthesis conditions, all samples dealuminated ra-
pidly when steam treated at 550 °C.
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A B S T R A C T

This work presents the synthesis of nearly defect-free ZSM-5 nanosized crystals, prepared in fluoride medium by
seeding with silicalite-1. This material was carefully characterized and its catalytic performances in the me-
thanol to hydrocarbons (MTH) reaction were assessed. Such fluoride-based material was compared to a reference
ZSM-5, produced through a conventional alkaline synthesis but from the same seeding. Despite both the ma-
terials show closely identical morphology and they have a comparable acid site population, the catalyst prepared
using the fluoride route showed significantly longer lifetime in MTH compared to the catalyst prepared using
conventional synthesis at high pH. The slower deactivation for the samples prepared using the fluoride route was
ascribed, thanks to a thorough in situ IR spectroscopy study, to its lower density of internal defects. According to
the UV-Raman characterization of coke on the spent catalyst, the fluoride-based ZSM-5 catalyst produces less
molecular coke species, most probably because of the absence of enlarged cavities/channels as due to the
presence of internal defects. On the basis of these observations, the deactivation mechanism in the ZSM-5
synthesized by fluoride medium could be mostly related to the deposition of an external layer of bulk coke,
whereas in the alkali-synthesized catalyst an additional effect from molecular coke accumulating within the
porous network accelerates the deactivation process.

1. Introduction

The world relies today heavily on petroleum as a source for the vast
quantities of transportation fuels and petrochemicals demanded.
However, at the current consumption rate, reserves of petroleum will
only last for a few more decades, furthermore forcing to the exploita-
tion of progressively lower quality feedstocks. In contrast, reserves of
natural gas and coal (and, on a greener perspective, biomasses) are
significantly larger, therefore there is an increasing interest in tech-
nologies for upgrading these resources into liquid fuels or chemicals.
The main routes for upgrading natural gas or coal/biomass into liquid
fuels and chemicals are via reforming and gasification, to produce
synthesis gas, that is further processed to a wide range of products. An
alternative route to produce liquid hydrocarbons is the methanol to
gasoline (MTG) process, discovered in the 1970’s by researchers at
Mobil Oil, where methanol is converted to a synthetic gasoline product
over a protonic zeolite catalyst [1,2]. Furthermore, by tuning the

operating conditions and the catalyst, methanol can also be converted
into light olefins, in the so called methanol to olefins (MTO) process.
Both MTG and MTO processes have been implemented in a number of
pilot and commercial plants [3–5].

One of the major challenges for zeolite catalysts in both MTG/MTO
is the formation of coke on the catalyst particles during the reaction,
which reduces the activity of the catalyst and requires its frequent re-
activation by oxidation at high temperature [6–10]. Owing to the im-
portance of minimizing coke formation in the MTH reactions, there is a
significant research effort to address this issue [10]. H-ZSM-5, mostly
employed in MTG, is generally considered as a catalyst quite resistant to
deactivation by coke formation. It is agreed that in ZSM-5 external coke
(i.e. forming outside the micropore system) is mostly responsible for the
loss in activity with time on stream [5,6].

A successful strategy for delaying the onset of coke induced deac-
tivation is to design specific catalyst morphologies, such as mass
transfer rates of reactants and products within the catalysts are
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enhanced, thus facilitating their removal prior further reactions leading
to coke could take place. The mostly adopted synthetic strategies con-
sist in: i) generating multiple levels of porosity within the zeolites (i.e.
making them hierarchical); ii) reducing the particle size down to the
nanometric range. Several methods have been proposed to produce
hierarchical/nanosized zeolites [11]. These include sacrificial tem-
plating with organic compounds during the synthesis [12,13], the post-
synthesis modification of the zeolite (e.g. acid leaching, steaming or
desilication in alkaline media) [14–18] or the direct synthesis by
adopting peculiar conditions [19]. These materials have been evaluated
in various catalysis applications, including MTG/MTO: as an example,
Bjørgen et al reported increased lifetime and selectivity towards the
gasoline range of hydrocarbons for a mesoporous catalyst prepared by
desilication compared to a non-treated reference catalyst [18]. Such
behavior has been rationalized in terms of altered acidity, formation of
mesopores and shorter effective diffusion path [20].

However, coke formation on H-ZSM-5 has also been shown to cor-
relate to the presence of internal framework defects, in the form of si-
lanol nests, as formed when the zeolite synthesis is performed at alka-
line pH [21–23]. The correlation between coke formation and the
presence of internal silanol groups is well known, e.g. it has been ob-
served in o-xylene isomerization over H-ZSM-5 [24,25]. More recent
studies showed that a clear correlation between the presence of internal
framework defects and deactivation by coke exists also in the MTG/
MTO processes [26–28]. In view of the results linking deactivation by
coke formation in ZSM-5 to the presence of internal framework defects,
another strategy to postponing the onset of deactivation by coking is to
minimize the formation of internal framework defects during the
synthesis of the crystals. Again, different approaches have been pro-
posed, such as the post-synthesis silylation of the materials [29], the
introduction of atomically dispersed transition metal dopants (e.g.
tungsten) [30,31] or to perform the zeolite synthesis in fluoride
medium. Concerning the last method, the fluoride route enables zeolite
synthesis at near neutral pH, thus minimizing the number of non-
bridging ≡SiOH defects and yielding crystals with fewer framework
defects [32]. However, zeolites synthesized via fluoride route show
larger crystals than ones prepared at high pH, because of the slower
nucleation and the faster growth in the fluoride medium. Although such
large crystals are valuable for fundamental studies, they are less useful
in real applications because of their inherent mass transfer limitations
[33,34]. Nevertheless, Bleken et al prepared large ZSM-5 catalysts using
the fluoride route and compared the performance to ZSM-5 catalysts
prepared in different ways in OH– media, showing that the catalysts
synthesized in fluoride medium has both the highest C3/C2 selectivity
and the lowest deactivation rate [35]. Recently, Qin et al reported an
elegant way of preparing nanosized ZSM-5 catalyst (with b-axis thick-
ness of 200 nm) in fluoride medium by using seeded growth [36]. The
silicalite-1 crystals used as seeds were however prepared in OH–

medium. The catalyst therefore consists of a silicalite-1 core (pre-
sumably containing defects) and an outer shell of ZSM-5 prepared in
fluoride medium, and weather the defects from the seeds propagates
into the outer ZSM-5 shell or not is unclear. Nevertheless, the catalyst
was evaluated for MTO and compared to a reference catalyst prepared
in OH– medium. Although the initial methanol conversion differed
substantially for the two catalysts tested, the results indicated that the
ZSM-5 prepared in fluoride medium shows better resistance to deacti-
vation by coke formation. Some of us recently reported the first
synthesis of small silicalite-1 crystals using a fluoride route [22], with a
very low defect density. The crystals show a platelet like morphology
and their thickness may be tailored by altering the synthesis conditions
(but this is typically less than 30 nm).

In the present work, we report the preparation of “defect free” (i.e.
crystals with a very low defect density, since completely defect free
crystals are probably impossible to achieve) ZSM-5 by fluoride route,
using defect free silicalite-1 seed crystals for the first time. The obtained
ZSM-5 shows crystals significantly thinner than previously reported.

The samples were thoroughly characterized by means of powder XRD,
SEM, N2 physisorption at 77 K and IR spectroscopy, the latter aug-
mented by probe molecules in order to fully assess the speciation and
the distribution of the active acidic sites and the SiOH groups in the
framework. In particular, carbon monoxide (CO) has been employed as
a probe to qualitatively discriminate between sites of slightly different
acidity, whereas pyridine adsorption has been performed to obtain
quantitative information about the relative amounts of Brønsted and
Lewis acid sites. Finally, adsorption of 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine (colli-
dine), too bulky to diffuse into the ZSM-5 micropores, was used to study
the accessibility and the location of the weak acidic SiOH sites, thus
obtaining indirect information on the amount of defects present in
samples synthesized following different routes. A ZSM-5 catalyst pre-
pared in conventional OH– medium was characterized as reference
catalysts as well. The prepared crystals were also tested for conversion
of methanol to hydrocarbons and the results in terms of initial se-
lectivity and deactivation were compared. Finally, the materials were
characterized by UV-Raman spectroscopy after the catalytic tests, thus
highlighting the difference in the nature of the coke species responsible
for the catalysts deactivation.

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis of silicalite-1(F) seeds

The detailed synthesis procedure of silicalite-1(F) seeds was re-
ported previously [22] and it will be described in brief here. At first, a
clear synthesis solution was prepared by mixing and shaking tetra-
ethoxysilane (TEOS,> 98%, Merck) and tetrapropylammonium hy-
droxide (TPAOH, 40%, Sigma) for 24 h. Then, water and all ethanol
were removed from the solution using a rotary evaporator operated at
323 K for about 1 h, until a solid like transparent gel was obtained. A
certain amount of distilled water was added to the gel and, after
shaking for several hours, a clear viscous solution was obtained. The
clear solution was placed in a polypropylene bottle with closed lid and
heated at 333 K for 6 days. Thereafter, hydrofluoric acid (38–40 wt. %,
Merck) in equal molar amount to TPAOH was quickly added to the
viscous solution at 278 K under stirring and, after about 10 s, a clear gel
with very high viscosity formed. The pH of this gel was 6.3. The re-
sulting molar ratio of the clear gel was 0.36 TPAF : 1 SiO2: 12 H2O.
Finally, the obtained gel was kept at 333 K for 5 days for crystallization.
The obtained silicalite-1(F) seeds were washed by centrifugation and
dispersion in distilled water for 4 times, and then the seeds were dis-
persed in distilled water to form a suspension with seed concentration
of 6 wt% before use.

2.2. Seeded growth of ZSM-5(F) from silicalite-1(F) seeds

ZSM-5(F) crystals with thicknesses of ca 100 nm were produced by
seeded growth of silicalite-1(F) seed in a gel with a Si/Al ratio of 30
under hydrothermal treatment. Tetraethylammonium ion, originating
from tetraethylammonium hydroxide (TEAOH, 35%, Sigma), was used
as template. TEOS, aluminium isopropoxide, TEAOH and water were
mixed, and hydrolysed for 24 h. Therafter, 600 ppm silicalite-1(F) seed
crystals were added to the clear solution. The suspension was vigor-
ously shaked for 1 h, and then cooled to 278 K. In the next step, HF in
equimolar amount to TEAOH was quickly added into the suspension
under stirring. After about 10 s, a solid like white gel formed. The molar
composition of the gel was 12 TEAF : 25 SiO2 : 0.417 Al2O3 : 500 H2O :
2.5 i-PrOH : 100 EtOH (the seed crystals are omitted). This gel was
hydrothermally treated at 448 K for 48 h in a Teflon lined autoclave.
The ZSM-5(F) crystals prepared in high yield were recovered by cen-
trifugation and dispersion in distilled water for 4 times and freeze-
dried.
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2.3. Synthesis of ZSM-5(OH) reference crystals in hydroxide medium

ZSM-5(OH) crystals were prepared by adding 3.3% silicalite-1(F)
seeds to a gel with the composition 12 TEAOH : 25 SiO2 : 0.4166 Al2O3 :
500 H2O : 2.5 i-PrOH : 100 EtOH. After adding the seeds, the dispersion
was homogenized by shaking for 1 h, and subsequently hydrothermally
treated in an autoclave at 453 K for 4 days. The yield of crystals was not
very high and, after synthesis, the crystals were recovered by cen-
trifugation at reduced speed (resulting in an acceleration of about
22,000 g) followed by dispersion in distilled water for 6 times and
thereafter freeze dried. Centrifugation was carried out at reduced speed
to separate the crystals from amorphous material.

2.4. Ion-exchange of the ZSM-5 catalysts

Both The as-synthesized ZSM-5 powders were first calcined at 823 K
in air for 6 h. Thereafter, 5 g of powder was mixed with 80 g of a 10 wt.
% NH4NO3 solution at 373 K for 1 h. The powder was separated by
centrifugation at 15,000 g for 10min followed by redispersion in fresh
NH4NO3 solution under stirring. The procedure was repeated twice.

2.5. Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were recorded on a FEI
Magellan 400 field emission instrument without coating the samples.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern were recorded using a
Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer run in Bragg-Brentano geometry.

N2 physisorption isoterms were recorded at 77 K on a Micromeritics
ASAP 2010 instrument. Prior to measurements, the samples were out-
gassed at 623 K under vacuum for 10 h. The specific surface area (SSA)
of each sample has been evaluated through both the Langmuir and the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) models. The micropores volume has
been evaluated through the density functional theory (DFT) model,
applied on the adsorption branch by assuming cylindrical-shaped pores.

Inductively coupled plasma – sector field mass spectrometry (ICP-SFMS,
ALS Analytica) was exploited to determine the Si/Al ratios of the
samples.

IR spectra were collected in transmission mode on a Bruker Vertex
70 Fourier transform spectrophotometer, equipped with a MCT cryo-
detector, accumulating 32 scans at 2 cm−1 resolution, at “beam tem-
perature”, i.e. the temperature reached by samples under the IR beam
(around 323 K). The samples were examined in the form of self-sup-
porting pellets, mechanically protected with a pure gold envelope.
Before each measurement, all samples were activated in controlled at-
mosphere following this activation procedure: each sample was heated
up to 773 K with a ramp of 5 K/min under vacuum (< 10−3 mbar);
after 1 h of outgassing at 773 K, 50mbar of pure O2 were dosed in the
cell and left in contact for 1 h in order to oxidize the residuals of organic
pollutants, using a home-made quartz IR cell, equipped with KBr win-
dows and characterized by a very small optical path (ca. 2mm) [37].
After the sample activation, the cell was connected to a conventional
high-vacuum glass line, equipped with mechanical and turbo molecular
pumps (capable of a residual pressure p< 10-4 mbar), that allows in situ
adsorption/desorption measurements of the employed molecular
probes. A special home-made quartz cell was used for operations down
to liquid N2 temperature (i.e. a nominal temperature of 77 K).

The materials were characterized by employing as probe molecules
CO, pyridine and 2,4,6-trimethylpyridine (collidine). The differences in
acid strength and distribution of the different species were derived from
the changes in IR absorption of CO adsorbed at 77 K on activated ma-
terials, reaching an ultimate equilibrium pressure of 70mbar.
Adsorption of pyridine and collidine was also performed by exposing
the pellets to the vapor pressure of the respective compounds at beam
temperature after activation.

The number of sites titrated by pyridine on self-supporting pellets
was estimated from integrated IR peak areas of the analytical 19b

vibrational modes of pyridine adsorbed on strong Brønsted Acid Sites
(BAS), band at 1545 cm−1, and Lewis Acid Sites (LAS), band at
1455 cm−1 [38]. The spectra used to evaluate the integrated areas were
collected after contact of the activated samples with pyridine vapors,
followed by evacuation at 473 K for 1 h to remove all the weakly
physisorbed species. The concentration of acid sites referred to the unit
weight of sample has been computed according to the following
equations:

=BAS µmol g A cm
cm µmol

S cm
w g

( / ) ( )
( / )

( )
( )BAS

1545
1 2

(1)

=LAS µmol g A cm
cm µmol

S cm
w g

( / ) ( )
( / )

( )
( )LAS

1455
1 2

(2)

where A1545 and A1455 are the integrated areas of the 1545 and
1455 cm−1 bands, obtained by the spectra recorded after pyridine ad-
sorption and evacuation at 473 K for 1 h, ƐBAS and ƐLAS represent the
integrated molar extinction coefficients of the aforementioned bands
(the value reported by Emeis et al. [39] were exploited) and S and w are
the geometrical area and the weight of the sample pellet respectively.

The band deconvolution of the IR spectra was carried out using the
FIT routine by Bruker, which allows the interactive research of the best-
fit to the examined experimental spectral segment on the basis of a
number of spectral components imposed by the operator. All the major
spectral parameters (spectral position, half-bandwidth, percent of
Gaussian profile) were allowed floating freely.

UV-Raman spectra on spent catalysts were collected with a
Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope spectrometer, coupled with a
Coherent MotoFred 300C frequency doubled Ar+ laser emitting at
244 nm. The spectrometer works in backscattering mode and a 15x
objective was exploited to convey the excitation beam on the sample
and then to recollect the scattered light. The signal (upon filtering of the
elastic scattering peak over a dielectric edge filter) was analyzed by a
3600 lines/mm grating and finally collected over a Peltier cooled CCD
detector. Special care was put in avoiding the possible sample dama-
ging, often occurring with high energy excitation sources: a specifically
developed home-made setup was exploited for this purpose [40].

2.6. Evaluation of catalytic performance by conversion of methanol to
hydrocarbons (MTH)

The catalyst tests were performed in a packed bed reactor operating
at atmospheric pressure. The catalyst samples were mixed with milled
sand in the ratio 1:50 and 0.4 g of the catalyst/sand mixture were
loaded into a stainless-steel reactor (inner diameter 20mm, total length
250mm).. Crushed quartz glass and quartz glass wool were placed
below and above the catalyst bed, and a thermocouple was positioned
in the center of the catalyst bed to monitor the temperature. Nitrogen
gas was saturated with methanol vapor at 291 K to obtain the desired
weight hourly space velocity (WHSV) of 2 gmethanol g−1

catalyst h−1 and fed to

the reactor. The flow of nitrogen to the saturator was controlled by a di-
gital mass flow controller, whereas the temperature of the saturator was
controlled by a thermostatic bath. The catalytic experiments were
conducted at 673 K, preceded by an activation treatment at the same
temperature for 3 h under a flow of synthetic air. The reactor effluent
was analyzed by on-line gas chromatography (Agilent 7890B, equipped
with a FID detector and a CP-Sil PONA CB fused silica WCOT capillary
column), sampling it once per hour. The methanol conversion was
calculated by accounting on the difference in measured methanol
concentrations C between reactor inlet and outlet, as it follows:

=X C C
C

(%)MeOH
MeOH
in

MeOH
out

MeOH
in (3)
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization

3.1.1. Textural and morphological properties
The XRD data (Fig. 1) of the synthesized crystals after calcination

confirmed that all samples were highly crystalline MFI, since reflections
from this only phase are observed. No broad signals from amorphous
material or any reflections from other phases are observed for both
ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-5(OH) samples.

Fig. 2 shows the SEM image of the silicalite-1 seed crystals and of
the two ZSM-5 catalyst prepared in fluoride and alkaline medium.

The silicalite-1(F) seeds are morphologically platelets with a radius
of approximately 50 nm and a thickness of ca 10 nm. The SEM images of
samples of ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-5(OH) show a change of morphology
upon crystallization, leading for both the synthetic strategies to elon-
gated parallelepiped crystals, having a thickness of ca 100 nm and
variable length in the (sub)micrometric scale.

Despite the similar morphology, the Si/Al ratios for the two cata-
lysts as determined by ICP-SFMS are quite different: 35.9 for ZSM-5(F)
and 56.5 for ZSM-5(OH), respectively. The higher Si/Al ratio of the
latter can be rationalized in terms of a larger addition of silicalite-1(F)
seeds for its synthesis.

Fig. 3 shows the N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K for the
two samples. The isotherms exhibit the type I shape typical of micro-
porous materials, with a steep increase in the amount adsorbed at low
relative pressures.

The specific surface areas and the micropore volumes for the two
samples are summarized in Table 1.

Both the materials present SSA with similar magnitude, regardless
the adopted model, in line with the expected values for zeolites with
MFI topology [42]. The SSA values are just slightly lower in the case of
ZSM-5(OH). The micropores volume shows both the materials are
highly microporous, however following the same decreasing trend as
for the SSA in the case of the alkali-synthesized sample.

3.1.2. Investigation of the acid sites: IR spectroscopy of adsorbed probe
molecules

in situ IR spectroscopic measurements have been carried out on
samples ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-5(OH) to obtain information about the
amount, location and strength of the catalysts acid sites. The IR spectra
of the two dehydrated catalysts in the OH stretching region are reported
in Fig. 4. After normalization to the zeolite overtone modes, the OH
spectral profiles prove the different hydroxyl population of the two
materials. The complex envelope of bands in the 3800-3100 cm−1

spectral range is ascribable to the presence of different families of OH
groups (both isolated and interacting) located on the external and in-
ternal surface of the ZSM-5 materials.

Considering the well-established literature on this topic [43], it is
possible to unambiguously identify the different components present in
the 3800-3100 cm−1 spectral range. The sharp and well-defined band at
3745 cm−1 is generated by virtually isolated SiOH groups located on
the external surface of the zeolite, whereas the signals in the 3740-
3700 cm−1 range can be assigned to weakly perturbed SiOH sites pre-
dominantly located inside the zeolite structure in terminal position in
hydrogen-bonded silanols chains generated by the presence of defects
(i.e. nanovoids generated by silicon vacancies). The broad and un-
resolved band with apparent maximum at around 3500 cm−1 (more
evident in the case of the ZSM-5(OH) catalyst) is the spectral feature
which testifies the presence of these internal cavities (defects) con-
taining adjacent OH groups mutually interacting via medium-strength
hydrogen bonds. Finally, the band representing the bridging strongly
acidic Al(OH)Si Brønsted sites is located at around 3610 cm−1 and it is
clearly more intense in the case of the ZSM-5(F) sample. Finally, a
component at 3664 cm−1 ascribed to extra-framework AlOH species,
testifying the presence of Lewis acid sites [44], is present in both
samples. The possible AlOH groups give rise to a weak band at
3780 cm−1 as well: this signal is slightly visible in the case of ZSM-5(F)
zeolite [45].

After this preliminary analysis, we can state that the two materials
are characterized by a very different hydroxyl population and, in par-
ticular, that the ZSM-5(OH) catalyst likely possesses a higher number of
hydroxylated cavities. A more extensive spectroscopic study with the
use of specific probe molecules is now essential to evaluate the amount,
the strength and the actual location (internal or external) of the various
acid sites.

At first, we performed adsorption of carbon monoxide (CO) at the
liquid nitrogen temperature (nominally 77 K), exploiting its subtle
ability to discriminate between sites of slightly different acidity.

Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction patterns of ZSM-5(F) (black) and ZSM-5(OH)
(red) samples, compared to a reference pattern for the MFI topology (blue)
[41]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 2. SEM images of (a) silicalite-1(F) seed crystals; (b) ZSM-5(F) crystals; and (c) ZSM-5(OH) crystals.
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Fig. 5 shows the CO adsorption spectra collected at 77 K on the
considered materials after activation at 773 K. For what concerns the
OH stretching region (Fig. 5a and c), it can be observed that the signal
generated by the strong Brønsted acid sites at 3610 cm−1 is consumed
first and red-shifted to 3300 cm−1 (see light blue spectra), as usually
observed in the case of H-ZSM-5 materials [46]. At low CO coverage, a
broad component at around 3450 cm−1 also appears. This signal is
ascribed to the perturbed OH groups of extra-framework Al originally
absorbing at 3664 cm−1 [47]. By gradually increasing the CO coverage,
the OH stretching vibrations of the weakly acidic SiOH components
located at higher frequencies (3750-3700 cm−1) are consumed and, at
the same time, a broad envelope of bands with apparent maxima at
around 3650 and 3570 cm−1 becomes evident (see light gray and green
spectra). At the highest CO pressures (light grey - green spectra), the
band of perturbed Brønsted acid sites at 3300 cm−1 progressively shifts
to 3270 cm−1 due to the multilayered CO adsorption [48]. The differ-
ences visible in the OH spectral profiles after the interaction with CO
(i.e. the different intensity ratios among the perturbed OH bands) fur-
ther prove that the two catalysts exhibit a dissimilar distribution of
acidic sites.

Fig. 5b and d display the CO vibrational modes region of ZSM-5(F)
and ZSM-5(OH) respectively. At low CO coverage, a component at
2174 cm−1 appears in both samples due to the formation of CO adducts
with the Brønsted acid sites. An upward shift of the CO stretching mode
of +31 cm−1 with respect to the free gaseous molecule (2143 cm−1)
confirms the expected strong polarization of CO by the Brønsted acidic
sites. The blue-shift of the νCO vibration is identical for the two samples
due to the very similar acid strength of these species. By increasing the
CO pressure, a broad signal at around 2150 cm−1 is also observed and
assigned to CO interacting with the various SiOH groups (both internal
and external). Finally, the strong signal at 2137 cm−1 grows in intensity
when the liquid-like phase forms inside the zeolite micropores at the
highest CO pressures [43]. In the case of the material synthesized in

alkaline conditions, a rather weak component at 2230 cm−1, only
barely visible upon magnification (see inset of Fig. 5d), is also present.
This band is commonly attributed to CO adsorbed on strong Lewis
acidic sites, generated by extra-framework Al species. This band is
weak, but it should be kept in mind that the extinction coefficient of CO
adsorbed on Lewis sites is much lower than one of CO adsorpbed on
Brønsted acidic species. In detail, the ratio between the two molar ex-
tinction coefficients (Ɛ(COLewis)/Ɛ(COBrønsted)) has been reported to be
as high as 0.32 [49], therefore the concentration of Lewis acid species
could be significant with respect to the concentration of the Brønsted
ones.

The CO adsorption provided an overview of the different acid sites
present in the materials, also in the presence of rather small differences
in acid strength. Pyridine, with its high proton affinity (930 kJ mol−1),
undergoes quantitative protonation in the presence of Brønsted acid
sites and, in parallel, it strongly adsorbs on Lewis acid sites, in both
cases giving rise to peculiar vibrational features. For this reason, this
molecular probe allows titrating the two types of acid sites. In parallel,
the use of a sterically hindered probe molecule like 2,4,6-tri-
methylpyridine (collidine), gives important information about the lo-
cation of the different acid sites, among which the SiOH groups. This
strong basic probe is too large to access the 10-membered rings of MFI
topology, therefore it can only interact with the acid sites fraction
present at the external surface of the material.

Fig. 6a shows the spectra, in the weak acidic OH group stretching
range, of ZSM-5(F) (black curves) and ZSM-5(OH) (red curves) samples
after activation at 773 K (curves 1 and 1’, respectively) and after in-
teraction with collidine (curves 2 and 2’, respectively) and pyridine
(curves 3 and 3’, respectively) vapor pressure. The adsorption of pyr-
idine causes an almost total erosion of both unperturbed (isolated -
mainly external) and weakly perturbed (terminals – mainly internal)
hydroxyl groups signals (see spectra 3 and 3’). This probe, in fact, is
able to enter the micropores of the ZSM-5 zeolite, thanks to its suffi-
ciently low molecular diameter (5.7 Å). On the other hand, the ad-
sorption of the sterically hindered collidine (with a diameter of 7.4 Å) is
only responsible for the strong reduction of the band at 3745 cm−1,
ascribed to isolated SiOH groups (usually located on the external sur-
face of the zeolite). Instead, the bands of terminals SiOH species at
lower frequencies (mainly associated with hydrogen-bonded silanols
chains present in the defects) are just partially attenuated by the in-
teraction of collidine, proving that a consistent fraction of these silanols
are located inside the micropores of the zeolite and, therefore, are not
accessible to this larger probe molecule.

Fig. 6b and c report the ring vibrational modes of the irreversibly
adsorbed fraction of pyridine and collidine, i.e. after long evacuation at

Fig. 4. IR spectra in the OH stretching region, normalized to the zeolite fra-
mework overtone modes, of the catalysts activated at 500 °C: ZSM-5(F) (black)
and ZSM-5(OH) (red). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 3. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms for the ZSM-5(F) (black squares)
and ZSM-5(OH) (red circles) samples collected at 77 K. The adsorption and the
desorption branches are reported by full and empty symbols respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).

Table 1
Specific surface areas and micropore volumes for the two catalysts.

BET SSA (m2/g) Langmuir SSA (m2/g) Vmicro
a(cm3/g)

ZSM-5(F) 385 513 0.21
ZSM-5(OH) 344 461 0.16

a Calculated through DFT model, on the isotherm adsorption branch by as-
suming cylindrical-shaped pores.
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room temperature. The spectral features of protonated pyridine are well
evident (see asterisks) in the spectra of the two samples (see Fig. 6b)
[27]. The bands evident at 1455 cm−1 can be instead assigned to the
19b vibrational mode of pyridine interacting with strong Lewis sites
(possibly extra-framework Al species) [50].

As concerning collidine, the signals of protonated species are also
present in both samples [43], indicating that a fraction of strong
Brønsted acid sites are located where collidine can access them (i.e. at
the external surface and/or in the vicinity of the pore mouths).

The analytical 19b vibrational modes of pyridine adsorbed on strong

Brønsted (band at 1545 cm−1) and Lewis (band at 1455 cm−1) acid
sites are usually employed to obtain quantitative information about the
aforementioned species [38]. By using one of the sets of molar extinc-
tion coefficients available in the literature for these vibrational modes
[39] and the quantification procedure describe in the experimental
section, the results reported in Table 2 can be obtained.

The quantitative results derived from pyridine adsorption clearly
indicate that the material synthesized following the fluoride route
possesses a definitely higher concentration of Brønsted acid sites with
respect to the materials obtained by the conventional synthesis at high

Fig. 5. IR spectra of CO adsorption at 77 K at
increasing coverage on activated ZSM-5(F)
(sections (a) and (b)) and on activated ZSM-
5(OH) (sections (c) and (d)). Sections (a) and
(c) report the spectra in the OH stretching
range and sections (b) and (d) show the CO
vibrational modes region. Black spectra: ZSM-
5(F) activated at 500 °C. Red spectra: ZSM-
5(OH) activated at 773 K. Green spectra:
highest CO coverage (70mbar). Light blue
spectra: lowest CO coverages. Light gray
spectra: intermediate adsorption steps. The
inset of section (d) reports a magnification of
the 2260-2200 cm−1 spectral range. (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).

Fig. 6. IR spectra of pyridine and collidine adsorption on ac-
tivated ZSM-5(F) (black curves) and ZSM-5(OH) (red curves).
Sections (a) reports the spectra in the weak acidic OH group
stretching range, normalized to the zeolite overtone modes,
after activation of the materials at 773 K (curves 1 and 1’),
after interaction with collidine (curves 2 and 2’) and pyridine
(curves 3 and 3’) vapor pressure. Sections (b) and (c) show the
differential spectra (to which the spectrum of the activated
solid has been subtracted) in the pyridine and collidine ring
modes region respectively, collected after contact with the
probe molecule and following long evacuation at room tem-
perature for 2 h (solid curves) or evacuation at 473 K for 1 h
(dotted curves). Bands marked with an asterisk are assigned to
protonated species. Differential spectra in section (b) and (c)
have not been normalized to the samples thickness. (For in-
terpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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pH. Moreover, both materials contain a fraction of strong Lewis acid
sites due probably to the presence of some extra-framework Al species.
The concentration of these last species is certainly higher in the case of
the ZSM-5(OH) sample.

Further information about the actual location of the weak acidic
SiOH groups can be obtained by collidine adsorption spectra, following
the procedure reported in a recent paper by Signorile et al. [51]. The
spectra of the two materials were reported, in the spectral region of
unperturbed (isolated) and weakly perturbed (terminals) hydroxyl
groups, in a band-resolved form considering three main spectral com-
ponents (see Fig. 7), after activation (upper part) and contact with
collidine vapors (lower part). The three resolved components, hereafter
referred to as I, II and III, are located at 3746, 3738 and 3723 cm−1

respectively. On the basis of the abundant literature about this topic
[18,43], the signal at 3746 cm−1 can be ascribed to fully isolated
(unperturbed) SiOH groups, whereas the two components at 3738 (II)
and 3723 (III) cm−1 are generated by hydroxyls groups in terminal
position in the hydrogen-bonded silanol chains generated by zeolite
defects.

The integrated absorbances (Aint) of the various spectral compo-
nents after activation and after contact with collidine vapors are re-
ported in Table 3. In this particular case, a simple assessment of the
location of the different OH families in the two samples has been

carried out, without the requirement of absolute quantitative data. For
this reason, the simple evaluation and comparison of the integrated
areas of the different spectral components in the two materials was
sufficient to obtain the desired information.

It is evident that the ZSM-5(OH) sample contains an overall higher
amount of weak acidic SiOH species. Moreover, by evaluating the in-
tegrated absorbances relative to the terminals SiOH groups virtually
unaffected by collidine adsorption (i.e. actually located in the silicon
vacancies present inside the micropores), the same material is char-
acterized by a higher number of internal terminal hydroxyl. Finally,
even if the external surface is mostly characterized by the presence of
isolated SiOH species (as expected), both the zeolites contain a not
negligible fraction of external terminal SiOH groups as well.

3.2. Catalytic evaluation

The careful IR characterization highlighted important differences
between the materials synthetized following different routes. Indeed,
the quantitative results derived from pyridine adsorption proved that
the sample prepared using the fluoride medium possesses a definitely
higher population of acid sites and, in particular, a higher concentration
of bridging strongly acidic Al(OH)Si Brønsted species with respect to
the materials obtained by the conventional route. In parallel, the IR
data obtained by the adsorption of a more hindered molecular probe
(collidine), proved that the ZSM-5(F) sample possesses a lower amount
of terminals hydroxyl groups, correlated with the presence of silicon
vacancies inside the micropores of the zeolite. The definitely lower
population of these species proves that the material obtained through
the fluoride route is characterized by a very low concentration of in-
ternal defects. Now, considering the different features of the two ma-
terials both in terms of amount of strong acidic sites and of internal
structural defects, it is possible to critically evaluate the following
catalytic results.

Methanol conversions as a function of time on stream at a WHSV of
2 gmethanol g−1

catalyst h−1 are shown for samples of ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-
5(OH) in Fig. 8a. Both samples display high initial methanol conver-
sion, above 90% in the first reaction hours. During the first 24 h, the
methanol conversion of the ZSM-5(OH) catalyst is stable at ca 95%,
while the ZSM-5(F) one stabilizes at a slightly lower value around 90%.
However, after the 24 h of time on stream, the conversion for the ZSM-
5(OH) sample decreases, dropping from 95% to 66% during the next
40 h. On the contrary, the ZSM-5(F) sample continues to exhibit the
same high conversion level for as long as ca 145 h time on stream, when
the conversion finally drops from 87% to 60% in further 20 h. The time
up to deactivation onset is approximately 6 times longer in the case of
ZSM-5(F) than for ZSM-5(OH), inferring a significant difference in the
deactivation process for the two catalysts.

The longer lifetime in MTH for the ZSM-5(F) sample compared to
ZSM-5(OH) observed here is in line with the previous report by Qin

Table 2
Concentrations of Brønsted and strong Lewis acid sites in μmol/g determined by
in situ IR spectroscopy of adsorbed pyridine after 2 h of outgassing at 473 K.

Sample Lewis acid sitesa

(μmol/g)
Brønsted acid sitesb

(μmol/g)
Total acid sites
(μmol/g)

ZSM-5(F) 26 395 411
ZSM-5(OH) 60 221 281

a Calculated evaluating the integrated area of the analytical 19b mode of Py
at 1455 cm−1 9 (in the dotted spectra of Fig. 7b) and the integrated molar
extinction coefficient reported in ref. [39] by means of Eq. (2).

b Calculated evaluating the integrated area of the analytical 19b mode of Py
at 1545 cm−1 (in the dotted spectra of Fig. 7b) and the integrated molar ex-
tinction coefficient reported in ref. [39] by means of Eq. (1).

Fig. 7. Band resolved IR spectra in the stretching region of isolated and chain
terminal OH species of ZSM-5(F) (section (a)) and ZSM-5(OH) (section (b)),
normalized to the zeolite overtone modes, of the catalysts activated at 500 °C
(upper part: black-ZSM-5(F) and red-ZSM-5(OH)) and after contact with colli-
dine vapor pressure (lower part: light grey-ZSM-5(F) and light red-ZSM-5(OH)).
Full line spectra are the experimental ones, whereas dotted traces represent the
resolved components, referred to as I, II and III. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article).

Table 3
Integrated absorbances (Aint) of the resolved spectral components I, II and III
reported in Fig. 8 evaluated after activation (internal+ external SiOH fraction)
and after contact with collidine vapors (internal SiOH fraction), relative to the
isolated OH species (I) and to the total terminal (II+ III) OH groups. The ex-
ternal SiOH fraction, calculated by difference, is reported for completeness.

Sample Silanol location Aint (I)
Isolated

Aint (II+ III)
Terminals

ZSM-5(F) (activated) Internal+ external 1.76 3.58
ZSM-5(OH) (activated) Internal+ external 2.29 7.43
ZSM-5(F) (collidine) Internal 0.29 2.42
ZSM-5(OH) (collidine) Internal 0.18 5.49
ZSM-5(F) (difference) External 1.47 1.16
ZSM-5(OH) (difference) External 2.10 1.94
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et al. [32]: nevertheless, the initial activity of ZSM-5(F) is in the range
90–95 %, which is higher than the initial activity of 200 nm thick ZSM-
5(F) reported in the Qin paper (80%). The two samples are morpho-
logically very similar, thus a comparable catalytic behavior would have
been expected on the basis of this parameter only. Also the different
concentration of acid sites could not be the main reason for slower
deactivation in ZSM-5(F), since its higher amount of Brønsted sites (see
Table 2) should enhance the deactivation according to the literature
[47,48]. Furthermore, the similar strength of the acid sites, as inferred
by CO adsorption, again points out as the acidity of the materials is not
the primary cause determining the different deactivation processes in
the two samples. The most remarkable parameter is indeed the different
population of internal defects. This assumption is in agreement with the
findings of Barbera et al., showing as a low density of internal structural
defects delays deactivation in MTH catalysts [17]. Also Qin et al. [32]
suggested that deactivation occurs faster in crystals with higher density
of internal defects, as these internal defects could be sufficiently large to
accommodate easier highly methylated benzene species. These would
then completely fill the nearby channel or intersection, thereby hin-
dering other molecules from entering or passing the blocked domain,
i.e. causing a molecular coke based deactivation process. The initial
product selectivity (i.e. measured at early reaction stages, when con-
version is maximum), reported in Fig. 8b, is similar for both catalysts.
As the selectivity is highly dependent on the size of the crystals [52,53],
a similar behavior is expected due to the similar crystal size of catalysts
presented in this work.

A further confirmation on the hypothetical deactivation mechanism
arose from UV-Raman spectroscopy of the spent catalysts: this non-
destructive technique has been proved to be an excellent tool in the
characterization of deactivated MTH catalysts, since its superior sensi-
tivity to both molecular and extended coke species [54–57]. The key
advantages of UV-Raman with respect to conventional Raman (i.e. ex-
ploiting visible excitation light) are: i) the avoidance of photo-
luminescence phenomena (i.e. fluorescence) typical of coke moieties
that hampers the collection of the Raman signal; and ii) the selective
resonance of specific coke components whose electronic transitions fall
in the UV region, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
thus achieving a superior sensitivity toward these species [58,59]. The
results of the UV-Raman characterization performed over the spent
ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-5(OH) catalysts are reported in Fig. 9.

The UV-Raman spectra of the deactivated ZSM-5 samples exhibit
clear differences due to the different type of deactivating coke present
in the two spent catalysts. In particular, the spectrum of ZSM-5(OH)
shows much more pronounced spectral features with respect to the one
of ZSM-5(F), characterized instead by much broader signals. This out-
come suggests the presence of a relevant fraction of molecular coke
species in the case of ZSM-5(OH), giving rise to sharper vibrational
signals. In detail, the bands at 1475 cm−1, 1380 cm−1 and 1350 cm−1

are assigned to small PAHs (fluorene, naphthalene and phenantrene
respectively), which also shows additional signals at around 1630 cm−1

[60]. The latter cannot be straightforwardly identified because they
overlap with the intense G band of amorphous carbon (i.e. the bulk
coke deposited at the external surface of the particles), generated by the
stretching modes of pairs of sp2 C atoms in rings and chains, giving rise
to a broad band roughly centered at 1600 cm−1 [61,62]. The upward
shift of the maximum at ca 1620 cm−1 can be ascribed to the super-
imposition of the G band with the PAHs signals located at slightly
higher frequencies. Another relevant feature is the intense peak cen-
tered at 1415 cm−1, that can be related to small PAHs in their methy-
lated form [56]. The assignment is confirmed by the concurrent pre-
sence of a secondary peak of methyl-PAHs at 1180 cm−1. Finally, the
presence of some methylbenzenes (MBs) generate a peak at 1265 cm−1:
this specific feature exactly relates to 1,2,4,5-tetramethylbenzene,
however other MBs with higher methylation (e.g. hexamethylbenzene)
show intense signals nearby. In the case of ZSM-5(F), the Raman
spectrum is much less defined and two main broad features are ob-
served at ca 1600 cm−1 and 1400 cm−1: the former is ascribed to the
aforementioned G band of amorphous carbon, whereas the second is
related to the breathing modes of the aromatic ring in an extended
carbon phase, generally labeled as D band. No clear evidences of the
presence of relevant amounts of molecular coke are found, excluding
some small modulations in the spectrum at low frequencies compatible
with the presence of methylated aromatic species. These findings sug-
gest as in ZSM-5(F) the deactivation occurs due to the deposition of an
external layer of bulk coke or small carbon species inside pore channels,
whereas in ZSM-5(OH) some molecular coke (hosted in the wider
cavities generated by internal defects) take part to the deactivation
process.

Fig. 8. (a) methanol conversion as function of time on stream; and (b) initial products selectivity at a WHSV of 2 gmethanol g−1
catalyst h−1 for the ZSM-5(F) (black) and

ZSM-5(OH) (red) catalysts. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 9. UV-Raman (λ = 244 nm) spectra of spent ZSM-5(F) (black) and ZSM-
5(OH) (red) catalysts. Labels and vertical lines highlight the main spectral
features ascribed to coke species. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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Fig. 10 schematically illustrates the coke formation process on MFI
catalysts in presence/absence of internal defects on the basis of all the
experimental observations presented in this work.

The top part of the figure shows the native frameworks with (left)
and without defects (right), i.e. ideally ZSM-5(F) and ZSM-5(OH) re-
spectively. The bottom part of the figure shows the same frameworks
after accumulation of coke. As illustrated by the figure, the internal
defects lead to formation of internal coke, of molecular nature as con-
firmed by UV-Raman results. The internal coke accumulation results in
longer diffusion paths for the reactants/products and in the progressive
decreased of catalyst activity. If the density of internal defect sites is
sufficiently high, the pore system may eventually become almost
completely inaccessible by percolation effects as coke is deposited.
Under the assumption that there is one site in each channel segment
and one in each intersection, the percolation threshold, expressed as the
relative occupancy of the sites, for the MFI pore system is as low as 0.36
[63]. This means that when 36% of the sites are occupied, the transport
through the pores is terminated. If, on the other hand, coke formation
only occurs in the intersections, the blocking effect may be even more
dramatic. In a previous work, we showed that the transport of helium
through a zeolite MFI membrane was dramatically decreased by several
orders of magnitude when ca 20% of the intersections were occupied by
benzene molecules, being the experimental observations well described
with a site percolation model with one site in each intersection [64].
Thus, coke occupying only a minor fraction of the intersections may
drastically reduce the diffusion rates of reactants and products in the
pores and thereby negatively affect the performance of the catalyst.
Moreover, Chen et al. [65] developed a percolation based model for
describing the deactivation of a SAPO-34 catalyst for methanol con-
version hydrocarbons, a system similar to the one studied in the present
work. They also found as the deactivation of the catalyst was well de-
scribed by a percolation model.

4. Conclusions

ZSM-5 nanocrystalline samples were synthesized using both the
fluoride route and a conventional synthesis in an alkaline medium. The
samples were carefully characterized by SEM, XRD, ICP-MS, IR spec-
troscopy, UV-Raman and N2 adsorption at 77 K. Both the materials are
very similar as regarding crystal size, morphology, specific surface area,
acid sites strength, whereas slightly differs in the total amount of acid
sites according to their different Si/Al ratio. The catalytic tests revealed
that the sample prepared in fluoride medium shows a ca 6 times longer
lifetime compared to crystal prepared in hydroxyl medium. The faster
deactivation of the samples synthesized in traditional hydroxyl medium
was ascribed to accumulation of molecular coke species at the internal
defect sites present in this sample, much more abundant in this material
with respect to the fluoride-based one. The internal coke leads to re-
duced diffusion and percolation effects in the channel system, and this
result in faster deactivation. In crystals prepared in fluoride medium,
the deactivation is instead mostly caused by deposition of an external
layer of bulk coke. In summary, the results show that small crystals
prepared using the fluoride route, thus minimizing the amount of in-
ternal structural defects, display high resistance towards deactivation
by coke formation.
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Abstract  

Mechanism of MFI film growth from seeds and evolution of defects during the 

film growth were investigated. The hydrothermal growth of colloidal silicalite-1 

crystals of 50 nm on silicon substrate seeding was used to grow the seeds at 

different time intervals and the microstructure evolution of the seeds towards the 

formation of MFI film was followed using high resolution-transmission electron 

microscopy (HR-TEM) and extreme high resolution-scanning electron 

microscopy (XHR-SEM). The MFI seeds started to grow in the early stages of 

hydrothermal treatment from 50 nm to 75 nm in size and to form 

interconnections to the crystals in the vicinity, showing the onset of film 



2 
 

formation. The film growth was led by the sub-colloidal particles in the 

synthesis solution arriving at the crystal surfaces. A continuous film with a 

thickness of 100 nm was formed after 12 h of hydrothermal treatment and 

contained pinhole defects. Pinholes disappeared after 24 h of hydrothermal 

treatment with a film thickness of 200 nm and grain boundaries of 2 nm were 

formed. Furthermore, mesopores were found in the grains of the film, which 

appeared due to the film growth by sub-colloidal particles of synthesis solution. 

The growth rate of the MFI film was calculated to 0.007 (µm/h) and compared 

with the crystal growth inside the synthesis solution. The comparison showed 

that the film growth was half as much as the growth rate of the MFI crystals in 

the synthesis solution.   

Keywords: MFI film, SEM, TEM, crystal, nanoparticle   

1. Introduction 

Zeolites have crystal structures with uniform molecular sized pores [1-3], and 

are widely used as catalysts, adsorbents and ion exchangers [4, 5]. The 

favourability of zeolites in chemical applications is due to their framework and 

shape [4, 6], and pore size [7, 8]. 

It is essential to have defect-free zeolites. Optimising the growth mechanism can 

significantly help to eliminate defects [9]. Understanding the zeolite growth 

mechanism has been investigated by researchers to optimise the synthesis 
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procedure [10, 11]. Different techniques such as dynamic light scattering (DLS) 

[12], nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [13], small-angle X-ray scattering 

(SAXS) [14], and high‐resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

[13, 15, 16] have been used to study the nucleation and crystal growth of 

zeolites. Silicalite-1 is one of the most popular zeolites for nucleation 

investigations due to the possibility of synthesis from simple synthesis mixtures 

and ease of analysis [11]. Therefore, growth investigations, to design and tailor 

zeolite crystals and membranes [17], can be carried out using silicalite-1. 

Silicalite-1 with straight channels (5.3 x 5.6 Å)  is a kind of MFI zeolite with a 

Si/Al ratio of more than 200 [18]. Silicalite-1 films can be synthesised on a 

substrate with different techniques such as microwave synthesis [19], free-

seeding synthesis [20] and secondary growth using seeds [21]. The synthesis of 

silicalite-1 film from seed crystals has shown better control over the uniformity 

and quality of the films [22-25]. However, the details of the growth 

mechanisms, evolution of uniform film with lower concentration of 

microstructural defects, are not researched. A better understanding of film 

formation from seeding may help with a rational methodology for optimising the 

zeolite film synthesis by obtaining a fine-control of grain boundary structure, 

film thickness and, consequently, a better control over the amount of pinholes, 

cracks and other types of defects [25]. 
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In general, reducing the concentration of defects is critical for the performance 

and stability of the high‐silica zeolite films [26]. The intracrystalline defect is 

one of the most well-known defects in zeolite crystals, originating from broken 

Si-O-Si bonds resulting in micropore defects and silanol groups [27]. 

Dissolution of zeolite crystals, e.g. dissolution due to the rinsing with improper 

chemicals, may also lead to defects [28]. The intercrystalline defects and 

rinsing-induced defects influence the mechanical and thermal stability of the 

zeolite films [28]. The large defects such as pinholes and open grain boundaries 

appear due to the lack of a homogeneous seed layer [29] and lack of optimised 

conditions of film growing [9].  These large defects act as alternative transport 

pathways with a diameter larger than zeolite pores and influence the separation 

performance [30]. 

Persson et al. [31] investigated colloidal particles of TPA-silicalite-1 in a clear 

solution. A clear solution could help to estimate the formed crystals’ size by 

gathering them at each step. In addition, they could monitor the crystallinity of 

the clear solution at each step. Finally, they reported a linear crystal size 

increase by time [31]. Schoeman et al. [32] claimed that TPA-silicate precursor 

solution contained sub-colloidal particles after aging at room temperature. The 

particles had an average size of 3.8 nm. This meant that the solution contained 

amorphous nano-particles before thermal treatment, which has also been 
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reported by other researchers [33, 34]. The Tsapatsis group [35] investigated the 

formation of nanoparticle crystals of silicalite-1 zeolite at room temperature by 

aging of pure silica suspensions. It was suggested that zeolite growth occurred 

through nanoparticles’ aggregation inside the solution. They claimed that the 

aggregate-like morphology of the silicalite-1 crystals was due to the 

nanoparticles participating in the nucleation and crystallisation processes. 

Bonilla et al. [36] investigated the growth of MFI films. They found the film 

thickness increased with increasing the average grain size. However, the growth 

of the adjacent grains with different velocities and orientations resulted in the 

undesired formation of voids (pinholes) and defects in the film. In the authors’ 

recent publication [37], the micropore defects of the MFI membrane were 

characterised as open-grain boundaries. The foregoing was confirmed by 

employing high-resolution scanning electron microscopy. Camblor et al. [38] 

synthesised aluminosilicate zeolite beta in fluoride media at near neutral pH. 

They found broken Si–O bonds in the lattice lead to an increase in the 

mesoporosity on zeolite crystals.  

In the present study, we investigate the mechanisms of seed growth on a support 

in the synthesis solution to form a uniform zeolite film. We show the growth of 

the seed crystals to form film by extreme high-resolution SEM and TEM. 

Furthermore, the evolution of small and large defects in the films during the film 
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growth is reported. The growth rate of MFI film is evaluated and compared with 

the growth of MFI crystals.   

2. Experiments 

2.1.    Materials 

Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, >98 %, Merck), tetrapropylammonium hydroxide 

(TPAOH, 40 %, Sigma), tetraethylammoniumhydroxide (TEAOH, 40%, 

Sigma), ammonia (99.98% sigma), cationic polymer (Redifloc 4150, Eka 

Chemicals AB, Sweden), acetone (99.9%, sigma), ethanol (99.9%, sigma) and 

hydroxypropyl cellulose (sigma), were the materials used in this work.  

2.2. Seed preparation  

Colloidal silicalite-1 crystals with the size about 50 nm were prepared by 

hydrothermal treatment at 50 oC, while the molar composition of synthesis 

solution was 9TPAOH:25SiO2:360H2O:100EtOH similar to what was reported 

previously by our research group [39]. The solution was dispersed in water to 

make 1 wt. % of seed solution and some ammonia was added to adjust the pH to 

around 8.5.  

2.3. Particles and growing films 

In order to make the synthesis solution, TEOS, TPAOH and water were mixed 

in a polypropylene bottle and placed on a shaker at room temperature for 24 h to 
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obtain a fully-hydrolysed clear synthesis solution [37, 40]. The composition of 

the clear solution was 3TPAOH: 25SiO2: 1450H2O: 100EtOH. The synthesis 

solution was prepared for a variety of different aims.  

First, to investigate the film growth, the synthesis solution was used for growing 

film on substrates, such as silicon wafers, holey carbon films on Cu TEM grids, 

and amorphous carbon wafers (inert). The supports were rinsed 5 times in 0.1 M 

NH3, which was passed through a 0.1 μm pore filter. Subsequently, they were 

treated with a cationic polymer solution and passed through a 0.8 μm pore filter 

for 10 min, which made the support surface positively charged. The supports 

were rinsed again in ammonia (for the same times and method), and seeded with 

seed solution (passed through a 0.2 μm pore filter) for 10 min and again rinsed 5 

times in ammonia [39]. All substrates were mounted on Teflon holders, 

submerged in a synthesis solution in PE tubes and heated in an oil bath at 100 oC 

under closed reflux conditions. The growth times of MFI films were 2, 4, 6, 8, 

12, 24, 36 and 120 h.  

In the second part, the synthesis solution was transferred to PE tubes and heated 

in an oil bath at 100 °C under closed reflux conditions.  

The synthesis solution was treated in 11 different time durations (denoted SS, 

synthesis time, i.e. SS100 represents the hydrolysed synthesis solution treated at 

100 °C for 100 h). After heating, the tubes were immediately transferred to an 
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ice bath to decrease their temperature. Then, the solution was freeze-dried in 

order to provide powder for each sample. This was done to limit the aggregation 

of crystals [41].  

For extraction of the crystals from the synthesis solution, they were treated in 5 

different time durations. After heating, all samples (SS24, SS36, SS48, SS62 

and SS88) were washed by centrifuging at 12000 rpm for 10 min. Afterwards, 

particles were dispersed in distilled water, and the washing procedure was 

repeated 6 times for each sample. Then, the solution was freeze-dried in order to 

provide powder for each sample. As the last step, to assemble a monolayer of 

the samples, polymer hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) was dissolved in ethanol 

to obtain a 2 wt. % solution. A spin-coater was used to deposit very thin films of 

HPC on glass plates. The glass plates were put under sonication in acetone and 

ethanol for 5 min, followed by drying. One drop of solution was enough to cover 

the whole area of the glass plate, and the film deposition was performed for 

approximately 20 s with a spinning rate of 2500 rpm. The polymer layers were 

kept at 105 °C for 1 h to be dried. Assembling monolayers of oriented crystals 

on the plate was done by rubbing the powders using a nitrile gloved finger at 

relative humidity of RH = 60%. After rubbing, clean soft cotton was used to 

remove the physisorbed multilayers by gentle wiping. Finally, in order to 
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remove the polymer layers between zeolite crystals and glass plates, the plates 

were calcined at 550 °C for 5 h. 

2.4. Ammonia rinsing investigation  

The films grown for 36 h were rinsed with ammonia to investigate the ammonia 

effects on them. Three methods were utilised for rinsing; no rinsing, normal, and 

harsh rinsing. In normal rinsing, the films were rinsed 5 times with 0.1M 

ammonia for a few seconds followed by 3 times rinsing with water, and then 1 

time rinsing with acetone. In harsh rinsing, the films were rinsed 1 time with 1M 

ammonia for 48 h, and then 3 times with water, and finally 1 time with acetone, 

as was done in normal rinsing. 

2.5. Image analysis 

MATLAB (license no. 842635) software was used in order to analyse the 

particle size distribution and find the largest particles. A total of 200 SEM 

images of each sample were analysed to estimate the size of about 1000-1500 

particles.     

3. Characterisation  

3.1. XRD 

A Panalytical Empyrean diffractometer was employed in order to record X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) data. The instrument was run in Bragg–Brentano geometry. 

Here, 2θ range 10-40° was selected to collect the XRD data using a Cu-tube 
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operated at an accelerating voltage of 45 kV and a current of 40 mA. The 

intensity of 5 reflections in the 2θ range 22.5° to 25° were determined. This was 

done by fitting a symmetric pseudo Voigt profile to the experimental data, as has 

previously been reported in our group [42]. For relative crystallinity estimation, 

the sum of intensities of the 5 reflections for each sample was calculated. Since 

SS100 displayed the highest sum of intensities, it was taken as a reference with 

100% crystallinity, and the crystallinity of the other samples was calculated. 

3.2. XHR-SEM 

XHR-SEM (extreme high resolution-scanning electron microscopy) was utilised 

to resolve the three-dimensional microstructure of MFI films, using FEI 

Magellan 400 field emission SEM.  

3.3. HR-TEM 

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy was run by JEM-2100F 

(JEOL Ltd.) at 200 kV. In order to prepare the TEM samples, self-supported 

zeolite films grown on amorphous carbon wafers were embedded in LR white 

resin. In order to clean the top surface of the film, thin sections of 60 nm were 

cut with a diamond knife and the resin was removed by plasma cleaning. 

4. Results and discussion 

Synthesis solution investigation 
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The crystallisation of ZSM-5 with hydrothermal treatment in the synthesis 

solution was monitored by XRD, see Figure 1. The relative crystallinity of 11 

samples as a function of synthesis time at 100 °C is presented. No crystals were 

detected until 24 h, which can be counted as the induction period. Between 24 to 

88 h, the relative crystallinity increased from 0% to about 99%. According to the 

literature [43, 44], the crystals nucleate and grow at the expense of the 

amorphous phase. The increase of the relative crystallinity after 88 h was 

negligible, probably due to the insufficient supply of nutrients, indicating that 

the crystals grow at the expense of less stable crystals, known as Ostwald 

ripening [45]. Similar observations have been reported in the literature [46, 47] 

where the amorphous phase was detected at the start of the hydrothermal 

treatment and then the relative crystallinity increased and became constant with 

time. Therefore, the synthesis time between the nucleation of crystals (after 24 

h) to the end of amorphous phase (after 88 h) could be a good domain to 

investigate the crystal growth kinetics.  
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Figure 1. Relative crystallinity of all 11 samples as a function of synthesis time 

at 100 °C. 

The SS24, SS36, SS48, SS62 and SS88 crystals were chosen to estimate the 

growth rate. All the crystals were washed and extracted from the synthesis 

solutions and coated on the glass plate to investigate the size, see Figure 1.s. 

Figure 2 a presents the largest crystal size for each synthesis, extracted by 

MATLAB, as a function of time. The achieved data were drawn and then fitted 

to a line then continued to find the intersecting point with the X-axis. This was 

done to find when the first crystal was nucleated. So, the first crystal formed 

after 1.76 h and the growth rate calculated was 0.015 (µm/h) at 100 °C.  
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Figure 2. a) Largest crystal size for each synthesis time, b) Final distribution in 

length of S88, c) Normalized nucleation rate for S88 

Figure 2 b shows the crystal size distribution for S88 extracted by MATLAB 

from 600 to 1300 μm. By assuming a constant crystal growth independent of the 

crystal size, the normalized nucleation rate can be derived, see Figure 2 c. The 

nuclei were created more by time (during the crystal growth) and the maximum 

nucleation rate was around 24 h. As the first conclusion, it was clear that enough 

nutrients were available in the synthesis solution to create nuclei until 88 h 

a b 

c 
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treatment. Moreover, by considering first crystal formation before 2 h, and also 

a continuous nucleation until 88 h with a maximum rate around 24 h, it is 

evident that the crystals were grown by consuming the amorphous particles in 

the synthesis solution (and not by consuming the small crystals). The amorphous 

materials within the synthesis solution contributed to the crystal growth which 

could be introduced as crystal growth mechanism for film growth on a seeded 

substrate. To give a fully clear mechanism of the contribution, further 

investigation on the film (as a combination of different crystals) growth was 

needed.  

Film formation 

The rinsing of the film to remove the remains of the synthesis solution from the 

surface is important for investigating the film growth and evolution of defects by 

microscopy as improper rinsing could lead to an uncleaned surface or crystal 

dissolution and defect formation [28]. SEM micrographs, see Figure 3, of the 

film before rinsing show that the nanoparticles of 3-4 nm in size precipitate on 

the film [32]. On gentle and harsh rinsing (see experimental data), these 

nanoparticles detach from the surface. However, the harsh rinsing shows the 

dissolution of the film surface. The normal rinsing of the films after 

hydrothermal treatment was adopted for microstructural investigations.  
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Figure 3. Top view and cross-section of the films before and after rinsing. 

The seeded substrates were hydrothermally treated in the synthesis solution. 

Figure 4 shows the SEM micrograph of the seeded silicon wafer and seeded 

silicon wafer treated in synthesis solution for 2 h. It can be seen (Figure 4 a) that 

the seeds are randomly oriented and distributed homogeneously on the substrate. 

After 2 h of thermal treatment (Figure 4 b), the seeds were grown in average size 

from 50 nm to 75 nm, suggesting that the seeds had been growing in the 

synthesis solution. The created nano-asperities are visible on the surface of the 

growing crystals. Amorphous nanoparticles were observed on the crystals and 

substrate. The amorphous nanoparticles are the subcolloidal particles from the 

synthesis solution which attach on the crystal surface and could not detach on 

rinsing. The existence of the amorphous nanoparticles on the crystals after 2 h of 
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synthesis was confirmed by TEM of the grown seeds (Figure 4 c,d). These 

findings suggest that the hydrothermal growth of seeds has occurred in three 

steps: I) formation of subcolloidal nanoparticles in the synthesis solution, II) 

approach and attachment on the crystal surface, and III) leading to the crystal 

growth as reported earlier by Nikolakis et al. [48]. 

 

Figure 4. Seeded substrate SEM image micrographs of seeded substrate (a), and 

after 2 h of hydrothermal treatment (b) and TEM micrographs of 2 h 

hydrothermally thermal treated micrographs images (c,d). 

c 

d 
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Figure 5 shows the TEM micrographs of the seeds hydrothermally treated for 4 

h and 8 h. The asperities formed on the seeds after 4 h were crystalline (Figure 5 

a) and few amorphous nanoparticles were observed on the crystals (Figure 5 b). 

The TEM micrograph of 8 h treated seeds (Figure 5 c,d) showed a-oriented 

growth of the film with the presence of amorphous particles in Figure 5 e. The 

TEM micrographs confirm the growth mechanism of the films by the attaching 

of nanoparticles (sub-colloidal particles) from the synthesis solution followed by 

crystallisation and it is in line with the literature [48].  
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Figure 5. TEM micrographs of treated seeds for 4h (a,b) and 8h (c,d,e) in 

synthesis solution. 
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The high-resolution SEM micrographs (top and side view) of seeded substrates 

hydrothermally treated for 2, 4 and 6 h are presented in Figure 6. It can be seen 

that, by increasing the synthesis time, the size of the seeds enlarged after each 

time interval and the seeds grow independently [49], both laterally and vertically 

[50] with a limited increase in the thickness [37]. The top view SEM 

micrographs reveal that the voids between the seeds become smaller and the 

intracrystalline growth leads to the formation of interconnections amongst the 

seeds. On further growth, the crystals merge with the surrounding crystals [51], 

and discontinuities appear in some parts of the substrate which is referred as 

pinhole (Figure 6 f) [52]. 
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Figure 6. Cross-section (left) and top view (right) SEM images of seeded silicon 

wafers substrate after 2 h (a,b), 4 h (c,d) and 6 h (e,f) thermal-treated. 
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After 8 h, the crystals’ growth continues and the pinholes have mostly 

disappeared, Figure 7 a,b. After 12 h, the crystals formed grains and a 

continuous film with a thickness of about 100 nm was formed, see Figure 7 c,d. 

At this stage, the pinholes are not present and the film represents the structure of 

an ideal as-synthesised zeolite film without intracrystalline gaps. It may be 

concluded that pinholes have disappeared as soon as a continuous film forms 

even the film is not fully developed and cracks are still there. At this stage of the 

hydrothermal treatment, the grain boundaries start to appear, which could be 

either open or closed [53]. The grain boundaries propagate from the substrate to 

the film top surface, due to the crystal growth and enlargement from the 

substrate to the top [30]. The high-resolution SEM micrographs in Figure 7 of 

further film growth show the growth of thicker film with well developed 

(random) grains. A competitive growth of crystals could be seen on the top view 

SEM micrograph (Figure 7 h) where some of the crystals grow faster while 

growth of some of the crystals hindered [54, 55]. The cross-section SEM 

micrograph (Figure 7 g) show well-adhered grains in the film of 350 nm 

thickness resulting in narrower grain boundaries. 
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Figure 7. Cross-section (left) and top view (right) SEM images of seeded silicon 

wafers substrate after 8 h (a,b), 12 h (c,d), 24 h (e,f) and 36 h (g,h) thermal-

treated. 

The appearance of grain boundaries after 36 h was not so straightforward and 

had some twists and seemed to be not fully closed, as shown in Figure 8. The 

width of grain boundaries was estimated to be less than 2 nm from the tilting of 

the specimen in the microscope and labelled in the micrograph in Figure 8. 
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Therefore, the width of open grain boundaries should be about 2 nm (micropore 

defects) or bigger (mesopore defects) [37]. 

 

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of the 36 h synthesised film showing the grain 

boundary thickness of 2 nm.  

On further magnifying the crystals in the films (Figure 9), small defects in the 

shape of holes could be seen on the grains, which shows that mesopores are 

present in the grains. According to the literature [37, 56, 57], mesopores are 

counted as a kind of defect in zeolite film. As a matter of fact, diffusion of the 

molecules through the micropores is counted as a slow process which normally 

results in better separation in zeolite film. Mesopores due to bigger pore 

diameter changes the diffusion mechanism to Knudsen diffusion with much 
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higher diffusivity [58]. This leads to a decrease in the separation performance of 

the zeolite film. 

 

Figure 9. Mesoporous areas revealed by SEM image for the seeded silicon 

wafers substrate after 36 h thermal-treated. 

To investigate how these mesopores appear, a film was grown on amorphous 

carbon wafers for 120 h. This led to physically hindering the film growth from 

the bottom (no diffusion of nanoparticles from the synthesis solution) while the 

top side was exposed to the synthesis solution. After growing, the film detached 

from the substrate. A smooth face was developed at the bottom (Figure 10) 

without any asperities. In contrast, crystalline asperities formed on the top, as 

20 nm 
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revealed by SEM and TEM images (Figure 10) which suggests considerable 

reorganisation of the nanoparticles on the crystal surface. Consequently, the 

mechanism of crystal growth and inhomogeneous nanoparticle attachment on 

the crystals results in originating mesoporous [10, 35, 59].  

 

  

 Figure 10. SEM and TEM images of a film grown on amorphous carbon wafers, 

bottom side hindered from synthesis solution (A), and upside proposed to 

synthesis solution (B,C).  

The thicknesses of the films synthesised for 12, 24 and 36 h, were estimated 

using the cross-section SEM micrographs (Figure 10) and plotted as a function 
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of time. The linear fitting of the data gave the growth rate (slope of the line) of 

0.007 µm/h at 100 °C. Therefore, the film growth follows the same growth 

mechanism as the crystals in the synthesis solution, since same mechanism 

provides same growth rate. However, the growth rate of single crystal was twice 

as high compared to film growth as expected. The crystals grow with growth 

direction perpendicular to the substrate surface. But, for a single crystal, the 

fastest growth happens to the largest diameter [36] which makes the growth rate 

faster for a single crystal but with the same mechanism after the first crystal’s 

creation. 

5. Conclusion 

Seed growth took place in the early stages of hydrothermal treatment which 

formed interconnections to the crystals in the vicinity. The sub-colloidal 

particles in the synthesis solution arriving at the crystal surfaces contributed to 

the seed growth and film formation. The area of the pinholes was gradually 

decreased by the film formation progress. The pinholes disappeared after 24 h of 

hydrothermal treatment with a film thickness of 200 nm and grain boundaries of 

2 nm were formed. The mechanism of film growth (by sub-colloidal particles’ 

contribution) led to mesopores’ formation in the grains of films. The growth rate 

of the MFI film was calculated to 0.007 (µm/h). The growth mechanism of the 

first created crystals in the synthesis solution (after 24 h) was found to be the 
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same as film growth. The comparison between film growth rate and crystal 

growth rate showed that the film growth was half as much as the growth rate of 

the MFI crystals in the synthesis solution due to the direction of growth.   
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Figure 1.S. SEM image of oriented samples coated on the glass plate. 
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Abstract
Phillipsite zeolite particles and membranes were successfully synthesized at different operational and environmental con-
ditions. Using an L9 orthogonal array of the Taguchi method, effects of experimental condition—synthesis temperature 
(130–150 °C), synthesis time (2–3 days), number of synthesized layers (1–3), and seeding suspension percentage—for mem-
brane preparation with respect to  CO2/CH4 ideal selectivity were investigated. The results showed that the ideal selectivity 
was improved up to 4.20 from 1.15 by increasing the number of synthesized layers, synthesis temperature, and seed solution 
concentration and by decreasing synthesis time. Moreover, the best synthesis conditions were defined based on the Taguchi 
method results and the membrane was synthesized with the highest ideal selectivity which was around 4.40. In addition, it 
was shown that T zeolite is formed beside PHI zeolite at low temperature even with long synthesis time.
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List of symbols
P  Permeance, mol m−2 s−1 pa−1

Qa  Volumetric flow rate at standard temperature, 
 m3 s−1

Δp  Pressure drop, Pa
t  Time, s
l  Membrane effective thickness, m
A  Surface area,  m2

Greek letters
α  Ideal separation factor, –

Subscripts
CRI  Crystallinity relative intensity

Introduction

Using membrane technology for gas mixture separation is 
considered as an increasingly vital, convenient, and useful 
technique (Levdansky and Izák 2017; Nabavi et al. 2014; 
Pera-Titus et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2016) which not only 
results in reducing energy and other operational cost for gas 
separation (Gabrielli et al. 2017), but also makes the opera-
tions more scalable (Kosinov et al. 2016) than other separa-
tion unit operations in chemical industry like air separation 
 (N2/O2) (Murali et al. 2013), hydrogen recovery (Ockwig 
and Nenoff 2007; Sari et al. 2013) and  CO2 capture (Mogh-
adam et al. 2017; Scholes et al. 2010) and excluding  N2 
from natural gas  (N2,  CO2/CH4) (Zhang et al. 2013). Car-
bon dioxide separation from synthesis gas using membrane 
processes can be energy efficient which introduces them as 
simple alternatives compared to the other separation tech-
niques (Sjöberg et al. 2015). Based on the nature of materi-
als, membranes are categorized in some main groups such 
as polymeric, inorganic, and liquid membranes (Peydayesh 
et al. 2014) (Kosinov et al. 2016). Polymeric membranes 
have good processability, economic competiveness, scalabil-
ity, and tunability (Powell and Qiao 2006), but on the other 
hand, these suffer from several limitations like lack of ther-
mal and chemical stability and low permeability (Robeson 
2008). Carbon molecular sieves, zeolites, and metal–organic 
frameworks are counted as inorganic membrane materials 
(Kosinov et al. 2016).

Zeolites with three-dimensional framework structures 
which form uniform and molecular size channels are crys-
talline aluminosilicates. Molecules with lower size than zeo-
lite pores fit inside and pass through them, but bigger ones 
become excluded, which makes zeolites act as sieves on a 
molecular scale (Mousavi et al. 2013). This property leads 
zeolites to be used not only as membrane in gas separation, 

but also in many other applications such as catalysts (Nakan-
ishi et al. 2017), adsorbents (Salem and Salem 2017), per-
vaporation (Chai et al. 2015; Jafari et al. 2013; Malekpour 
et al. 2017), membrane reactors (Zou et al. 2016), agricul-
ture (Quist-Jensen et al. 2015), chemical sensors (Snelders 
et al. 2016), and so on.

Phillipsite (PHI) has eight-membered ring (8MR) chan-
nels and its pores are aligned along a-axis (3.8 × 3.8 Å), 
b-axis (3.5 × 4.3 Å), and c-axis (3.3 × 3.2 Å), respectively 
(Kiyozumi et al. 2008). This pore size of PHI zeolite makes 
it possible to separate molecules via difference in size. Thus, 
it is expected that some molecules, such as  CO2 (3.3 Å), can 
be separated via this membrane from bigger molecules, such 
as  CH4 (4 Å) via molecular sieving due to rings of PHI zeo-
lite. This kind of separation may have many applications as 
mentioned before. In addition, by controlling some synthesis 
parameters, such as chemical composition and reaction or 
synthesis time and temperature, synthesized membranes can 
perform much better (Mousavi et al. 2013).

A few studies have been carried out on synthesis of highly 
efficient PHI zeolite membranes but not for gas separation. 
Kiyozumi et al. (2008) reported synthesis and characteriza-
tion of PHI zeolite membranes on a mullite support. They 
synthesized a PHI zeolite membrane at temperature of 
100 °C for 7 days via in situ hydrothermal synthesis. They 
showed that PHI membrane is hydrophilic and separates 
90 wt% ethanol/water mixtures at 353 K with selectivity of 
5000 and flux of 0.8 kg m−2 h−1.

In this investigation, PHI zeolite crystals were synthe-
sized via hydrothermal synthesis. Effects of synthesis tem-
perature and influence of gel molar ratio of  SiO2/Al2O3 on 
the final crystalline products were studied. Since the mem-
brane synthesis was the main aim and powder synthesis was 
just the first step to make seed solution for better membrane 
synthesis, using the synthesized zeolite as seed, based on 
the Taguchi experimental design (Nik et al. 2012), effects 
of the seed solution concentration, the number of membrane 
layers, synthesis temperature and synthesis time on zeolite 
membrane synthesis were investigated, and all the synthe-
sized PHI zeolite membranes were characterized using  CO2 
and  CH4 permeation measurements.

Experimental

Materials

Materials used for the synthesis of zeolite powders were 
sodium aluminate (Sigma-Aldrich, 50–56%  Al2O3; 40–45% 
 Na2O), ludox colloidal silica (Sigma-Aldrich, 40  wt% 
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suspension in water), sodium hydroxide (Merck, 99.5%), 
potassium hydroxide (Merck, 84% KOH, 15% water), and 
deionized water.

Synthesis of zeolite

For powder preparation, to use it as seeds for making the 
membrane, the synthesis solution was obtained by preparing 
silica and alumina solutions in two different polypropylene 
bottles. First, the aluminate solution was prepared by dis-
solving sodium and potassium hydroxide in deionized water 
under harsh string condition. After getting them solved, alu-
minum silicate was added to the bottle very slowly. At the 
same time, colloidal silica was dissolved in deionized water 
under stirring. After a few minutes, the silica solution was 
added to the alumina solution dropwise for 15 min. After 
2 h, a white colored solution was made and kept 1 day at 
room temperature for aging. Then, the synthesis solution was 
poured in a Teflon autoclave and put in an oven for 7 days. 
The molar composition (Robson and Lillerud 2001) was 
1.53  Na2O: 0.44  K2O:  Al2O3: “Y”  SiO2: 82.7  H2O, where 
[(Y)] was 5 and 5.5, and the synthesis temperature was 100 
and 120 °C. The formed crystals were filtered and washed 
by deionized water to obtain the pH value of 7. In the last 
step, the powder was put in an oven at 110 °C to get dried.

For seeding the substrates, homemade α-alumina sub-
strate 2 cm in diameter, 2 mm in thickness, and 100–200 nm 
in pore diameter was used as support for membrane synthe-
sis. First, the supports were polished with grit-sand papers to 
be prepared for seeding. Then, they were cleaned by putting 
them in a cleaned KUDOS SK3310HP ultrasonic cleaner 
with deionized water for about 5 min followed by putting in 
boiling water for 1 h to remove the loose particles created 
during polishing. They were dried in an oven at 110 °C for 
4 h. The synthesized zeolite powder was dispersed in dis-
tilled water to make seed mixtures with 3, 6, and 10% weight 
percentage. The modified supports, which were covered on 
one side by Teflon tape, were dipped in the homogeneous 
seed solution for a few seconds to get seeded with the zeolite 
particles. Finally, the supports were dried in an oven at 80 °C 
for a period of time.

To synthesize the zeolite membranes, a gel solution was 
prepared with the same procedure as the zeolite powder. A 
molar ratio of 1.53  Na2O:0.44  K2O:Al2O3:5  SiO2:82.7  H2O 
was used for all the experiments. The seeded supports, while 
still covered on one side by Teflon tape, were put in PTFE 
holders and positioned vertically in an autoclave to elimi-
nate any sediment crystals deposition on them. The auto-
clave was then filled with the synthesis solution and placed 
in the oven. The membranes were synthesized at different 
synthesis temperature and time, as reported in Table 1. To 
avoid any defect formation on the membranes because of 
thermal shock, the autoclave was left at room temperature 

for a few hours to be cooled down. Cold distilled water was 
then added to the solution in the autoclave slowly to help 
the membrane cooling procedure and then was decanted off. 
The membranes were took out and washed with deionized 
water until obtaining a pH value of about 7, and then dried 
in a programmed oven up to 120 °C. For getting double- and 
triple-layered membranes, some of the one-layered mem-
branes were placed in the autoclave filled with the same syn-
thesis solution, and put in the oven at certain temperatures 
and times, which is being discussed later. The membrane 
synthesis was performed based on the Taguchi experimental 
design, using four factors at three different levels, as reported 
in Table 1. Therefore, according to the L9 orthogonal array, 
nine samples were synthesized to investigate the effects of 
experimental conditions on the membranes performance in 
gas separation (Table 2). It should be noticed that second-
ary growth method for membrane synthesis was employed 
in this study. In other words, the alumina substrates were 
seeded by the synthesized zeolite seeds. Usually, tempera-
ture and time for seed synthesizing are lower and longer 
like what reported in the literature (Sjöberg et al. 2015) that 
is why higher temperature and lower synthesis time were 
employed for membrane synthesis.

Characterization

XRD analyses were carried out to identify the PHI zeolites. 
AJDX-8030 model with Cu-kα radiation in the range of 
90–50 with 40 kV and 30 mA was used to collect the X-ray 
data. SEM was also employed for observing the exact frame-
work of the PHI zeolite structure. The SEM images were 
obtained using VEGA ll device, TESCAN Company. To run 
SEM, the samples were coated with gold before analysis.

Orthogonal array and experimental parameters

Orthogonal design (Dargahi et al. 2012; Nik et al. 2012) 
was adopted in this study, since it was found as the most 
effective method for studies with so many variables, to find 
out the variables which mostly influence the target experi-
ment. To reach the goal, the L9 orthogonal array of the 
Taguchi method was taken in current work. Table 1 shows 

Table 1  Different parameters for membrane synthesis based on the 
Taguchi experimental design

Factors Levels

1 2 3

Seeding suspension percentage (%) 3 6 10
Number of synthesized layers 1 2 3
Synthesis temperature (°C) 130 140 150
Synthesis time (day) 3 2.5 2
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the variables and their levels for the L9 orthogonal array 
design. The key step for this method is parameters selec-
tion to obtain accurate and reliable results (Dargahi et al. 
2012). Seed suspension percentage for seeding the supports 
(Kosinov et al. 2016), the number of synthesized layers on 
the membrane (Huang et al. 2012), synthesis temperature, 
and synthesis time (Nabavi et al. 2014) were the four impor-
tant factors which were selected based on the previous stud-
ies focused on preparation of the best membrane in terms 
of gas separation performance. To eliminate the influence 
of each variable and validate the results, three levels were 
selected for each of them making nine experimental runs, 
as shown in Table 2.

Results and discussion

PHI zeolite powder

Effect of Si/Al ratio on zeolite quality

To find the effects of increasing Si/Al ratio on the zeo-
lite quality, two powders were synthesized with Si/Al = 5 
(defined as sample A) and 5.5 (sample B) as mentioned 
before with the same synthesis time (7 days) and synthesis 
temperature (100 °C) and analyzed by XRD. XRD pattern 
for sample A is presented in Fig. 1. The XRD results show 
that both the synthesized powders (A and B) are preferable 
zeolite but not with the same crystallinity. The Miller index 
and crystal structure for the most important peaks are also 
available in Table 3 which extracted from Atlas of zeolite 
(Baerlocher et al. 2007). The intensity summation of some 
main peaks ratio for the synthesized powder and the refer-
ence one (Steinfink 1962) times 100 called here crystallin-
ity relative intensity (CRI) was calculated for both of them. 
The CRI value for Si/Al = 5 and 5.5 was 96.1 and 74.2%, 
respectively. This shows that the best powder which can be 

used as seeds is the one synthesized with Si/Al = 5 at this 
synthesis time and temperature. 

Effect of synthesis temperature on zeolite quality

Another sample (C) with the same molar ratio of sample A 
(1.53  Na2O:0.44  K2O:Al2O3:5  SiO2:82.7H2O) was synthe-
sized at the same synthesis time but at different synthesis 
temperature (120 °C). The sample XRD pattern is presented 
in Fig. 2 showing a pure PHI zeolite. Compared with the 
standard XRD pattern and calculating CRI, not so much 
difference is observed between samples A and C which are 
96.1 and 98.0%, respectively. In addition, the samples SEM 
images are presented in Fig. 3, indicating that synthesis tem-
perature is effective not only on morphology of the synthe-
sized zeolite, but also on zeolite crystal size which is roughly 
half for the sample C. It means that with increasing synthesis 
temperature, the particle size decreases. This might be due to 
more nucleation. Since the smaller nucleation zeolite seeds 
lead to synthesize uniform defect free zeolite membranes 
and also the more crystalline seeds play an important role 
to avoid non-zeolite pores, synthesis temperature of 120 °C 
was selected for further investigations.

PHI zeolite membrane

The synthesized membranes were characterized by SEM and 
XRD. In addition, to confirm that a continuous and defect 
free zeolite layer was formed on the support, ideal  CO2/CH4 
selectivity and  CO2 permeability through the membranes, as 
two important properties were calculated as a characteriza-
tion method. As mentioned before, because of very large 
PHI zeolite microporous, it has an excellent molecular sieve 
property. According to the literature (Kiyozumi et al. 2008), 
0.38 nm is the largest pore size of this zeolite which makes 
it a good candidate to separate  CO2 (with molecular size of 
0.33 nm) from  CH4 (with molecular size of 0.4 nm).

Table 2  Synthesized membranes based on the Taguchi experimental method

Sample code Seeding suspen-
sion percentage

Number of syn-
thesized layer

Synthesis tem-
perature (oC)

Synthesis 
time (day)

PCO2 
(mol m−2 s−1 pa−1)

PCH4 
(mol m−2 s−1 pa−1)

α

M1 3 1 130 3 1.4489 1.1067 1.31
M2 6 1 140 2.5 3.7347 3.2485 1.51
M3 10 1 150 2 0.2251 0.1109 2.03
M4 3 2 140 2 0.6529 0.3321 1.97
M5 6 2 150 3 0.0759 0.0328 2.31
M6 10 2 130 2.5 1.0309 0.5538 1.86
M7 3 3 150 2.5 0.0384 0.0094 4.07
M8 6 3 130 2 0.4165 0.2394 1.74
M9 10 3 140 3 0.0534 0.0162 3.28
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Permeability through the membrane (pa) can be calcu-
lated as follows:

In Eq.  1, Qa, Δp, l, and A are gas ‘a’ volumetric 
flow rate at standard temperature and pressure, pres-
sure drop, membrane effective thickness, and membrane 

(1)pa =
Qa ⋅ l

Δp ⋅ A
.

Position [°2Theta] (Copper (Cu))
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0

200

400

600
 Sample A

Position [°2Theta] (Copper (Cu))
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0

200

400

600  Sample B

Fig. 1  XRD patterns for the synthesized powders at 100 °C for 7 days with Si/Al = 5 (sample A) and Si/Al = 5.5 (sample B)

Table 3  Crystal structures 
(Miller indices)

θ (h, k, l)

10.87 (1, 0, 0)
17.50 (1, 2, 0)
17.97 (1̄ , 0, 2)
21.62 (2̄ , 1, 1)
27.21 (0, 4, 1)
27.82 (2, 2, 0)
27.87 (4, 1, 0)
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surface area, respectively. Permeabilities are reported in 
mol m−2 s−1 pa−1. Moreover, membrane ideal selectivity 
(αab) can be calculated with dividing permeability of the 
first permeant (pa) by that of the second one (pb):

The membrane permeability and ideal selectivity are pre-
sented in Table 2.

(2)�ab =
pa

pb
.

The characterizations (SEM and XRD) showed that 
all the membranes except M1 are pure and crystalline 
PHI. M1 was seeded by 3  wt% solution and synthe-
sized at 130 °C for 3 days as mentioned in Table 2. As 
shown in Fig. 4, although phillipsite crystals with size 
of 1–2 micron were formed, some T zeolite crystals were 
also formed on the support considered as impurity. There-
fore, it was concluded that synthesizing at 130 °C even 
for 3 days does not lead to getting pure PHI zeolite. In 

Position [°2Theta] (Copper (Cu))

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

0

200

400

600  powder synthesised at 120 C

Fig. 2  XRD pattern for the synthesized powder at 120 °C for 7 days with Si/Al = 5 (sample C)

Fig. 3  SEM images of sample A (a) and sample C (b)
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addition, permeability and ideal selectivity values showed 
that although the membrane is fairly permeable, its ideal 
selectivity is not promising due to the larger pore size of 
T zeolite (0.36 × 0.51 nm) (Jusoh et al. 2017).

M2 was found as pure PHI according to the charac-
terization. Its synthesis temperature was higher (140 °C) 
than that of M1, and its permeabilities and ideal selectiv-
ity were significantly higher and lower, respectively. This 
could be happened due to the formation of non-zeolite 
pores which act as defects. It was shown that even with 
higher percentage of seed solution and higher tempera-
ture, a continuous film is not formed. However, in M3 
synthesized at 150 °C for 2 days, pure PHI zeolite crys-
tals were formed with fairly high permeabilities (0.2251 
and 0.1109 mol m−2 s−1 pa−1 for  CO2 and  CH4, respec-
tively) and ideal selectivity (2.03). Therefore, it can be 
said that for one-layered PHI zeolite membrane, 150 °C is 
the best synthesis temperature. Comparing M1, M2, and 
M3 excluding seed concentration which is being discussed 
later, it can be figured out that synthesis temperature is 
much more effective compared to synthesis time. This is 
because by increasing synthesis temperature even with 
decreasing synthesis time, a membrane with higher qual-
ity is synthesized.

Figure 5 shows SEM images of M2 and M3. Comparing 
these two images, it can be realized that M3 has more dense 
particles and its film contains less pinholes. In other words, 
at higher synthesis temperature (for M3), particles get closer 
and stick to each other more with less pinholes and non-
zeolite pores. In addition, more seeding leads to make even 
much thicker membrane layer.

Even though one more continuous film was synthesized 
by increasing the number of seeds on the support, it was 
realized with this comparison that effect of synthesis tem-
perature is much more dominant compared to seed solution 
concentration.

In addition, the number of layers has significant effect 
on the membrane ideal selectivity. It can be investigated 
with making a comparison between average selectivities of 
1 [(αM1 + αM2 + αM3)/3], 2 [(αM4 + αM5 + αM6)/3], and 3 
[(αM7 + αM8 + αM9)/3] layered membranes which are 1.50, 
2.05, and 3.03, respectively. In addition, by synthesizing 
more layers on the membrane even at 130 °C which is not 
enough for synthesis according to the M1 results, the mem-
brane selectivity significantly improves. In other words, 
quality of the membrane is improved and its impurities such 
as undesirable zeolites are gone. It should be mentioned that 
with increasing the number of layers gas, permeabilities 
decrease, but the membrane ideal selectivity as the most 
important factor increases.

Effects of experimental conditions on the membranes 
performance in gas separation

The Taguchi orthogonal array design was utilized to 
identify effects of synthesis conditions such as operation 
(synthesis temperature and synthesis time) and environ-
ment (seed solution concentration and the number of syn-
thesized layers on the membrane) to determine the most 
influential parameters on the PHI zeolite membrane per-
formance in gas separation. As noticed before, Table 2 
shows the Taguchi’s orthogonal array design structure and 

Fig. 4  SEM images of M1
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also the membranes performance (ideal selectivity and gas 
permeabilities). The ideal selectivity of each membrane 
was considered as the target response. To define the dif-
ference between the results and the desirable values, loss 
function was defined as calculated using Eq. 3, where the 
maximum amount is desired. In other words, the larger is 
the better (LB):

In Eq. 3, n and yi are repetition and the ideal selec-
tivity for the ith experiment, respectively. In addition, 

(3)LB =
1

n

∑ 1

y2
i

.

signal-to-noise ratio (SN) was calculated using Eq. 4 to 
find the optimum condition for the membrane synthesis:

The mean values of SN ratio were calculated using the 
Mini-Tab software. The output is presented in Fig. 6. Based 
on the results, the maximum Yi or ideal selectivity (here) 
happens for the three-layered membrane, 10% seeding solu-
tion, 150 °C synthesis temperature, and 2 day hydrother-
mal synthesis. In addition, analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was performed to determine the influence of factors and 
their relative importance which means that it determines 
those factors influencing on the average response and those 

(4)SN = −10 log (LB).

Fig. 5  SEM images of M2 (a), M3 (b)

Fig. 6  Mean of SN ratios for 
each parameter at each level
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influencing on the signal-to-noise ratio. To statistically ana-
lyze the results, sum of squares (SS) and mean square (vari-
ance) based on SN data and also the ratio of factor variance 
on error variance (F) and the contribution of each factor on 
the response (P) were calculated, as presented in Table 4. In 
these experiments, the degree of freedom was zero. There-
fore, to make the calculations, a parameter with the least 
sum of squares was considered as error (synthesis time). The 
results showed that the order of importance is the number of 
layers on the membrane, synthesis temperature, seed solu-
tion concentration, and finally synthesis time.

The last step was the confirmation experiment recom-
mended by the Taguchi method conclusions. After the opti-
mum conditions determination, the confirmation experi-
ment was accomplished with combination of the optimum 
levels as mentioned before. Then, the prediction using the 
method and the experiment result were compared to show 
how valid the experiment was. The predicted SN ratio was 
13.04, and then, ideal selectivity was calculated using Eq. 3 
as about 4.48. The experiment results showed that at the 
optimum condition,  CO2/CH4 ideal selectivity and  CO2 per-
meability are 4.12 and 0.0419 (mol m−2 s−1 pa−1 × 10−8), 
respectively. As observed, there is just about 8% error which 

is acceptable for this method and validity of the Taguchi 
method is proved. The XRD pattern and the SEM images 
of this confirmation membrane are presented in Figs. 7 and 
8, respectively. In the XRD pattern, the detected peaks are 
consistent with the combination of alumina and PHI peaks. 
The SEM images also show that a continuous film is made 
on the support surface. 

Conclusions

PHI zeolite crystals and membranes were synthesized suc-
cessfully via hydrothermal synthesis method. The effects of 
different parameters such as Si/Al ratio and synthesis tem-
perature on powder quality and the number of synthesized 
layers, synthesis temperature, seed solution concentration, 
and synthesis time on the membranes quality were then 
investigated.

It was shown that the best powder which can be used as 
seeds is with Si/Al = 5 synthesized at 120 °C. Moreover, 
 CO2/CH4 ideal selectivity was increased up to 4.2 from 1.15 
by increasing the number of synthesized layers, synthesis 
temperature, seed solution concentration, and decreasing 

Table 4  Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA)

Sample code Degree of 
freedom

Sum of squares Mean of squares F P (%)

Seeding suspension percentage 2 14.02 7.01 8.63 12.85
Number of synthesized layer 2 51.68 25.84 31.85 51.92
Synthesis temperature 2 29.07 14.53 17.89 28.47
Error 2 1.62 0.81 – –
Sum 8 96.39 – – –

Fig. 7  XRD pattern of the confirmation membrane
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synthesis time. The experimental part of the membrane 
synthesis was performed using an L9 orthogonal array of 
the Taguchi method. The results confirmed that the opti-
mum synthesis conditions for the best membrane are three-
layered membrane, 10% seeding solution, 150 °C synthesis 
temperature, and 2 day hydrothermal synthesis. In addition, 
it showed that the most important parameter is the number 
of synthesized layers.
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Abstract 

In the present work, the aim is to investigate the effect of substrate roughness on 

membrane quality. It was observed that defects formed in the zeolite film at 

uneven parts of the support. Polishing could remove the uneven parts and reduce 

the roughness of the substrates. Zeolite MFI membrane grown on the polished 

support showed remarkably improved quality. 

Keywords: defects; substrate; polishing; Permporometry; SEM 

1. Introduction 

Zeolite membranes are microporous inorganic membranes[1]. They have 

uniform pore size and high chemical stability [2, 3]. Therefore, they can be 

applied in a large number of applications where polymeric membranes are not 

applicable[4]. Membrane technologies are suitable for liquid [5-7] and gas 

separation [2, 8-10], and in reactors [11, 12], and as chemical sensors [13]. 
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The MFI framework has two types of channels, zigzag channels (5.1 x 5.5 Å) 

and straight channels (5.3 x 5.6 Å) [14]. Based on the Si/Al ratio, MFI is 

classified as silicalite-1 (Si/Al ratio higher than 200) or ZSM-5 (Si/Al ratio is 10 

to 200) [15]. This pore size is suitable for separation of hydrocarbons, and 

consequently this framework attracted much attention in gas separation [16-18]. 

It has been reported that defects in the zeolite film may reduce the separation 

performance [19, 20].   

A defect-free zeolite film is necessary for optimum performance in separation 

processes [21]. In a defect free zeolite membrane, permeation occurs only 

through the zeolite pores [22]. However, in reality, membranes contain defects 

and permeation also occurs in these defects. Open grain boundaries is one of the 

most common types of defects [23]. Pinhole is another type of defect. According 

to the literature, a homogeneous seed layer can reduce the number of pinholes 

[24]. Membranes may also crack during calcination of the membranes after 

synthesis. There are two main reasons. Firstly, calcination removes the structure-

directing agent (SDA) or other species left in the micropores. This results in 

contraction of the zeolite crystals and possibly intracrystalline pores between two 

adjoining grains. Secondly, the thermal expansion mismatch between support 

and zeolite film can lead to formation of cracks during calcination [8, 25]. There 

are reported alternatives in the literature such as ozonication and rapid thermal 
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processing (RTP) that may be used to avoid the problem [23, 26-28]. However, 

to the best of our knowledge, the effect of surface roughness on zeolite 

membrane quality has not been investigated, yet.  

In the present work, the effect of surface roughness of the support on the 

membrane quality is investigated for the first time.  

2.  Experimental 

2.1. Membrane preparation  

Graded porous alpha-alumina disks (Fraunhofer IKTS,Germany) with a diameter 

of 25 mm and a total thickness of 3 mm with 40 µm top layer were used as 

supports. Washed substrates were polished by SiC paper #4000. (Struers). In 

order to remove the debris formed after polishing, the substrates were autoclaved 

in water at 175 °C for 24h.    

H-ZSM-5 membranes with a thickness of ca. 0.5 μm and a Si/Al ratio of 139 

[29] were prepared as described in detail earlier [30] and briefly here. Prior to 

film synthesis, the supports were masked as described elsewhere [18] and then 

seeded with colloidal MFI crystals with 50 nm diameter. The film synthesis was 

carried out for 36 h at 100 °C in a solution with a molar composition of 

3TPAOH :  25SiO2 : 1450H2O : 100C2H5OH. After the synthesis, the 

membranes were rinsed with a 0.1 M ammonia solution and then calcined for 6 h 

at 500 °C at a heating rate of 0.2 °C min−1 and a cooling rate of 0.3 °C min−1. 
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2.2. Permporometry 

For permporometry [30] the membranes were mounted in a stainless steel cell 

sealed by graphite gaskets (Eriks, the Netherlands). Then, the cell was heated to 

300 oC for 6 h in a flow of pure helium with a heating rate of 1 oC min-1 followed 

by natural cooling. Permporometry was carried out at room temperature using a 

total pressure difference across the membrane of 1 atm. The permeate was kept 

at atmospheric pressure. The relative pressure of n-hexane was increased 

stepwise from 0 to ca. 1. The system was allowed to reach steady-state of each 

step. A digital flow meter and a soap bubble flow meter were employed to 

measure the volumetric flow rate of the permeate. The defect distribution was 

calculated as reported previously [1].  

2.3. SEM characterization 

SEM images were recorded using extreme-high-resolution scanning electron 

microscopy (XHR-SEM), a Magellan 400 (the FEI Company, Eindhoven, the 

Netherlands) instrument and no conductive coating was applied to the samples. 

2.4. XRD characterization  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data was recorded using a Panalytical Empyrean 

diffractometer equipped with a PIXcel3D detector. XRD data were collected in 

the 2θ range 5–50° using a Cu LFF HR X-ray tube operated at an accelerating 

voltage of 40 kV and a current of 45 mA 
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2.5. 3D optical surface profile measurement 

A Wyko 1100NT 3D optical surface profiler was used to measure the surface 

roughness, using vertical scanning interferometry (VSI) of white light. A 

magnification of 2.5× was used and the data was processed using the Veeco 

software. 

3. Results and discussion 

In the first step, about 50 commercial alumina discs were investigated by SEM to 

reveal the morphology of the surface. Two types of morphological features were 

found. These can be described as hills and pits as shown in Figure 1 a) and b), 

respectively. The main difference between individual discs was in the density of 

hills and pits. These substrates were used to grow silicalite-1 membranes with a 

thickness of 500 nm. Figure 1 c) and d) show SEM images of a membrane at a 

hill and pit, respectively. It was revealed that cracks formed in the film at these 

areas. XRD pattern shows the membrane is randomly oriented with MFI-type 

framework, Figure 1e). Permporometry data reveals the membrane contains 

relatively large areas of defects, Figure 1f).   
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Figure 1. SEM images of a hill a) and a pit b) at the surface of a non-polished 

alumina disc, cracks at the hill-foot c), and pit d), XRD pattern e) and 

permporometry data f) of the membrane. 

Alumina discs were polished by 4000# SiC-paper (average grain size 5µm). The 

original thickness of non-polished alumina top layer is 40 µm, Figure 2 a); after 

polishing the thickness reduced to 30 µm, Figure 2 b). During polishing, the 

applied pressure (P) had a significant influence on the final smoothness of the 

alumina surface. By P ˃ 2000 Pa (N/m2), a smooth surface with some remaining 
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scratches was produced. When P = 1000 Pa (N/m2), a smooth surface that 

reflected light was obtained, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2 c), and 

camera image d).  

 

Figure 2. SEM images of cross view of non-polished a) and polished b) alumina 

surfaces, schematic drawing of polishing process c), camera image of a polished 

alumina disc d). 

SEM and 3D optical surface profiler were used for the measurement of non-

polished and polished disc surfaces. Figure 3a) shows a typical hill on a non-

polished surface, and the 3D profile reveals that the number of these hills with a 

height exceeding 2 µm is about 5/mm2 and that the average roughness is 907 

nm, Figure 3d. Figure 3b shows an image of a polished alumina surface using an 

applied pressure (P) larger than 2000 (Pa), scratches can be observed throughout 
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the whole disc surface. The width of these scratches was in the range of 3 ~ 5 µm 

which was in agreement with the SiC grain size. The 3D profile showed that the 

average roughness was 328 nm, Figure 3e). By polishing the surface using a 

pressure (P) of 1000 (Pa), a smooth surface without scratch was achieved, as 

shown in Figure 3c). The average roughness was reduced to as low as 216 nm, 

Figure 3f). 

 

Figure 3.  SEM images of non-polished alumina surface a), polished alumina 

surface with remaining scratches b), polished alumina with smooth surface, and 

their corresponding 3D optical surface profiles d), e), f). 
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Figure 4. SEM images of larger cracks in membrane grown on non-polished 

support a) and b), smaller defects in membrane grown on polished substrate c) 

and d), their corresponding permporometry data e). Inserted table shows 
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reduction of defects areas after polishing. (a Width of defect (nm), b Relative 

area of defects) 

Both non-polished and polished alumina substrates were used as supports to 

grow MFI membrane on the surfaces. The seeding and synthesis conditions are 

identical, while the membrane grown on polished support shows significantly 

improved quality. As can be seen in Figure 4 a) and b), the width of crack 

formed on the rough surface is about 100 nm, and the length of this crack 

continues in the film for 2 µm. However, narrower and shorter crack with 20 nm 

width and 500 nm length can be observed in the membrane grown on polished 

support, Figure 4 c) and d). Their permporometry data further proved that 

membrane grown on polished support contains fewer defects, as illustrated in 

Figure 4 e). The Helium (He) permeance at relative pressures (p/p0) of 0.02 and 

1.0 are through defects larger than 2 nm and 20 nm, respectively. After 

polishing, the He permeance at point p/p0 = 0.02 reduced from 0.55 to 0.24 × 

10−7 mol s−1 m−2 Pa−1, which demonstrates the total relative area of defects (˃ 

2 nm) decreased from 0.59 % to 0.38 % (36 % reduction); and the He permeance 

at point p/p0 = 1.0 reduced from 0.19 to 0.04 × 10−7 mol s−1 m−2 Pa−1, which 

reveals the relative area of defects ˃ 20 nm decreased from 0.20 % to 0.06 % (70 

% reduction). 

4. Conclusion  
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In summary, this report studied the influence of surface roughness of alumina 

supports on the quality of zeolite MFI membranes. Micro-sized hills and pits are 

observed on the substrate, which contribute as the main roughness.  High-

resolution SEM revels that cracks form at the areas of hill-foot and pit bottom. 

Polish in controlled manner can effectively remove these hills and pits, and the 

average roughness of alumina surface can be reduced from 907 nm to 216 nm. 

Consequently, zeolite membrane grown on the polished support shows 

significantly decreased area of defects, as proved by SEM and permporometry 

analysis.  
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Selective blocking of grain boundary defects in
high-flux zeolite membranes by coking†

D. Korelskiy, * P. Ye, M. S. Nabavi and J. Hedlund

Commercial application of zeolite membranes has been hindered by

the challenge of preparing defect-free membranes. Herein, we report

a facilemethod able to selectively plug grain boundary defects in high-

flux MFI zeolite membranes by coking of iso-propanol at 350 �C. After
modification, the permeance via defects was reduced by 70%,whereas

that via zeolite pores was reduced by only 10%.

Membranes are one of the most promising alternatives to the
conventional energy-intensive separation technologies, such as
distillation, evaporation or absorption due to high efficiency,
sustainability and low energy demand.1,2 In addition,
membrane separation processes are one-phase, simple contin-
uous processes requiring a minimum of process equipment
easily adjustable to both small- and large-scale operation. In
order to be favourable for a certain separation application,
membranes should be cost-effective and have high perme-
ability, high selectivity, and high thermal, chemical and
mechanical stability. High permeability is essential for any
industrial application as it implies a lower membrane area
needed for the process, and hence, lower manufacture and
investment costs. High selectivity is desired as it will result in
high degrees of separation enabling single-stage operation and
reducing the energy requirements and capital expenditures.
High membrane stability provides sustainable performance
and a long lifespan of membranes.

Inorganic zeolite membranes are a particularly attractive
membrane type.3,4 These membranes have a well-dened pore
system with pores ranging from 0.3 to 1.3 nm in size. Being
highly porous, zeolite membranes can exhibit much higher
uxes than commercially available polymeric membranes. In
some cases, the ux can be increased further by preparing
oriented zeolite membranes.5–8 Consequently, much lower
membrane areas would suffice for a given separation task. For

instance, we have recently demonstrated9 that only one module
containing ca. 10 m2 of zeolite membrane area could replace an
entire amine scrubbing system or 20 commercial polymeric
membrane modules for CO2 separation from synthesis gas. In
addition, the chemical and thermal stability of zeolite
membranes may be superior to that of polymeric
membranes.4,10

Despite the advantages, commercial application of zeolite
membranes has been very limited, largely due to the fact that it
is challenging to prepare high-permeance defect-free zeolite
membranes.4 Defects, i.e. pores larger than the zeolite pores,
inevitably form in all zeolite membranes.11 In our recent
studies,12,13 we have shown that even high quality MFI zeolite
membranes can contain defects accounting for as much as 0.5–
0.7% of the membrane area. Among various types of defects,
grain boundary defects and cracks have been reported as the
most common.14 The presence of defects reduces the separation
performance of the membranes. Thus, the defects should be
eliminated.

Over the past few decades, a number of various post-
synthesis15 treatment procedures to block defects in zeolite
membranes have been developed. A comprehensive summary
of the methods has been given in recent reviews by Maghsoudi11

and Kosinov et al.4 In brief, the developed procedures result in
the fabrication of highly selective but poorly permeable zeolite
membranes as the treatments are blocking the majority of
zeolite pores along with the defects. In rare cases,16 when the
reported treatment did not result in considerable reduction of
permeance, the nal permeance was still very low as the
prepared membranes had low permeance from the beginning.
To be economically viable, zeolite membranes should have high
permeance.3 There is thus an urgent need to develop modi-
cation methods resulting in high-permeance membranes with
a low amount of defects. Herein, we report a facile, effective and
selective procedure to block grain boundary defects in ultra-thin
(sub-0.5 mm) high-permeance MFI zeolite membranes. The
defects are blocked by coking using iso-propanol as a coke
precursor. The modication resulted in a reduction of
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permeance through defects by as much as 70%, whereas the
permeance through zeolite pores was only reduced by ca. 10%,
keeping the membrane permeance high. The zeolite-pore/
defect permeation data were supported by high-resolution
scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) data and separation
data.

The morphology of the samples was examined by HR-SEM.
Fig. 1 shows cross-sectional and top-view images recorded for
an as-synthesised membrane. The MFI zeolite lm grown on an
alumina support appears to be even and continuous with
a thickness of about 300 nm. The lm was free of defects such as
cracks and pinholes, but grain boundaries were clearly
observed. We13 have recently shown by HR-SEM and permpor-
ometry that these grain boundaries are open with a width of
about 1 nm (�resolution of the HR-SEM instrument), and that
this type of defect constitutes the majority of defects in the
membranes.

To carefully characterise the size and distribution of ow-
through defects in the membranes, we have signicantly
advanced a non-destructive technique referred to as permpor-
ometry.12,17 In this technique, helium permeance through the
membrane is measured as a function of n-hexane relative
pressure (P/P0). As the relative pressure of n-hexane in the feed is
increased (in a step-wise manner), rst zeolite pores and then
increasingly larger defects are blocked by n-hexane, and,

therefore, the helium permeance is gradually decreased. The
amount of defects in terms of relative areas can then be esti-
mated from the permporometry data. The evaluation procedure
is described in the ESI.† For this study, a particularly defective
membrane according to permporometry was selected in order
to better investigate the effect of modication. Table 1 shows
permporometry data recorded for the membrane before modi-
cation. For the selected membranes, the helium permeance at
a relative pressure of n-hexane of 0, i.e. the permeance through
zeolite pores and defects, was very high amounting to ca. 130 �
10�7 mol s�1 m�2 Pa�1, which shows that the membrane is
a high-permeance membrane with fully open and permeable
zeolite pores. The high permeance is mainly a result of the very
low zeolite lm thickness. In our previous studies,12,18 we
showed that the helium permeance recorded at a relative
pressure of n-hexane of ca. 2.2 � 10�4 corresponded to the
helium permeance through all defects. For this membrane, the
total helium permeance through defects was unusually high, i.e.
35 � 10�7 mol s�1 m�2 Pa�1, with a total relative area of defects
of ca. 2% of themembrane area (see Table 1), indicating that the
selected membrane was quite defective. By comparison, the
total relative area of defects in our high-quality MFI membranes
is normally less than 0.5%,6,9,19 resulting in the permeance
through defects less than 7 � 10�7 mol s�1 m�2 Pa�1. The main
type of defect in the selected membrane (ca. 99.4% of all
defects) was microporous defects, i.e. defects <2 nm in size, and
these microporous defects are narrow open grain boundaries.
In addition, some mesoporous defects (2–50 nm) were detected
by permporometry, however, in a much smaller amount (ca.
0.01% of the total membrane area). Due to the presence of
various kinds of defects and high initial permeance, this
membrane should be an ideal candidate to study the effect of
the modication procedure on blocking defects in high-ux
MFI membranes.

Aer the permporometry characterisation, any traces of
n-hexane were removed from the membrane by rst ushing
with pure helium at 50 �C overnight and then calcination in air
at 350 �C for 15 h. It should be noted that this specically
designed procedure for the removal of n-hexane from the
membrane results in the same initial helium permeance aer
the permporometry test as it was before the experiment. Hence,

Fig. 1 Cross-sectional (a, b and c) and top-view (d and e) SEM images
recorded for a non-coked as-synthesised membrane; top-view SEM
image (f) recorded for a membrane coked for 25 h.

Table 1 Permporometry data recorded for the membrane before
modification

P/P0
He permeance
(10�7 mol s�1 m�2 Pa�1)

Defect
interval (nm)

Relative area
of defectsa (%)

0 128 —
2.2 � 10�4 35 0.71–0.73 0.34
3.7 � 10�4 32 0.73–0.80 0.71
1.1 � 10�3 23 0.80–1.04 0.69
1.1 � 10�2 10 1.04–1.78 0.21
1.1 � 10�1 1.4 1.78–4.22 0.0057
3.5 � 10�1 0.88 >4.22 0.0065

Total: 1.96

a Area of defects per total membrane area.
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no zeolite pores and defects should remain blocked by n-
hexane. Thereaer, the feed was changed to helium saturated
with iso-propanol at 20 �C. Unlike heavier alcohols, iso-
propanol has been shown20 to result in mild coke formation
in MFI zeolites via dehydration at 350–400 �C. The mild coke
formation is preferred, as it should reduce the risk of blocking
the zeolite pores in the membranes. In addition, iso-propanol
was found to dehydrate more rapidly than its linear isomer.20

These factors make iso-propanol an ideal candidate for the
defect-patching method based on coking. The membrane
temperature during the treatment was kept constant at 350 �C
to ensure only mild coke formation. The duration of the treat-
ment was varied between 1 and 25 hours to study the effect of
treatment (coking) time. Aer each treatment, the membrane
was ushed with pure helium overnight and cooled to 50 �C.
Then, the total helium permeance (n-hexane P/P0 ¼ 0) and the
helium permeance through all defects (n-hexane P/P0 ¼ 2.2 �
10�4) were measured. Prior to each new treatment with iso-
propanol, the membrane was again ushed with helium and
calcined in air for 15 h at 350 �C to remove n-hexane and coke
from the previous treatment. It should be noted that unlike
many other defect-patching methods, the developed method
can be readily applied to membranes already mounted in the
modules (in situ modication), resulting in a high practical
value of the method. Fig. 2 shows total helium permeance,
helium permeance through zeolite pores and helium per-
meance through defects as a function of coking time. All per-
meances were decreasing with increasing duration of coking.
However, the permeance through zeolite pores was reduced to
a much smaller extent than the permeance through defects.
Fig. 3 shows relative reduction of helium permeance through
defects and zeolite pores as a function of coking time. As the
coking time was increased to 3 h, the permeance through
defects was reduced by almost 60%. A further increase of the
coking time from 3 to 25 h resulted in a much more gradual
reduction of permeance through defects by about an additional
10%, reaching a total of 70%. This fact indicates that a 3-hour
treatment can be sufficient to block the majority of microporous
defects. Although the permeance through defects decreased

signicantly, the permeance through zeolite pores was only
reduced by about 10% or less. This demonstrates that the
developed coking procedure is quite selective. Any external
surface of the zeolite, such as the grain boundary, is rich in
silanol groups, ^Si–OH due to the missing ^Si–O–Si^
bonds.21 These groups should have an affinity for alcohol. At
elevated temperature, the silanol groups should react with iso-
propanol, rst forming ^Si–O–C3H7 in a dehydration reaction
and then coke, ^Si–O–R, thereby selectively blocking the
defects, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4. This mechanism
can also explain the gradual decrease of the permeance through
defects aer 5 h of coking. Most likely, the majority of accessible
silanol groups should have reacted during the rst 5 hours of
treatment, causing a much slower blocking process as the
treatment time increases further. We should also point out that
in the method development stage, benzene, being a common
coke precursor, was also tested for blocking the defects by
coking. However, the results of the modication with benzene
were not as promising as with iso-propanol. For instance, aer
coking with benzene for 4 h, the permeance through defects was
reduced by less than 50%, whereas the permeance through
zeolite pores was reduced by about 20%, most likely due to the
absence of a distinct affinity of the defects for benzene.

Aer the coking experiments were completed, the
membrane coked for 25 h was fully characterised by permpor-
ometry, see Table 2. The amount of both microporous and
mesoporous defects was reduced. However, the amount of
microporous defects was reduced to a much greater extent than
that of mesoporous defects, indicating that the developed
method should be more effective in blocking microporous
defects. We can also note that the total helium permeance (ca.
90 � 10�7 mol s�1 m�2 Pa�1) for the coked membrane
compares well with that for the non-coked membranes with
a similar amount of defects reported by our group earlier.12

Fig. 1 shows the top-view HR-SEM images of a non-coked as-
synthesised membrane (e) and the membrane coked for 25 h (f).
No difference between the two samples could be observed,
indicating that the deposited coke layer should be very thin,
rendering the coked membrane highly permeable. It should be

Fig. 2 Total helium permeance, helium permeance via zeolite pores
and helium permeance via defects measured for the membrane as
a function of coking time. The lines are only a guide for the eye.

Fig. 3 Relative reduction (%) of helium permeance through defects
and zeolite pores as a function of coking time. The lines are only
a guide for the eye.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 7295–7299 | 7297
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pointed out, however, that a very thin layer of carbon (coke) will
be transparent even in an HR-SEM, and this is probably the case
here. We shall also add that it is well known that coke formation
(deposition) is minimal in high-silica MFI zeolites, as in the
present work (Si/Al¼ 139). One can therefore expect that a lower
Si/Al ratio may cause somewhat greater coke formation in
zeolite pores, resulting in lower permeance through the pores
aer the modication. Gayubo et al.20 studied the deactivation
of high-alumina MFI (Si/Al ¼ 28) catalysts by coke deposition
during the transformation of iso-propanol into heavier hydro-
carbons. The authors found that at relatively low temperatures,
i.e. below 400 �C, as in the present work, the deactivation due to
coke deposition was very low, despite the high density of the
acid sites. This shows that the developed method should also be
applicable to MFI membranes with higher aluminium content.

In order to study the effect of the modication procedure on
membrane separation performance, the membrane coked for
25 h was evaluated for the separation of an equimolar mixture
of n-hexane and 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene (TMB). In our earlier
studies,12,13 we demonstrated that this separation system was an
ideal system to use for studying the effect of defects on the
separation performance. Furthermore, the separation data,
which are also an indication of membrane quality, were in
excellent agreement with the permporometry data. Fig. 5 shows
the n-hexane/TMB separation factor measured for the coked
membrane in the present work. The gure also shows the
separation factor as a function of the relative area of defects
larger than 0.75 nm, i.e. the defects permeable for TMB (TMB
kinetic diameter ¼ 0.75 nm) for three as-synthesised

membranes with different qualities, i.e. amount of defects,
obtained in our previous work.12 From the correlation between
the separation factor and the relative area of defects >0.75 nm
obtained in the previous work, one can see that for a membrane
with a relative area of those defects of 0.46% as for the coked
membrane, the n-hexane/TMB separation factor should be
about 12. In the present work, we measured the separation
factor to be 11.3, indicating a perfect agreement with the
previous data. This should also indicate that the amount of
defects measured by permporometry for the coked membrane
should be reliable as well as the data for the modication
method.

Conclusions

We have developed a facile method for plugging defects in high-
ux MFI membranes. The method based on coking of iso-
propanol is selective, reducing the permeance through defects
by as much as 70%, while keeping the permeance through
zeolite pores high, ca. 90% of its original value. In addition, the
method is very practical as it can be easily adapted for blocking
defects in membranes already mounted in the module (in situ
modication).
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